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Abstract
Interactions between initially planar, piston supported compaction waves in heteroge-
neous energetic solids and macro-scale rigid boundaries were computationally examined
for a wide range of piston impact speeds (20 ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s) and initial solid volume
fractions of the material (0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90). The response of the material was described by
a continuum theory that accounts for both elastic and inelastic compaction in a thermody-
namically consistent manner. Initial conditions were imposed by interpolating the spatial
structure of one-dimensional steady compaction waves onto two-dimensional domains con-
sidered in this study. For a planar wedge boundary, the peak solid pressure (Ps), dissipative
heating rate (ėc) and bulk temperature rise (∆T ) at the boundary increased when wedge
angle θ was increased from 0◦ to a critical value (60◦ ≤ θc ≤ 65
◦) as the flow transitioned
to a single Mach reflection (SMR) from a von Neumann reflection (vNR); these quantities
decreased when θ was further increased due to flow transition to a regular reflection (RR)
from a SMR for φ0 = 0.85 and Up = 500 m/s. Locations of the peak Ps, ėc and ∆T were
predicted to be removed from the wedge tip for a vNR and a SMR, but near the wedge
tip for a RR. Qualitatively similar predictions were obtained for 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90 and
Up ≥ 150 m/s. For a semi-circular boundary, the initial RR configuration transitioned to a
SMR for all cases. For 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90 and Up ≥ 150 m/s, peak values of Ps, ėc and ∆T
were predicted at a location removed from the stagnation point. For both wedge and semi-
circular boundaries, dissipative heating at the boundary was dominated by rate-dependent
compaction. To aid in the development of a bulk-scale combustion sub-model, bulk-scale
predictions were compared to locally averaged meso-scale predictions. Bulk-scale and aver-





Interactions between initially planar compaction waves and macro-scale rigid planar
wedge and non-planar, convex, semi-circular boundaries in granular energetic material are
computationally examined in this study. These wave-boundary interactions often occur
during processing and transportation of energetic materials due to geometric variations in
the impact conditions and may have important implications in combustion initiation of
these materials. Therefore, the main objective of this study is to characterize the bulk
thermomechanical response of the material under these loading conditions.
The bulk compaction model used in this study can be implemented efficiently to engi-
neering scale problems, but it does not specifically address hot-spot formation within the
material meso-structure, which is important for combustion initiation. Here, hot-spots are
the localized regions of elevated temperature that exists within the material mesostructure
due to energy dissipation by void collapse (compaction), plastic deformation, intergranular
friction etc. On the other hand, meso-scale models are capable of providing information
on the grain-scale fluctuations in the theromoechanical field that arises due to material
heterogeneity and contribute towards hot-spot formation. However, it is computationally
expensive to perform meso-scale simulations over engineering length scales. Therefore,
it is important to rationally develop an efficient bulk-scale combustion sub-model that is
consistent with both bulk deformation behavior and grain-scale response of heterogeneous
energetic materials. Towards this, the bulk-scale predictions are compared with the pre-
dictions obtained from meso-scale simulations in this thesis.
In this chapter, background information and the motivation for this study are first
discussed, followed by a brief description of the physical problem. Then, a survey of relevant
theoretical, experimental and numerical studies are given. Finally, specific objectives and
the plan of this thesis are outlined.
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1.1 Background and Motivation
Granular energetic materials are a class of highly combustible particulate solids that
are widely used in numerous military and commercial applications, such as conventional
munitions, rocket propellants, mining, drilling and explosive welding, due to their high-
power producing capability (≈ 1 × 105 GW/m2). These solids typically consist of het-
erogeneous mixtures of explosive grains and/or metal grains that are consolidated by the
addition of a small amount of plastic-like binders. Individual explosive grains vary in size
from approximately 10 nm to 200 µm and can exhibit different geometric shapes. Based
on their applications, energetic materials can be divided into four major types: (1) Pri-
mary/Initiating high explosives, (2) Secondary high explosives, (3) Propellants and (4)
Pyrotechnics [94]. Among these, secondary high explosives, such as RDX (C3H6N6O6),
HMX (C4H8N8O8) and PETN (C5H8N4O12), are of primary concern to this study. Focus
is placed only on the response of the granular explosives to dynamic loading because they
are the main compressive load-bearing constituent.
Safety and reliability of energetic solids during storage, handling and transportation
are of utmost importance as accidental initiation of these materials can lead to detona-
tion, causing severe damage to life and property. Davies [21] identified the possible stimuli
for accidental initiation in his paper and concluded that fire and impact are the most
likely sources of explosive initiation during road and rail transport. Consequently, im-
pact and shock sensitivity of a wide range of energetic materials have been extensively
studied through empirical formulation [49], drop-weight tests [59, 39, 24, 54, 87] and gap
tests [50, 51, 57]. These studies mostly concentrate on the mechanical response of the
system in a well-defined state of uniaxial strain under planar impact. However, probable
abnormal environments and accident scenarios are rarely planar, and they introduce addi-
tional factors of system size, configuration and confinement [63]. These additional factors
may enhance the sensitivity of energetic solids and therefore, a detailed examination of the
impact response of the material under complex loading conditions is necessary.
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For example, Wilson, et al. [89] experimentally showed that interaction between an
initially planar shock and a hemispherical glass anvil in the explosive PBXW-128 initiated
vigorous combustion in the vicinity of the explosive-anvil interface away from the stagnation
region, although the incident wave strength was below plane shock initiation sensitivity.
Although Wilson’s experiment indicates an increase in the explosive sensitivity near the
explosive-anvil interface, it fails to provide any additional insight into the material response.
Nevertheless, their observations are of practical significance as wave-boundary interactions
commonly occur during accidental loading of energetic solids due to geometric variations
in the loading condition and shock wave curvature. Therefore, the present study attempts
to perform a detailed analysis of the problem through numerical simulation to characterize
the inert impact response of energetic solids due to wave-boundary interactions.
Analysis of compaction wave-boundary interaction in energetic solids is complicated by
the existence of multi-scale processes arising from material heterogeneity that are vastly
different in length and time scale. The detonation of explosives due to weak or mild
impact can occur slowly over length scales of approximately 40 mm, whereas dissipative
heating, responsible for hot-spot formation, occurs over length scales much smaller than
the average grain size. These hot-spots contribute to combustion initiation in solid explo-
sives, which may eventually lead to Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) [11, 16].
Therefore, an accurate description of hot-spot formation is necessary to characterize the
sensitivity of energetic materials under accidental impact. However, no robust experimen-
tal diagnostic techniques presently exist that can provide detailed hot-spot information and
therefore, mathematical modeling is necessary to make realistic estimates [85]. Meso-scale
models [4, 67, 7, 2] are capable of accurately resolving grain-scale fluctuations in the ther-
momechanical field and providing hot-spot information. However, they are computationally
expensive to implement over engineering length scales. Therefore, several bulk combustion
sub-models [3, 14, 35, 46, 62, 30] have been developed in the past to analyze combustion
and detonation of energetic solids. However, the model predictions are not verified with
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both experimental and numerical data from bulk-scale and meso-scale simulations, which
is necessary for consistency.
Therefore, another objective of this work is to correlate meso-scale hot-spot predictions
with macro-scale quantities, such as porosity, pressure and volumetric deformation rate,
which will facilitate rational development of a bulk-scale combustion sub-model that is con-
sistent with both bulk-scale response and grain-scale predictions obtained from meso-scale
simulations. As a preliminary step towards this end, bulk-scale and meso-scale simula-
tions are performed to computationally examine the interaction of initially planar, piston-
supported compaction waves with macro-scale rigid semi-circular boundaries in granular
HMX and the model predictions are compared with each other to verify their consistency.
1.2 Problem Description
The main objective of this work is to computationally examine the interaction between
initially planar, steady compaction waves and macro-scale rigid planar/non-planar station-
ary boundaries using a bulk compaction model [30] within a material that is representative
of the commonly-used secondary high explosive HMX. The bulk compaction model used
in this study is an extension of a two-phase Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT)
model, originally developed by Baer and Nunziato [3] on the principle of phase separation
and later improved by Bdzil, et al. [5], to account for the inelastic dissipation in the material
that is important for slow compaction processes in a thermodynamically consistent manner.
Granular HMX is chosen for this study, as its material properties and thermomechanical
response under uniaxial compaction are well-characterized [73, 19, 23, 31, 52, 65, 67]. Al-
though granular HMX is the focus of this work, the modeling framework is general enough
to be extended for other granular solids with proper constitutive theory. Due to the com-
plex shock loading response of granular HMX, a few simplifications have been made in
the bulk model for tractability. Instead of considering a heterogeneous system of explo-
sive grains, metals and binder (e.g., plastic bonded explosives (PBXs)), focus is placed















































































































Figure 1.1: Schematic of the physical domain with (a) wedge boundary and (b) semi-circular
boundary.
load-bearing components of these heterogeneous mixtures under dynamic compaction. This
study concentrates on the inert impact loading of HMX and ignores combustion; thus it ne-
glects any gas phase effect. Additionally, only hydrodynamic stresses are considered in this
study at present, although it is recognized that bulk shear resulting from wave-boundary
interaction may be important for the initiation of energetic materials, especially for weak
incident waves.
The physical problem is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 where an initially planar, steady com-
paction wave propagating from left to right through granular HMX interacts with a macro-
scale rigid boundary situated near the right boundary of the domain. The incident com-
paction wave is supported by a constant-speed piston moving at a velocity of Up. The
imposed boundary conditions are also indicated in the figure. The initial conditions for
the problem are imposed on the 2-D domain by interpolating the spatial structure of a
compaction wave, obtained by solving the steady form of the governing equations in one
dimension for a particular piston speed (Up) and initial solid volume fraction of the mate-
rial (φ0). The inert impact response of the material is studied for a wide range of initial
solid volume fractions (0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90) and weak to mild impact speeds (20 ≤ Up ≤ 500
m/s). Two types of boundary are chosen for this study: (a) planar wedge-shaped boundary
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and (b) non-planar, convex, semi-circular boundary. The planar wedge boundary, shown
in Fig. 1.1(a), is chosen because it represents a theoretically simpler configuration for as-
sessing compaction wave-boundary interaction than those associated with more complex
boundary geometries. Also, oblique reflection of gas shocks over such boundaries is rela-
tively well-understood. As indicated in the figure, the rigid wedge boundary is inclined at
an angle θ with respect to the horizontal axis, forming a concave corner. In this work, θ
is varied in steps of ∆θ = 5◦ to examine the variation in the material response with the
wedge angle. The domain dimensions are chosen in such a way so that the length of the
wedge boundary is constant (L ≈ 20 mm) for all values of θ.
The convex semi-circular boundary, shown in Fig. 1.1(b), is chosen to mimic the “hemi-
spherical anvil” test of Wilson, et al. [89] and Jordan, et al. [48]. This particular geometry
is relatively complex as the flow deflection angle decreases away from the stagnation region
along the curved boundary. The radius of the semi-circular boundary is taken to be r0 = 10
mm to ensure that it is larger than the largest incident wave thickness studied in this thesis.
1.3 Literature Survey
A number of experimental, theoretical and numerical studies have been conducted to
characterize the uniaxial compaction behavior of granular energetic materials. The ex-
perimental studies of deflagration-to-detonation transition (DDT) in granular explosives
by Griffiths and Groocock [37], Bernecker and Price [8, 9, 10], Campbell [15], McAfee,
et al. [65, 64], Sandusky and Liddiard [77], Luebcke, et al. [58] indicate that the ignition
initiation and subsequent transition to detonation in the material require formation and
maintenance of a strong compaction wave. However, different physical processes that lead
to combustion initiation in the material, especially due to weak mechanical impact, cannot
be fully characterized from these experiments. Further, vigorous combustion of explosive
materials often releases a significant amount of energy that may damage the experimental
apparatus.
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Therefore, several bulk-scale mathematical models [3, 14, 53, 61, 75, 5, 35, 30, 74] have
been developed based on the principles of continuum mixture theory and phase separation
to study both DDT and inert impact response of granular energetic materials that include
a variety of constitutive relations, governing equations and ignition/combustion models.
These models account for convective transport in both solid and gas phases, interphase
mass, momentum and energy transfer due to chemical reactions, drag interaction and
convective heat transfer and material compaction due to stress imbalance between gas
pressure, solid pressure and intergranular stress of the solid. The constitutive relation for
the intergranular stress is obtained from quasi-steady compaction experiments [19]. The
bulk-scale compaction model used in this study [30, 31] is an extension of the original
two-phase DDT model of Baer and Nunziato [3] to account for energy dissipation due to
elastic and inelastic compaction of the material in a manner that is consistent with both
principles of thermodynamics and experimental data. Gas phase effects are ignored in this
study as only the inert impact response of the granular material is studied.
Although bulk model predictions for planar impact of granular explosives result in
compaction wave thickness, wave speed and equilibrium pressure behind the wave that
are consistent with experimental observations [65], these models cannot resolve grain-scale
fluctuations arising from material heterogeneity that are important for combustion initi-
ation in the material. For example, bulk-compaction models predict a bulk temperature
rise of ∆T ≈ 10 K due to weak compaction (< 0.2 GPa) of granular HMX (φ0 ≈ 0.70),
which is well-below the temperature rise needed for combustion initiation (∆T ≈ 300 K).
However, experiments [58, 65, 76] indicate occurrence of chemical reaction in the material
under similar impact conditions. This discrepancy is due to the formation of localized
high temperature regions at the grain-scale (hot-spots) that are capable of initiating the
material [11, 16, 85]. Various physical mechanisms have been found to be responsible
for hot-spot formation, such as material jetting during void collapse, localized plastic de-
formation due to stress concentration at the intergranular contact, intergranular friction,
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etc. [11, 25, 85, 67]. Meso-scale models [4, 7, 67, 2, 70] are capable of accurately resolving
grain-scale fluctuations in the thermomechanical field and providing hot-spot information,
but they cannot be faithfully applied to materials of engineering dimensions due to compu-
tational limitations. Therefore, it is desirable to formulate simpler models that can track
and rationally couple essential phenomena occurring at both the bulk- and grain-scale.
Towards this end, several mechanistic models have been developed in the past to ana-
lyze combustion and detonation of energetic solids that can be applied to engineering scale
systems and validated against experimental data. The models of Baer and Nunziato [3],
Butler and Krier [14] and Gonthier [35] specify empirical ignition criteria in terms of bulk
quantities, but do not explicitly account for hot-spot formation due to compaction dissi-
pation. The model of Johnson, et al. [46] accounts for hot-spot formation but does not
track the evolution of hot-spot mass fraction. On the other hand, the composite model
of Massoni, et al. [62] tracks the evolution of hot-spot temperature and mass fraction due
to viscoplastic pore collapse and couples this hot-spot model to a two-phase bulk model.
However, they do not explicitly show whether the hot-spot and two-phase models are ener-
getically consistent. Gonthier [30] recently proposed a thermodynamically consistent model
that resolves key features of hot-spot formation in a manner compatible with both contact
mechanics and bulk compaction energetics. However, model predictions are not verified
with grain-scale data obtained from meso-scale simulations.
The above discussion indicates that planar, uniaxial compaction behavior of granular
energetic materials has been well-characterized through experiments and bulk-scale and
meso-scale simulations, although questions remain on developing a simple, tractable model,
consistent with both experimental observations and numerical simulations, that can be
used to analyze combustion and detonation response of granulated energetic materials.
Although most practical loading conditions are rarely planar or uniaxial, and often involve
complex wave-boundary interactions due to confinement, the material response under such
conditions has received very little attention from researchers to the author’s best knowledge.
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Therefore, the present study attempts to perform a computational examination based on
the existing knowledge of uniaxial compaction behavior of granular explosives to provide a
better understanding of the response of the material resulting from complex wave-boundary
interactions.
The interaction structures predicted in the context of our problem are analogous to
those described in gas dynamics for oblique/normal reflection of steady shock waves over
rigid boundaries. Knowledge of studies conducted in the field of shock wave reflection will
further aid in the understanding of compaction wave interaction with rigid boundaries.
Therefore, a brief survey of the existing literature in the field of shock wave-boundary
interaction is presented below. The uninterested reader may directly proceed to Section 1.4
without the loss of continuity.
The reflection of steady shock waves over wedges and convex semi-circular boundaries
has been investigated thoroughly through numerous experiments and theoretical/numerical
studies [86, 18, 88, 36, 41, 17, 43, 82, 13, 93, 92, 84]. The reflection phenomenon is non-
linear and therefore, the incidence and reflection angles are generally not equal. Jones,
et al. [47] have shown that the flow fields resulting from interactions between gas shocks
and semi-infinite wedges are self-similar or pseudo-stationary. On the other hand, the flow
fields resulting from the shock reflection over convex semi-circular/cylindrical surfaces are
unsteady. For the wedge boundary, the reflection configuration depends on the wedge angle
(θ) and incident wave strength. For the curved boundary, the initial reflection configuration
following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction depends on the initial wedge angle,
incident wave strength and radius of curvature of the boundary [6, 83]. Here, the initial
wedge angle is defined as the slope of the boundary at the leading edge. The reflection
configurations resulting from oblique shock-boundary interactions can be broadly divided
into: (a) regular reflection (RR) and (b) irregular reflection (IR). In regular reflection, the
incident wave and the reflected wave meet on the rigid boundary at the reflection point.
The reflected wave in this case is strong enough to turn the flow parallel to the boundary.
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Mach [60] first reported that a limit exists for the regular reflection of shock waves, and a
new type of reflection occurred after the incidence angle exceeded a critical value. This is
referred to as an irregular reflection (IR), where the incident and reflected waves meet with
a stem structure (commonly termed as the ‘Mach stem’) at a single point (referred to as the
‘triple point’) above the boundary. The stem structure is oriented normal to the boundary
and maintains flow tangency near the boundary, as the reflected wave is not strong enough
to turn the flow parallel to the boundary. If there is a sharp change in the orientation of
the Mach stem and the incident wave, then the reflection configuration is referred to as a
Mach reflection (MR), whereas if the Mach stem smoothly merges into the incident wave,
then the reflection configuration is a von Neumann reflection (vNR). In the event of an
IR, the flow behind the reflected wave is subsonic and the reflected wave is curved in the
region where the corner-generated signals have reached. All three configurations are seen
for shock reflection over wedges, but only a RR and a MR are predicted for shock reflection
over convex, semi-circular boundaries. Although several other types of Mach reflection
configuration, such as a double Mach reflection (DMR) and a transitional Mach reflection
(TMR), are possible depending on the boundary geometry and the incident shock strength,
low incident wave Mach numbers (M < 2) usually result in a SMR [12, 27]. A detailed
description of different reflection configurations can be found in Ben-Dor’s book [6].
Numerous studies have been conducted for shock reflection over wedges to characterize
the reflection configurations and the transition angles between them, as they vastly affect
the flow properties. J. von Neumann [86] and Polachek, et al. [72] studied regular reflection
and irregular reflection using ‘two-shock theory’ and ‘three-shock theory’ and showed that
the transition angle between a regular reflection and an irregular reflection depends only
on the incident wave strength. Out of various suggested criteria for RR → IR transition,
the length scale concept of Hornung, et al. [42] is found to agree best with experimental
observations. Their theory suggests that the RR terminates when the flow behind the
reflected wave becomes sonic when viewed in the frame of reference of the reflection point.
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Transition criteria for other types of reflection configurations are listed in [6]. Fletcher, et
al. [26] have experimentally studied the Mach reflection of shock waves over wedges where
they observed a RR configuration RR for the wedge angle of θ = 45◦, which transitioned to
a MR for θ = 30◦ and to a vNR configuration when the wedge angle was further decreased to
θ = 15◦. The reflection of weak shocks over wedges is also studied by Sasoh, et al [78] both
experimentally and numerically where they have described the criteria for the appearance
and termination of a vNR. Glaz, et al. [28] have compared numerical predictions with
experimental data and computed density variation along the wall boundary for different
reflection configurations. Their study highlights the variation in the flow properties along
the boundary with changes in the reflection configurations and emphasizes the importance
of determining the transition angles. Experimental and analytical investigations of Yang,
et al. [91] indicate that the domain of existence for a vNR is broader for a cone compared
to a wedge boundary. Among others, Igra, et al. [44] have numerically studied shock wave
reflection from a wedge in a dusty gas. Their predictions indicated that the presence of
solid phase (dust) causes a significant increase in the pressure acting on the wedge surface
compared to the similar pure gas case.
A few notable contributions for shock reflection over convex semi-circular boundaries
are mentioned here. In his paper, Heilig [40] presented the pressure distribution p1/p0
at the foot of the Mach shock along the cylinder surface for the incident Mach number
of Mi = 1.92, where p1 and p0 are the pressure behind and ahead of the Mach shock,
respectively. It is noted that the pressure that corresponds to the RR ↔ MR transition
angle is lower than the stagnation pressure. He further mentioned that a pressure higher
than the stagnation pressure was found at the transition point on the curved boundary
for lower incident wave Mach numbers of Mi = 1.41 and 1.05. These predictions may be
important to the study of compaction wave-boundary interaction as weak incident waves
are considered in this study. Another important contribution worth mentioning is the
work of Gonor, et al. [29], where they have studied the diffraction of a planar shock wave
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moving over wedges, cylinders, and over solid and liquid drops in gases, both experimentally
and theoretically. Their calculations indicate monotonic increases in pressure and density
along the front surface of the rigid body from their stagnation values during regular shock
reflection in liquids and condensed matter, whereas the pressure and density variations in
air exhibit an initial decrease from the stagnation value, after which they increase rapidly.
They have attributed this difference in the material response to the greater compressibility
of gases compared to condensed matter. These results may also have important implications
to the present study, as energetic materials have lower compressibility compared to gases.
The above discussion indicates that extensive research has been performed on the reflec-
tion of shock waves over rigid bodies, which highlights different wave interaction structures
(reflection configurations) and how these structures affect the flow field. Therefore, par-
ticular attention is placed on characterizing the variations in the response of the material
with different reflection configurations in this study.
1.4 Objectives and Plan
As mentioned, the primary objective of this study is to computationally examine in-
teractions between initially planar, constant-speed piston supported compaction waves and
rigid planar/non-planar boundaries in heterogeneous energetic solids and characterize the
thermomechanical response of the material. Towards this end, a total variation diminishing
(TVD), high-resolution, finite-volume, shock-capturing numerical technique is implemented
to study the wave-boundary interaction problem for a wide range of initial solid volume
fractions of the material (0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90) and piston impact speeds (20 ≤ Up ≤ 500
m/s). The specific novel objectives of this study include:
1. Analyzing the inert impact response of granular HMX due to interaction between ini-
tially planar, steady compaction waves and rigid wedge boundaries. Towards this end,
the reflection configurations resulting from the wave-boundary interaction within the
domain are identified and discussed for the wedge angles of 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦. Emphasis
is placed on characterizing the spatial and temporal variations in the solid pressure,
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dissipative heating rate and bulk temperature rise within the material along the
wedge boundary. In addition, the values and locations of maximum pressure, heating
rate and bulk temperature rise along the wedge boundary are identified. Relative
contributions from the rate-dependent and inelastic compaction of the material to-
wards dissipative heating are characterized as well. Further, the bulk temperature
rise is partitioned into a rate-dependent compaction component, an inelastic com-
paction component and a compression work component to characterize the relative
importance of these processes towards the bulk temperature rise in the material.
The sensitivity of the material under repeated loading is also discussed. Finally, a
parametric study is performed to characterize the variations in the material response
along the rigid boundary with the initial solid volume fraction (φ0), impact speed
(Up) and wedge angle (θ).
2. Analyzing the inert impact response of granular HMX due to interaction between
initially planar, steady compaction waves and rigid, convex, semi-circular bound-
aries. As before, the reflection configurations present within the domain following
the wave-boundary interaction are discussed. The spatial and temporal variations
in the solid pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk temperature rise in the ma-
terial are characterized. Emphasis is placed on identifying the values and locations
of maximum solid pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk temperature rise along
the curved boundary. Additionally, the response of the material pre-compacted by
the incident wave is characterized following the propagation of the reflected wave to
examine sensitivity of the material under repeated loading. Finally, a parametric
study is performed to characterize the variations in the locations of maximum pres-
sure, heating rate and temperature rise along the curved boundary with the initial
solid volume fraction (φ0) of the material and piston impact speed (Up).
3. Comparing the bulk-scale predictions with meso-scale predictions to guide the rational
development of a bulk combustion sub-model. As mentioned, rational development of
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a bulk combustion sub-model that is consistent with both bulk-scale and meso-scale
simulation predictions is an ongoing research effort. The objective is to correlate
meso-scale hot-spot predictions with bulk-scale quantities, such as porosity, pressure
and volumetric deformation rate, which will guide development of the sub-model. To
this end, the bulk compaction model described in this study and a meso-scale model
that is based on an explicit, Lagrangian finite- and discrete-element technique [70] are
used to numerically simulate interactions between initially planar compaction waves
and semi-circular boundaries, and the model predictions are compared to each other
to verify their consistency. To compare with the bulk-scale predictions, the meso-
scale predictions are averaged over a square averaging area. The average meso-scale
predictions depend on the choice of the averaging area. Therefore, determining the
correct size of this averaging area is also an objective of this study.
The plan of this thesis is as follows. First, the hydrodynamic compaction model used
in this study to analyze the bulk response of material is described in Chapter 2, including
a brief discussion on the importance of the inelastic solid volume fraction (φ̃) in this model.
Then, the model equations are transformed to a generalized curvilinear space which facil-
itates their numerical integration over any arbitrary domain. An eigenstructure analysis
of the transformed system of equations is performed and eigenvalues for the problem are
determined. The details of the eigenstructure analysis are given in Appendix E. Next, the
finite-volume numerical technique used in this study to solve the governing equations is
described in Chapter 3, followed by a discussion on the implementation of the boundary
conditions and initial conditions used in this study. The numerical technique is then verified
against available analytical solutions for supersonic gas flow over a wedge and steady one-
dimensional compaction wave solutions. Predictions for the compaction wave-boundary
interaction problem for both wedge and semi-circular boundaries are presented in Chapter
4, followed by a comparison between the bulk-scale and meso-scale predictions. Finally,




The objective of this study is to describe the thermomechanical behavior of granular
energetic materials, such as HMX, under complex loading conditions. This requires formu-
lations of simple, tractable models that are capable of predicting the evolution of thermal
and mechanical stress fields and compaction wave structures within the granular mate-
rial that are consistent with bulk compaction experiments. To this end, researchers have
applied basic principles of continuum mixture theory to pose macroscopic multi-phase con-
tinuum models that are thermodynamically compatible [71, 3, 52]. Among them, the two
phase DDT (Deflagration-to-Detonation Transition) model developed by Baer and Nun-
ziato [3], referred to as the B-N model, is widely used to describe the compaction and
combustion of reactive energetic solids. The popularity of the B-N model is due to its rig-
orous thermodynamic framework that is capable of describing compaction waves. In their
model, compaction dynamics is described by the evolution of solid volume fraction of the
material, defined as the ratio of the volume occupied by the solid constituent to the total
volume. The B-N model, however, fails to accurately reflect the compaction energetics in
the quasi-static limit.
Gonthier, et al. [30, 34] extended the original B-N model to account for the large
hysteresis and energy dissipation observed in quasi-static compaction experiments [23, 19]
by partitioning the solid volume fraction (φ) of the material into elastic (φe) and inelastic
(φ̃) components in an analogous manner to the partitioning of total strain into elastic and
inelastic components in plasticity theory. The extended model is shown to be consistent
with the Second Law of Thermodynamics and is used to describe the inert compaction
response of granular HMX in the limit of a single solid phase. Interstitial gas phase effects
are ignored because ρg/ρs ≪ 1 in the absence of combustion, where ρg and ρs are the gas
and solid density, respectively.
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In this chapter, the model equations are first described in Section 2.1. The role of
the inelastic component of the volume fraction (φ̃) is also briefly described in this section
because of its importance in describing compaction wave dynamics. Next, the governing
equations are transformed to a generalized curvilinear space in Section 2.2 which facilitates
numerical integration of the governing equations on an arbitrarily shaped domain. Also, the
characteristic speeds are determined based on an eigenstructure analysis of the governing
equations, which is necessary for a correct implementation of the numerical method used
in this study.
2.1 Bulk-Scale Model
The following system of equations is used to describe the unsteady, two-dimensional













































0, 0, 0, 0,
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2 (1 − φ)
µc
(Ps − β) , ρsφΛ
]T
, (2.5)








f (φ) − φ̃
)
if f (φ) > φ̃
0 otherwise
(2.6)
Independent variables in these equations are time t and positions x and y. Dependent vari-
ables are the solid density ρs, velocity components u and v in the x and y directions, respec-
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tively, solid pressure Ps, mass-specific total energy E, solid volume fraction φ and inelastic
volume fraction φ̃. The mass-specific total energy E is given by E = es +B + (u
2 + v2) /2,





d(φ− φ̃) is the
recoverable compaction energy. The intergranular stress β is an experimentally measured
quantity that can be interpreted as a configurational stress resulting from the contact forces
between grains which resists compaction. Here, f (φ) is a yield function that establishes
the onset of inelastic volumetric deformation. The material deforms volumetrically due to
an imbalance between the solid pressure Ps and the intergranular stress β. The parameters
µ and µ̃ in the evolution equations of φ and φ̃, respectively, establish the rates of stress
equilibration (Ps → β) and relaxation to the yield surface (f (φ) → φ̃); µc is commonly
referred to as the compaction viscosity which determines compaction wave thickness. For
the purpose of this study, compaction viscosity is taken to be µc = 100 kg/(s m) so that the
model predicts compaction wave thicknesses and speeds commensurate with experimental
data [65]. Parametric studies reported in Ref. [33] suggest that compaction wave struc-
tures for granular HMX are unaffected by significant variations in µ̃ about the baseline
value µ̃ ≈ 9.4 × 10−12 s based on quasi-static compaction experiments. Therefore, in the
limit µ̃ → 0, then φ̃ = f(φ). The system of equations is mathematically closed given the




and f (φ), where Ts is the bulk temper-
ature of the granular solid. Expressions used for HMX are given in Appendices A and
C.
The conservative form of the governing equations, given by Eqs. (2.1)-(2.6), describe
the evolution of mass, momentum, total energy, solid volume fraction and inelastic volume
fraction. Partitioning of the solid volume fraction (φ) into a reversible elastic component
(φe) and an irreversible inelastic component (φ̃) in analogy with elastic-plastic theory en-
ables the bulk model to predict many experimentally observed features including strain
hardening, stress relaxation, hysteresis and strain history effects that give rise to split-wave
structures [30]. The evolution equations for φ and φ̃ are constructed in a manner compat-
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where η is the granular material entropy. The term (1−φ)
µcρs
(Ps − β)





is also non-negative since both β ≥ 0 and dφ̃
dt
≥ 0 in the context of the
model. Gonthier, et al. [34] have shown that this thermodynamic description is compatible
with the partitioning of Helmholtz free energy function into a thermal component (ψs) that
increases the thermal energy of the pure phase solid and a reversible component (B) that
is stored as recoverable compaction energy, i.e.,
ψ
(
ρs, Ts, φ, φ̃
)





where ψs is the free energy of the pure solid. This partitioning implies that bulk entropy is
equal to the entropy of the pure phase solid, i.e., η = ηs as excess surface entropy is ignored.
The role of inelastic volume fraction φ̃ within the context of the model is discussed in detail
in Section 2.1.1.
A key objective of this study is to investigate the energetic response of the granular
explosive under inert loading conditions. Of particular importance are the heating rates
and bulk temperature rise predicted within the material due to energy dissipation when the
material is dynamically loaded. Dissipative heating can induce chemical reactions within
the energetic material, which may lead to the onset of vigorous combustion. Energy is
dissipated within the material due to compaction, whereas compression work is recoverable.























where d (•) /dt ≡ ∂ (•) /∂t + v · ∇ (•) is the Lagrangian derivative. In Eq. (2.9), the com-
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paction induced heating rate (dec/dt) has contributions from a rate-dependent component
(deφ/dt), which vanishes for slow compaction (i.e., Ps ≈ β), and a second component
(deφ̃/dt) which accounts for dissipation due to inelastic compaction. The term deρ/dt
denotes compression of the pure phase solid. The rate-dependent heating rate, inelastic

















































To facilitate integration of Eqs. (2.10)-(2.11), it is convenient to express them in Eule-






































φ (1 − φ)
µ









if f (φ) > φ̃
0 otherwise
Once eφ and eφ̃ are found by numerically integrating Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15), eρ can be
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. Using the caloric equation of state for HMX given in
Appendix A, contributions from rate-dependent compaction (∆Tφ), inelastic compaction
(∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) towards the bulk temperature rise (∆T ) are estimated in
the following manner:
















= ∆Tφ + ∆Tφ̃ + ∆Tρ, (2.16)
where Ts0 is the initial temperature and cv is the specific heat at constant volume of the
material.
2.1.1 Strain Hardened Material - The Role of φ̃
Compaction experiments indicate that granular solids exhibit strain hardening. Thus,
a granular energetic material’s strain history will affect its subsequent heating and ignition
response. This observation is relevant to shock desensitization of granular material where
an increase in the effective density by a preconditioning shock renders the material less
sensitive to subsequent shock loading. To potentially account for such effects, changes
in the solid volume fraction due to volumetric deformation are partitioned into elastic
and inelastic components, i.e., dφ = dφe + dφ̃ by Gonthier, et al. [31, 32]. The role of φ̃ in
determining the mechanics of strain hardened material may be illustrated by a hypothetical
loading-unloading compaction process, as shown in both the (φ, φ̃) and (φ, β) planes in
Fig. 2.1. The line φ̃ = φ corresponds to a stress-free material state (i.e., β = 0) that passes
through the origin (φfp, φfp) of Fig. 2.1(a), where φfp is the free-pour solid volume fraction

































Figure 2.1: Hypothetical loading-unloading hysteresis cycle for the hydrostatic compaction
of a granular material.
φe = φ − φ̃; thus β → 0 as φe → 0. If the initially unloaded material is assumed to
be at state I having solid volume fraction φI , where φI > φf , then the material is strain
hardened. During compaction from state I to state II, the material deforms elastically;
thus φ̃ = φI remains constant. For quasi-static loading, the model predicts no dissipation
for this process, whereas it predicts rate-dependent dissipation for dynamic loading; this
dynamic loading response is referred to as viscoelastic. State II lies on the curve φ̃ = f(φ)
which corresponds to the yield surface of the material. Subsequent compaction beyond state
II produces an irreversible increase in φ̃ due to inelastic compaction. The path from state
II to state III corresponds to µ̃ → 0 as stated before in agreement with the assumption
of infinitely fast relaxation to the yield surface. For this process, both quasi-static and
dynamic loading are dissipative. Because rate-dependent dissipation is also induced by
dynamic loading, this dynamic response is referred to as viscoplastic. Now, if the material
is reversibly unloaded from state III to state IV, φ decreases and a final volume fraction at
the stress-free state of φIV > φI is obtained, indicating a permanent deformation, ∆. This
phenomenon is referred to as hysteresis. If φ decreases so that φ < φ̃, then the recoverable
compaction energy is assumed to be B(φe) ≡ 0 as grains lose contact. It is also noted that


















Figure 2.2: Illustrations of the grid for (a) the physical and (b) the computational domain.
strain hardening. Conventional compaction models, like the B-N model [3], do not account
for strain hardening; hence, they fail to describe its influence on bulk compaction and
heating [32].
2.2 Curvilinear Coordinates
It is useful to have the conservative form of the governing equations written in an arbi-
trary curvilinear coordinate space which allows numerical integration on complex geometric
domains. In general, the system of governing equations for a two-dimensional problem can










where x1 = x and x2 = y in Eq. (2.1). These equations can be transformed to any
curvilinear space (ξ, η, τ) by taking
ξ = ξ (x1, x2, t) , η = η (x1, x2, t) , τ = t, (2.18)












































The terms ξx1, ξx2, ξt, ηx1 , ηx2 , and ηt (where subscripts denote partial derivatives with
respect to the subscripted variables) are referred to as the grid metrics. Given a computa-
tional grid of points in orthogonal curvilinear space, Fig. 2.2 shows the chosen transforma-
tion to an arbitrary curvilinear domain: each grid point corresponds to integer locations of
ξ and η.
The grid metrics can be determined from known derivatives in the curvilinear space
once a computational grid has been defined. This is accomplished in the following manner.
Changes in ξ, η, and τ can be written as
dξ = ξx1dx1 + ξx2dx2 + ξtdt, dη = ηx1dx2 + ηx2dx2 + ηtdt, dτ = dt, (2.20)















































Similarly, assuming the transformation is invertible such that x1 = x1(ξ, η, τ), x2 =



























































































































































x2ηJ −x1ηJ (x1ηx2τ − x1τx2η)J









where J = 1/(x1ξx2η − x2ξx1η) is the Jacobian. Thus a term by term comparison shows
that
ξx1 = x2ηJ, ξx2 = −x1ηJ, ξt = (x1ηx2τ − x1τx2η)J = −x1τ ξx1 − x2τ ξx2,
ηx1 = −x2ξJ, ηx2 = x1ξJ, ηt = (x1τx2ξ − x1ξx2τ )J = −x1τ ηx1 − x2τ ηx2.
(2.26)










































































































The independent variables, flux terms and source terms from Eqs. (2.1)-(2.6) are substituted















c + ξxPsφ, ρsφvU
c + ξyPsφ, ρsφHU












c + ηxPsφ, ρsφvV
c + ηyPsφ, ρsφHV










0, 0, 0, 0,
ρsφ
2 (1 − φ)
µc








is the mass-specific total enthalpy of the material. Since fixed (time-
invariant) computational grids were used in this study, ξt = ηt = 0. The contravariant
velocities, U c = ξxu+ξyv and V
c = ηxu+ηyv, represent the velocities along coordinate lines
ξ and η, respectively. An eigenstructure analysis of the governing equations [Eqs. (2.30-
(2.38)] is important for the implementation of the numerical technique used to integrate
these equations because the technique requires characteristic information associated with
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the system of equations. Details of this eigenstructure analysis are given in Appendix E.






































where λi and µi (i = 1, · · · , 6) represent the characteristic speeds associated with the prob-
lem in the ξ and η directions, respectively, and c is the sound speed for the pure phase
solid. The eigenvalues are real but not distinct, which indicates that the governing equa-
tions, along with the constitutive relations given in Appendix A and C, constitute a strongly
hyperbolic system which can be numerically solved for the bulk material response when




In this chapter, the numerical method used to integrate the governing equations is
outlined and the implementation of different types of boundary conditions and initial con-
ditions is described. Initial conditions are obtained by solving the steady form of the
governing equations for the spatial wave structure. Next, the numerical method is verified
against known analytical solutions. All the computations were performed by running a
serial code on Tezpur supercomputer with a 15.3 TFlops Peak Performance.
3.1 Technique
The system of governing equations was numerically integrated using a total variation
diminishing (TVD) high-resolution finite-volume shock-capturing scheme [55]. The advan-
tage of this scheme over upwind schemes is that no Riemann solvers are needed which
require that the specific eigenstructure of the problem be known. This technique requires










Instead of solving the complete two-dimensional problem in one step, the model equations
are numerically solved on the computational grid using a time-step splitting technique [81]
that enables the coupling of a numerical method for nonlinear convection and a separate
numerical method for local processes such as compaction. This is particularly important if
the source terms in the system of equations are stiff. The splitting algorithm is given by





n. Here, q̂n and q̂n+2 are numerical approximations for q̂ at times
τn = τ 0 + n∆τ and τn+2 = τ 0 + (n+ 2) ∆τ , respectively, where τ 0 is the initial time and
∆τ is the time increment. In this case, L∆τc denotes a convective numerical operator, and
L2∆τs denotes a source numerical operator. During the convective step, the source terms in
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= 0, (convective step) (3.2)
∂q̂
∂τ
= ŝ. (source step) (3.3)
Given the solution at the previous time q̂n, the splitting technique first requires the convec-
tive problem to be solved over a time increment ∆τ , then the source problem to be solved
over a time increment of 2∆τ , and finally the convection problem to again be solved over
a time increment ∆τ in order to advance the solution to time τn+2. The first convective
step provides initial conditions (ICs) for the source step, which in turn provides ICs for the
final convective step. This process is repeated until the desired final time is reached.
The convective step, given in Eq. (3.2), is important because solutions of this hyperbolic
system can include the evolution and propagation of discontinuities, which are challeng-
ing features for numerical methods to resolve. Hence, the central scheme [55] is used to
numerically integrate the convective step equations. The two-dimensional extension of the




















j,k±1/2(τ) are ξ- and η-numerical convection










































which are expressed in terms of intermediate values
















The local speeds, aξj±1/2,k(τ) and a
η
j,k±1/2(τ), are computed by


































Here, let λi(A) be the eigenvalues of A; then ρ(A) ≡ maxi |λi(A)| denotes its spectral
radius. Numerical derivatives of Hξ(τ) and Hη(τ) are determined by the following one-










































, 1 ≤ θ ≤ 2 (3.8b)
where a multivariable minmod function is defined by




minj {xj}, if xj > 0 ∀j,
maxj {xj}, if xj < 0 ∀j,
0, otherwise.
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Here, θ = 2 corresponds to the least dissipative limiter, whereas θ = 1 ensures a nonoscilla-
tory solution in the sense that there is no increase in the total-variation of the solution. In
this study, an optimum value of θ = 1.2 was chosen because in the shock-tube simulations,
θ ≥ 1.3 produces spurious oscillations in the solution, whereas θ < 1.2 smears the shock
structure excessively. To ensure numerical stability, the time increment ∆τn was computed











where, aξ and aη are maximum characteristic speeds in the ξ and η directions, respectively,
at time τn. Here, a relatively conservative value of CFL = 0.475 was chosen that gives a
stable solution.
The two-dimensional semi-discrete central scheme in Eq. (3.4) forms a system of nonlin-
ear ODEs, the so-called “method of lines”, for the discrete unknowns. To integrate in time,
a third-order Runge-Kutta (RK) ODE solver is used to retain high temporal accuracy. To














Now, considering the one-parameter family of RK schemes [80],
q̂(1) = q̂n + ∆τnC[q̂n] (3.11a)
q̂(l+1) = ηlq̂






, l = 1, 2, · · · , s− 1, (3.11b)
q̂n+1 = q̂(s), (3.11c)
where










































































































Figure 3.1: Imposed boundary conditions for compaction wave interaction with (a) wedge-
shaped and (b) semi-circular rigid boundaries.
In the source step, given by Eq. (3.3), an implicit stiff ODE (Ordinary Differential
Equation) solver contained in the software package LSODE (Livermore Solver for Ordinary
Differential Equations) is used to numerically integrate these equations after the ICs were
obtained from the previous convective step. The LSODE solver is nominally fourth-order
accurate in time. However, the temporal accuracy of the numerical method developed
for this study is only third-order in the smooth region of the solution due to the lower
accuracy of the Runge-Kutta method used in the convective step. LSODE was chosen
largely because it is a convenient and well-tested package for solving stiff systems of ODEs.
3.2 Boundary Conditions
In this study, an incident planar compaction wave propagates from left to right through
the ambient explosive and interacts with either wedge-shaped or semi-circular rigid bound-
aries as shown in Fig. 3.1(a) and Fig. 3.1(b), respectively. Figure 3.1 also indicates the
boundary conditions imposed for each of these problems. Numerical implementation of
these boundary conditions is discussed below.
3.2.1 Outflow/Non-Reflecting Boundary Condition
Both outflow and non-reflecting boundary conditions can be numerically implemented
in the same fashion using ghost cells. In Fig. 3.2, the ghost cells adjacent to a physical
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of an outflow/non-reflecting boundary condition implementation:
(a) right boundary and (b) left boundary.
boundary are shown using dashed lines. The variables (q̂) are computed at cell centers.
For subsonic problems, there exist both “right” and “left” going characteristics that are
coming into and out of the left and right boundaries. Also, there are “upward” and “down-
ward” going characteristics that are coming into and out of the domain through the top and
bottom boundaries. To impose a non-reflecting boundary condition, no incoming signal to
the domain is desired, though there may be outgoing waves that should leave the domain
cleanly without generating spurious reflections at the artificial boundary. Zero-order ex-
trapolation is often a very effective and simple way to accomplish this task [56]. Therefore,
the following conditions hold for the right boundary:
q̂n+1,k = q̂n,k, q̂n+2,k = q̂n,k, (3.12)
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of symmetry/reflecting boundary computational cell: bottom bound-
ary.
and for the left boundary:
q̂−1,k = q̂1,k, q̂−2,k = q̂1,k. (3.13)
An outflow/non-reflecting BC for the top or the bottom boundary can be implemented in
a similar fashion.
3.2.2 Symmetry/Reflecting Boundary Condition
Numerical implementation of a symmetry or reflecting boundary is explained below.
Figure 3.3 illustrates a computational cell adjacent to a symmetry/reflecting boundary at
its bottom surface. The standard symmetry/reflecting condition for inviscid equations is
the flow tangency, i.e., there is no flow through the boundary. In the curvilinear coordinate
system this results in V c = 0 at the boundary. The flux through the boundary, ĝj,k−1/2
is known from the flux expression in the η- direction given in Section 2.2. The numerical
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A stable approach utilizing one-dimensional Riemann invariants was suggested by Dadone
and Grossman [20] and suitably adopted by Grismer to estimate the value of aggregate pres-
sure at the bottom boundary (Psφ)j,k−1/2 using the cell center pressure (Psφ)j,k. Following















(Psφ) = 0 (3.14)




y , where c is the sound speed in the pure







d(Psφ) = 0. (3.15)





0 because V c is small near the bottom boundary) is assumed to intersect with the boundary
at (j, k − 1/2). Thus, Eq. (3.15) can be approximated by
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This expression can be solved to obtain the following estimate for the pressure at the
bottom boundary,










as all quantities at (j, k) are known. Similarly, a symmetry/reflecting boundary condition
can be implemented on the top boundary by calculating the flux ĝj,k+1/2 and the pressure
(Psφ)j,k+1/2 at that boundary using the “upward” traveling characteristic.
3.3 Initial Conditions
The initial conditions are obtained by solving the steady form of the governing equations
for the spatial structure of the compaction wave. One-dimensional model equations are
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first transformed to a right propagating steady compaction wave-attached frame using
the Galilean transformation: ξ = x − Dt and v = u − D. Here, ξ and v are position
and velocity measured with respect to the wave-attached frame, x and u are position
and velocity measured with respect to the laboratory attached frame and D is the steady



























on the one-dimensional unsteady governing equations [given by Eq. (2.1)] and invoking the

























2 (1 − φ)
µc















f (φ) − φ̃
)
if f (φ) > φ̃,
0 otherwise.
The variables in the above equations are defined in Chapter 2. Initial conditions are
specified as:
φ (ξ0) = φ̃ (ξ0) = φ0, Ps (ξ0) = β (ξ0) = 0, ρs (ξ0) = ρs0, v (ξ0) = −D,
where D is the compaction wave speed specified at the beginning of the solution process.
The solution process is started by perturbing the initial value of solid volume fraction to
φ∗ = φ0 +∆φ, where ∆φ ≈ 10
−6. Using φ∗, φ̃∗ is calculated from Eq. (3.18e) and a value of
density ρ∗ is computed with the help of a root finding method which satisfies Eqs. (3.18a)-
35
Figure 3.4: Initial conditions - steady compaction wave structures: (left) mass-specific
compaction heating rate and (right) solid volume fraction.
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(3.18c) simultaneously. Now, velocity v and pressure Ps are expressed in terms of φ and ρs
from Eqs. (3.18a) and (3.18b) using the initial conditions:













Using the above expressions, values of P ∗s and v
∗ are computed next and β∗ is determined
from the constitutive relation for HMX given in Appendix C. This information is then used
to numerically integrate Eq. (3.18d) in space over a distance ∆ξ using LSODE to compute
φ at a location ξ = ξ0 + ∆ξ. Values of ρs, φ̃, Ps, v and β at this location are calculated
using the method described above. Taking these computed values at ξ to be the initial
conditions for the next iteration step, the solution process is repeated until the equilibrium
state behind the steady compaction wave is reached. Steady compaction wave solutions
are also discussed in Refs. [45, 75].
The solutions obtained by this method are then used as initial conditions by interpo-
lating the spatial structure of the wave onto the computational domain. Figure 3.4 shows
the steady compaction wave solutions for solid volume fraction (φ), its inelastic component
(φ̃) (also termed as no-load volume fraction), and compaction heating rate (ėc) for an ini-
tial solid volume fraction of φ0 = 0.85 and impact speeds (Up) of 20 m/s, 150 m/s, 300
m/s and 500 m/s. As wave strength increases, the material reaches a higher equilibrium
solid volume fraction behind the wave as porosity is reduced. These impact speeds are
chosen because Up = 20 m/s results in a single viscoelastic wave, whereas impact speeds of
Up = 150 m/s, 300 m/s and 500 m/s result in steady viscoelastic-viscoplastic compaction
waves in the domain. As seen in the figure, the width of the viscoelastic region significantly
decreases with increasing wave strength.
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3.4 Verification
Comparisons are given in this section between numerical predictions and known solu-
tions to two different test cases in order to verify the numerical algorithm. The test cases
are: i) supersonic gas flow over a wedge and ii) comparison with steady, 1-D compaction
wave solutions in granular HMX. The first problem is a standard gas dynamics problem
for which analytical solutions are available. This problem is chosen to verify the imple-
mentation of grid metric terms on a 2-D domain as well as to verify the implementation
of boundary conditions. Comparisons with 1-D steady compaction wave solutions are in-
tended to verify the implementation of the numerical algorithm and to establish its spatial
accuracy for a problem relevant to this study.
3.4.1 Supersonic Gas Flow over a Wedge
Predictions for supersonic gas flow over a wedge were obtained by solving the Euler
equations for an inviscid, compressible flow on a 60 cm × 40 cm domain with 721 × 481
grid points along x and y directions, respectively, and were compared to available analytical
solutions. Note that in the absence of evolution equations for solid volume fraction (φ) and
inelastic volume fraction (φ̃), Eqs. (2.30)-(2.38) reduce to the inviscid Euler equations for
compressible flow. Values for the ambient pressure (P1), density (ρ1), temperature (T1),
wedge angle (θ), flow Mach number (M), gas constant (R) and specific heat ratio (γ)
used in this simulation are representative of air and are given in Table 3.1. Here, air has
































































Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic of the wedge domain for verification and (b) predicted contour
for steady-state temperature.
been assumed to behave as a calorically perfect ideal gas. The physical domain for this
verification problem is shown in Fig. 3.5(a) where the imposed boundary conditions are
indicated; the predicted steady solution is shown in Fig. 3.5(b). From Fig. 3.5(b), the
predicted shock wave angle with the horizontal is βnum ≈ 36.96
◦ which is very close to the
analytical value of βexact = 36.97
◦ given by the β − θ −M relation [1]:
tanβ =
















































In Eq. (3.19), δ = 1 is used as it results in the weak shock solution.
Analytical values for the post shock pressure (P2), density (ρ2) and temperature (T2) are
calculated based on their known upstream values. The ratio of upstream and downstream
quantities across the shock wave, i.e., P2/P1, ρ2/ρ1, T2/T1, can be calculated once the Mach
number of the flow M , wedge angle θ and shock wave angle β with the x axis are known [1].
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For an upstream Mach number of M = 2.5, a wedge angle of θ = 15◦, and a shock angle of




















Comparisons between the analytical values of upstream and downstream pressure with the
numerically predicted values along the wedge surface (k = 1) and another grid line (k = 10)
are given in Fig. 3.6. Numerical solutions are represented by broken lines, while analytical
solutions are represented by solid lines. Magnified wave structures near the shock suggest
that the numerical solution is slightly diffused due to artificial viscosity, and approximately
5-6 cells are required by the numerical technique to capture the shock. The temperature
(T2) along the wedge boundary is slightly higher than the exact value due to the presence
of an artificial entropy layer which is a well-known artifact of shock capturing methods.
Also, an overshoot in the numerical solution on the wedge boundary of the domain (k = 1)
can be seen near x = 20 cm due to grid distortion near the wedge tip. These problems
disappear when the solutions are plotted along the k = 10 grid line which is away from
the boundary. Overall, the predicted pressure and temperature agree well with the exact
solution both qualitatively and quantitatively.
To establish the spatial accuracy of the numerical scheme, a measure of the numerical
error is computed using an L2-norm. Numerical error (E) at any given instance in time
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Figure 3.6: (top) Comparisons of the analytical and numerical solutions for the supersonic
flow over a wedge and (bottom) magnified wave structures near the shock are given for
(left) pressure and (right) temperature.
where P (xj , t
n) is the numerically determined pressure at a spatial location x = xj ,
P̂ (xj , t
n) is the analytical pressure at the same location, and Pref is a non-zero reference
pressure used to non-dimensionalize the equation [90]. The convergence rate is determined
by assuming that the numerical error is proportional to the grid size raised to some power,
i.e., E ∝ (∆x)κ, where κ is the convergence rate. By taking the logarithm of both sides,
one obtains:
log(E) ∝ κ log(∆x). (3.22)
Because grid size is inversely proportional to the number of grid points in the domain along
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Figure 3.7: Convergence rate plot for the supersonic flow over a wedge problem.
a particular axis (i.e., ∆x ∝ 1/Nx), Eq. (3.22) can be suitably changed to
log(E) ∝ κ log(1/Nx), (3.23)
where Nx is the number of grid points along the x axis. The convergence rate is then
estimated by plotting log(E) vs. log(1/Nx) and fitting the data using linear regression.
The slope of the linear regression line gives the convergence rate (κ). The numerical error
(E) has been plotted against the inverse of the number of grid points along the X-axis
(1/Nx) in Fig. 3.7 for the oblique shock test case. For a domain size of 60 cm × 40 cm,
we have used mesh sizes of 121 × 81, 241 × 161, 481 × 321, 721 × 481 and 960 × 640. The
reference pressure (Pref) was taken to be the ambient air pressure (i.e., Pref = P1). The
data indicates that numerical error reduces as the grid is resolved at a convergence rate
of κ = 0.96486. As the numerical scheme is nominally second-order accurate in space, a
convergence rate of κ ≈ 2 is expected. However, high resolution shock capturing schemes
reduce to first-order accuracy (κ ≈ 1) near discontinuities due to artificial viscosity present





























































Figure 3.8: Schematic for the unsteady compaction wave problem in piston attached frame.
3.4.2 Steady Compaction Waves
In this section, compaction wave solutions obtained by integrating the system of un-
steady governing equations [Eq. (2.30)-(2.38)] are compared to solutions obtained by solving
the steady form of the governing equations [Eq. (3.18a)-(3.18e)] for wave structure. The
explosive, which is initially at an ambient equilibrium state, reaches a final equilibrium
state behind the compaction wave, causing changes in solid pressure (Ps), solid volume
fraction (φ) and solid temperature (Ts). Steady compaction wave profiles have been briefly
discussed in Section 3.3. For a piston driven compaction wave, both its structure and speed
(D) are dependent on the initial state of the material and the piston impact speed (Up).
To simulate a right propagating steady compaction wave with velocity D using the
unsteady analysis, we initially impose a velocity of Up in the negative x direction on the
2-D rectangular domain with a stationary piston at its left boundary. Therefore, initially
the x component of velocity (Ux) is −Up and the y component of velocity (Uy) is zero on
the domain as shown in Fig. 3.8. A reflecting boundary condition is imposed on the left
boundary where the stationary piston is located and non-reflecting boundary conditions
are imposed on rest of the transverse boundaries. From the piston-attached reference, the
material travels to the left and impacts the stationary piston located at the left boundary.
This subsequently generates a right propagating compaction wave from the piston surface




Figure 3.9: Comparisons between (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) solid volume fraction (φ) and
its inelastic component (φ̃), (c) solid temperature (Ts) and (d) compaction heating rate
(ėc) components predicted from steady and unsteady analysis for φ0 = 0.85 and impact
speed Up = 300 m/s.
evolves into a steady structure after a short time interval. Predictions are transformed to
the laboratory frame and compared to the 1-D steady compaction wave solutions. Com-
parisons between solid pressure (Ps), solid volume fraction (φ) and its inelastic component
(φ̃), solid temperature (Ts) and compaction induced heating rate (ėc) components in HMX
for an impact speed (Up) of 300 m/s and initial solid volume fraction of φ0 = 0.85 are given
in Fig. 3.9. Predictions obtained by the unsteady analysis agree well with those obtained
by the steady compaction wave analysis. Note that the compaction induced heating rate
provides a good estimate for the compaction zone width (≈ 1 mm in this case).
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Figure 3.10: Convergence rate plot for the 1D steady compaction wave analysis problem.
Figure 3.10 shows convergence rate data for the one-dimensional steady compaction
wave analysis in HMX for φ0 = 0.85 and Up = 300 m/s. The numerical error was evaluated
using an L2-norm with the equilibrium pressure behind the compaction wave used as the
reference pressure Pref and a computational domain size of 60 mm × 10 mm. For the
2-D domain, mesh sizes of 1200 × 200, 1800 × 300, 2400 × 400 and 3000 × 500 were used
in obtaining the data. The numerical error reduces as the grid is resolved at a spatial
convergence rate of κ = 1.4397. Hence, the convergence rate is higher than the wedge
problem as the solution is continuous and differentiable across the domain. Although the
numerical scheme used is nominally second-order accurate in space, the convergence rate
(κ) is lower than κ = 2 due to the slope limiting procedure associated with the TVD
property of the numerical technique.
The bulk compaction model is validated against the available experimental data for
uniaxial steady compaction waves in granular HMX. The model predictions are obtained
by solving the steady form of the governing equations in one dimension. In the bulk
compaction model, the functional form of intergranular stress β (given in Appendix C) and
the value of the model parameter βc (βc = 6.0 MPa) in it were suitably chosen so that
the model predictions better represent the quasi-static (Ref. [19]) and dynamic (Ref. [79])
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.11: Comparison of Hugoniot curves in (a)P -v and (b) D-Up planes.
compaction data. A Mie-Grüneisen equation of state was used in the bulk model, as it is
accurate in the domain of interest of this study (up to ≈ 10 GPa). The hugoniot curves
obtained from the steady compaction wave analysis for initial solid volume fraction of
φ0 = 0.655 and experimental data reported in Ref. [79] and Ref.[77] for 65.3% and 73%
TMD (Theoretical Maximum Density) HMX, respectively in P -v and D − Up planes are
compared in Figs. 3.11(a) and (b), respectively. Here, P = Psφ is the equilibrium bulk
pressure and v = 1/(ρsφ) is the equilibrium specific volume of the explosive behind the
wave, D is the compaction wave speed and Up is the piston impact speed. The predictions
obtained from steady analysis are seen to be in good agreement with the experimental data.
Having validated the model predictions for steady uniaxial compaction waves, interactions
between steady compaction waves and rigid planar/non-planar boundaries can now be





Predictions are given in this chapter for the interaction between incident, planar,
steady compaction waves in granular HMX and rigid, planar/non-planar boundaries. Em-
phasis is placed on characterizing the variations in wave-boundary interaction structures,
compaction-induced dissipative heating rates, and bulk temperature rise in the material
with the incident wave strength, initial solid volume fraction and boundary geometry. The
heating rates are important because of their relevance to combustion initiation in these
explosives, whereas spatial and temporal variation of local hot-spot mass fraction and hot-
spot temperature rise can be computed from the bulk temperature rise information using
a suitable energy localization strategy. A second objective of this study is to investigate
the effects of rapid, repeated loading on the explosive when material compacted by the
incident wave is subsequently deformed by a reflected wave off the boundary surface.
Granular HMX is chosen for this study because its material properties and thermo-
mechanical response under uniaxial compaction are well-characterized [31]. The planar
wedge-shaped boundary, which deflects the incoming flow through an angle θ, is chosen be-
cause it represents a theoretically simple geometric configuration and the interaction of gas
shocks with such boundaries is well-understood [6, 82, 78, 22]. Additionally, simulations for
the convex semi-circular boundary have been performed to mimic the experimental efforts
of Wilson et al. [89]. This particular geometry is relatively complex, as the flow deflection
angle continuously decreases away from the stagnation region along the boundary. The
initial conditions for these problems have been imposed on the 2-D computational domain
by interpolating the spatial structure of a compaction wave that was obtained by solving
the steady form of the governing equations in one dimension for a particular piston speed
(Up) and initial solid volume fraction (φ0) of the material.
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Bulk-scale models, such as the one used in this study, are computationally efficient
and can be effectively implemented to study the thermomechanical response of granular
explosives under various loading conditions for engineering scale applications. However,
they cannot provide any information on spatial variations in the grain-scale temperature
field. It is well-accepted that localized regions of high temperature, known as hot-spots,
can initiate combustion in these energetic materials even when the bulk temperature rise
in the material is low. Meso-scale models [67, 4, 2, 70] can provide meaningful statistical
information about grain-scale thermomechanical fields and hot-spot formation. However,
these models are computationally expensive. Therefore, a long-term objective of this work is
to correlate meso-scale hot-spot predictions with macro-scale quantities, such as porosity,
pressure and volumetric deformation rate, which will facilitate rational development of
improved, hot-spot motivated bulk-scale combustion sub-models. Towards this end, bulk-
scale and meso-scale predictions obtained for the planar compaction wave interaction with
rigid, semi-circular boundaries are compared.
The following is a brief outline of this chapter. First, predictions for compaction wave
interactions in granular HMX with planar and semi-circular boundaries are given in Sections
4.1 and 4.2, respectively. Emphasis is placed on determining the reflection configurations
resulting from the wave-boundary interaction, characterizing the variation in the peak solid
pressure, dissipative heating rates and bulk temperature rise in the vicinity of the rigid
boundary surface with the boundary geometry and incident wave strength, and comparing
the locations of peak pressure, compaction heating rate and bulk temperature rise. Then,
parametric studies are performed to analyze the inert impact response of the explosive
for different initial solid volume fractions of the material and piston speeds. Finally, the



































Figure 4.1: Schematic of the physical domain with planar wedge-shaped boundary.
4.1 Planar Wedge Boundary
The interaction between initially planar compaction waves in granular HMX and wedge-
shaped boundaries is computationally examined in this section using the numerical tech-
nique described and verified in the previous chapters. In these problems, the compaction
wave, supported by a constant-speed piston, travels from left to right through a uniform
ambient material and interacts with the wedge boundary as shown in Fig. 4.1. The rigid
boundary is inclined at an angle θ with respect to the horizontal axis, forming a concave cor-
ner. The strength of the incident wave, which is a function of the supporting piston speed
(Up) and the initial solid volume fraction (φ0), is characterized by the equilibrium solid pres-
sure behind the wave (P̂ ). Because the interaction structures and their strengths depend
on the incident wave strength P̂ and wedge angle θ, the inert impact response of the mate-
rial has been studied for a wide range of initial solid volume fractions (0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90),
piston speeds (20 m/s ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s) and wedge angles (5
◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦). The wedge angle
is varied in steps of ∆θ = 5◦ and domain dimensions are chosen in such a way so that the
length of the wedge boundary L ≈ 20 mm for all values of θ. A grid resolution of 40 grid
points/mm is chosen based on the convergence study performed for the steady compaction
wave test case in Chapter 3. The predictions are discussed next for φ0 = 0.85, followed by



















































































































































































































































































Figure 4.2: Illustrations of different reflection configurations in gas dynamics: (a) regular
reflection (RR), (b) simple Mach reflection (SMR) and (c) von Neumann reflection (vNR).
4.1.1 Predictions: φ0 = 0.85
Wave-boundary interactions are discussed in this subsection for four different incident
wave strengths (P̂ ) for the initial solid volume fraction of φ0 = 0.85. Strengths of these
incident waves are characterized by their respective equilibrium solid pressures behind the
wave front, given by P̂ = 0.033 GPa (20 m/s), 0.29 GPa (150 m/s), 0.87 GPa (300 m/s)
and 2.0 GPa (500 m/s); the corresponding piston speeds (Up) are indicated in parentheses.
These particular wave strengths were selected because of differences in their spatial struc-
ture as previously illustrated in Fig. 3.4. While the incident wave structure for P̂ = 0.033
GPa possesses only a viscoelastic region, the structures that correspond to P̂ = 0.29, 0.87
and 2.0 GPa consist of both viscoelastic and viscoplastic regions. Also, the wave thickness
increases with a decrease in the wave strength (P̂ ).
As indicated in Appendix F, the incident compaction waves are supersonic relative to
the sound speed through the ambient material. Therefore, the predicted reflection configu-
rations resulting from the compaction wave-boundary interaction resemble those given by
gas dynamics when a planar incident shock wave moving with a constant velocity reflects
over a rigid wedge surface. In gas dynamics, reflection configurations depend on the Mach
number of the incident wave (Mi) and the reflecting wedge angle (θ), and are broadly di-
vided into a regular reflection (RR) and an irregular reflection (IR). The flow generated
by the incident wave (i) while propagating over the wedge impinges on the wedge and
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generates a reflected wave (r) whose purpose is to maintain flow tangency at the wedge
surface. In the event of a RR, the incident wave directly reflects off the wedge surface
and the reflected wave is strong enough to turn the flow parallel to the wedge boundary
as shown in Fig. 4.2(a). In this case, the reflected wave is straight (not curved) near the
reflection point R as indicated in the figure. The length scale concept of Hornung, et
al. [42] suggests that a RR configuration transitions to an irregular reflection (IR), such as
a Mach reflection (MR) or a von Neumann Reflection (vNR), when the flow in region (2)
behind the reflection point R becomes subsonic with respect to R, i.e., M2
R < 1. In this
case, corner-generated disturbances catch up with the reflection point R to communicate
to it a physical length scale required for the existence of a finite length shock wave. The
IR configuration is characterized by the presence of this finite length shock wave, referred
to as the Mach stem, at the reflection point normal to the boundary. Here, the incident
wave (i), the reflected wave (r), the Mach stem (m) and a slip line (s) coexist at a single
point T, referred to as the triple point. A sharp change in the orientation of the Mach
stem with respect to the incident wave at the triple point T is present in a MR as shown
in Fig. 4.2(b), whereas the Mach stem smoothly merges into the incident wave in a vNR,
which is shown in Fig. 4.2(c). The slip line (s) is almost invisible in the event of a vNR. A
formal criterion for differentiating between these reflection configurations is that the angle
of incidence ψ between the flow in state (1) and the reflected wave r in a frame of reference
attached to the triple point T is less than 90◦ for a MR and greater than 90◦ for a vNR.
The MR configuration shown in Fig. 4.2(b) is a single Mach reflection (SMR), as a single
Mach stem structure is present near the boundary. Other types of MR configurations,
such as a double Mach reflection (DMR) or a transitional Mach reflection (TMR), are also
possible for high incident wave Mach numbers (Mi > 2) for perfect gases [12]. However,
only a SMR configuration is predicted in this study. For additional details on shock wave
reflection, readers are referred to Ref. [6].
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Differentiating between the predicted reflection configurations based on the formal
transition criteria described above for gas dynamic waves is beyond the scope of this work.
Therefore, the predicted configuration is loosely referred to as a vNR if the stem structure
(m) is curved and smoothly merges into the incident wave (i). On the other hand, if there
is a sharp change in the orientation of the stem with respect to the incident wave, then
the reflection configuration is referred to as a MR. The configuration is referred to as a RR
if the stem structure is absent in the flow field. From here on, the stem structure will be
referred to as a normal wave.
As discussed later, the thermomechanical response of the explosive varies with these
different reflection configurations, which depend on the incident wave strength and wedge
angle. Therefore, the heating rate and thermal response of the material are discussed first
for the incident wave strength of P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s) for wedge angles of θ = 45
◦,
60◦ and 75◦. The reason for choosing this particular incident wave strength is that the
incident wave thickness is comparable to gas dynamic waves and therefore, the predicted
reflection configurations are similar to those described above. Also, the transmitted waves
reach a quasi-steady state within the domain of study. Wedge angles of θ = 45◦, 60◦ and
75◦ are chosen because all of the reflection configurations (vNR, MR and RR) are predicted
within this range. Predictions obtained for θ = 90◦ are discussed as well, because it helps
in understanding the material response under repeated loading.
• P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s)
A. θ = 45◦
Here, the thermomechanical response of the explosive is discussed for the wedge angle
of θ = 45◦. The predicted solid pressure (Ps) contour (isobars are shown with solid lines)
following the wave-boundary interaction is shown in Fig. 4.3(a) when the incident wave
has almost reached the end of the domain. The incident wave (i), the reflected wave (r)
and the normal wave (m) are predicted to coexist at a single point (T) within the inter-

















Figure 4.3: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s) and θ = 45
◦.
near the wedge boundary to illustrate detailed features of the interaction structure. The
magnified contour indicates that the normal wave structure is curved near the triple point
T and smoothly merges into the incident wave (i) from the reflection point R on the wedge
boundary. Therefore, the predicted reflection configuration near the wedge boundary is
representative of a vNR. The curved normal wave structure near the wedge boundary is
illustrated in the mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contour given in Fig. 4.3(b).
The incident and the reflected wave are invisible in the compaction heating rate contour,
possibly suggesting that dissipative heating associated with these waves is small compared
to that associated with the normal wave. From these contours, both solid pressure and
dissipative heating rate are predicted to be maximum in the vicinity of the wedge boundary.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc) along the wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 45
◦. Wedge tip is
located at x = 15 mm.
Therefore, focus is placed on characterizing the response of the material along the wedge
surface.
Predicted spatial and temporal variations in the solid pressure (Ps) and compaction
heating rate (ėc) along the lower boundary (x < 15 mm) and the wedge surface (x ≥ 15
mm) are shown in Figs. 4.4(a) and (b), respectively, where x represents the distance from
the left boundary of the domain in the horizontal direction. The incident and transmit-
ted wave predictions are shown with solid lines, whereas predictions associated with the
rearward propagating reflected wave are represented by broken lines. These lineplots in-
dicate that both solid pressure and compaction heating rate increase slowly following the
interaction between the incident wave and the wedge boundary at the wedge tip (x = 15
mm). They eventually reach a quasi-steady state as the incident wave propagates further
away from the wedge tip. Peak values of solid pressure and compaction heating rate on
the wedge boundary are associated with the normal wave (m) and are predicted to be
Ps = 6.49 GPa and ėc = 10092.41 GW/kg, respectively. These values are significantly
larger compared to those associated with the incident wave (Ps = 2.0 GPa and ėc = 742.3
GW/kg). Further, the location of peak pressure, which corresponds to the location of peak
heating rate, is predicted to be removed from the wedge tip. The compaction heating
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Predicted variation in (a) rate-dependent (ėφ) and (b) inelastic (ėφ̃) heating
rate components along the wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 45◦. Wedge tip is
located at x = 15 mm.
rate profile corresponding to 6.5 µs is magnified to better illustrate the normal wave struc-
ture. The magnified structure suggests a wave thickness of approximately 0.3 mm when
projected on the horizontal axis and therefore, the actual thickness of the normal wave is
δn ≈ 0.3/ cos 45
◦ = 0.42 mm (incident wave thickness is δi ≈ 1.0 mm).
The relative importance of rate-dependent and inelastic compaction processes towards
inert heating of the material is illustrated in Figs. 4.5(a) and (b), respectively. Peak rate-
dependent and inelastic heating rates associated with the transmitted wave are predicted to
be ėφ = 10092.41 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 341.85 GW/kg, respectively. Therefore, rate-dependent
compaction is the dominant heating mechanism at the wedge boundary.
It is also noted from the lineplots that the reflected wave, propagating back through the
material pre-compacted by the incident wave, induces little additional dissipative heating.
Peak values of the compaction heating rate and its rate-dependent and inelastic components
are predicted to be ėc = 9.7 GW/kg, ėφ = 0.6 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 9.2 GW/kg, respectively.
Therefore, the significant contributor towards heating in the explosive for the reflected wave
is inelastic compaction.
The heating rate alone is not sufficient for inferring information about the thermal




Figure 4.6: Predicted variation in the peak values of mass-specific compaction potential
energy (B) and mass-specific thermal energy (es) along the wedge boundary for 0
◦ ≤ θ ≤
90◦ and incident wave strengths of P̂ : (a) 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s), (b) 0.29 GPa (Up = 150
m/s), (c) 0.87 GPa (Up = 300 m/s) and (d) 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s). Logarithmic scaling
is used for the vertical axis.
the integral of the heating rate over the time duration of the wave. Therefore, the thermal
response of the material along the wedge boundary is addressed here. Towards this, the
mass-specific total internal energy (e) of the material is divided into a thermal component,
referred to as mass-specific thermal energy (es), and a non-thermal component, referred
to as mass-specific compaction potential energy (B); i.e., e = es + B. The compaction
potential energy component is recoverable, which means the stored energy is released when
the material is unloaded. The predicted variations in peak mass-specific thermal energy (es)
and mass-specific compaction potential energy (B) with wedge angle (θ) are summarized
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in the semi-logarithmic plots shown in Fig. 4.6. It is noted that the predicted increase in
compaction potential energy is relatively small compared to the increase in thermal energy,
especially for higher incident wave strengths (P̂ ≥ 0.29 GPa) and wedge angles (θ ≥ 30◦).
These predictions are consistent with quasi-static experiments where dissipated thermal
energy due to compaction exceeds the amount of energy that can be stored as potential
energy. Therefore, compaction potential energy likely plays a small role in combustion
initiation and will not be further addressed in this thesis. However, changes in thermal
energy are discussed in detail as they are capable of initiating ignition of the material.
Changes in thermal energy are caused by rate-dependent and inelastic compaction of
the granular explosive and compression of explosive grains. Therefore, mass-specific ther-
mal energy (es) is partitioned into a rate-dependent component (eφ), an inelastic compo-
nent (eφ̃) and a compression component (eρ). Changes due to rate-dependent and inelastic
compaction are irreversible, whereas compression work is recoverable. Of particular impor-
tance to this study is characterizing the bulk temperature rise (∆T ≡ es/cv) of the explo-
sive due to these processes. The bulk temperature rise due to rate-dependent compaction
(∆Tφ ≡ eφ/cv), inelastic compaction (∆Tφ̃ ≡ eφ̃/cv) and compression work (∆Tρ ≡ eρ/cv)
is obtained by dividing the respective internal energy component with the constant volume
specific heat (cv) of the material as described by Eq. (2.16). Contributions towards bulk
temperature rise (∆T ) from rate-dependent compaction (∆Tφ), inelastic compaction (∆Tφ̃)
and compression (∆Tρ) components also illustrate the relative importance of each of these
processes towards heating of the material.
Predicted variations in bulk temperature rise and its rate-dependent, inelastic and com-
pression components are illustrated in Fig. 4.7, which indicates a peak temperature rise of
∆T = 356.0 K. Therefore, predicted peak bulk temperature induced by the normal wave
is well above the ignition temperature of HMX (Tig ≈ 600 K), although bulk temperature
rise (∆Ti ≈ 80.0 K) in the material compacted by the incident wave is well below Tig. Peak




Figure 4.7: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-dependent
(∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the wedge surface
for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 45◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
dicted to be ∆Tφ = 210.8 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 15.5 K and ∆Tρ = 139.9 K, respectively, at locations
removed from the wedge tip. These locations are predicted to be immediately behind the
normal wave and comparable to locations of peak solid pressure and compaction heating
rate. Predicted peak values suggest that the greatest contributor towards bulk temperature
rise is rate-dependent dissipation, followed by compression work and inelastic dissipation.
Although compression work plays a very significant role in bulk temperature rise, it is un-
likely to play any role in combustion initiation of the explosive. This is because compression
work, being a volumetric phenomenon, affects a large amount of mass. On the other hand,
compaction components cause temperature rise in the vicinity of intergranular contact sur-
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faces which amount to a much smaller grain-mass. Therefore, compaction components are
more likely to induce localized hot-spots that may lead to combustion initiation.
As illustrated in Figs. 4.7(b) and (c), rate-dependent and inelastic temperature rise
profiles indicate an increase in temperature with increasing distance from the wedge tip
up to x ≈ 22.5 mm due to increases in the rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) heating
rate values as previously indicated in Fig. 4.5. However, these profiles eventually become
uniform as heating rates reach a quasi-steady value, which suggests that the duration of
heating is of less importance here due to significantly high heating rate values.
The compression temperature rise profile is shown in Fig. 4.7(d) where the reversible
nature of compression work is illustrated. Consider a location x = x∗ on the wedge
boundary behind the normal wave, as indicated in the figure. The bulk temperature rise due
to compression at this location is denoted by ∆T1, ∆T2 and ∆T3, and the solid pressure is
denoted by P1, P2 and P3 (shown in Fig. 4.4(a)) at times t1 = 6.5 µs, t2 = 7.5 µs and t3 = 8.8
µs, respectively. Both figures indicate a decrease in the solid pressure and compression
temperature rise with an increase in time, i.e., P1 > P2 > P3 and ∆T1 > ∆T2 > ∆T3.
A decrease in solid pressure at this location suggests unloading of the material following
the passage of the normal wave. During unloading of the material, the compression energy
stored in the material is released and the bulk temperature decreases, which is indicative
of the reversible/recoverable nature of compression work.
The peak temperature rise associated with the reflected wave (∆T = 120.0 K) is
predicted to be significantly smaller compared to that associated with the transmitted
wave (∆T = 356.0 K). The incident wave propagating through the ambient material is
predicted to induce a bulk temperature rise of ∆T = 82.2 K and a further increase of
∆T ≈ 40.0 K in the bulk temperature is predicted following the passage of the reflected
wave as shown in Fig. 4.7(a). The rate-dependent dissipation associated with the reflected
wave contributes little towards bulk temperature rise, whereas inelastic compaction and


















Figure 4.8: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s) and θ = 60
◦.
and ∆Tρ ≈ 35.0 K in the material compacted by the incident wave. Therefore, predictions
suggest that the bulk temperature rise in the material is dominated by compression work
for the reflected wave. However, as mentioned before, compression work is unimportant for
combustion initiation as localized hot-spots are induced by volumetric compaction.
B. θ = 60◦
Here, predictions are given for the wedge angle of θ = 60◦. Predicted solid pressure
(Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contours are shown in Figs. 4.8(a) and
(b), respectively. In the pressure contour, the incident wave (i), the reflected wave (r) and
the normal wave (m) coexist at point T near the wedge boundary, indicating the reflection
configuration is an IR. However, a sharp change in the orientation of the normal wave from
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the incident wave suggests that the reflection configuration is analogous to a SMR. Also,
the normal wave structure is not curved, unlike as predicted for θ = 45◦. The normal
wave structure is only visible in the heating rate contour, suggesting that the heating rate
associated with the incident and the reflected wave is substantially smaller compared to
that associated with the normal wave.
As before, predicted variations in solid pressure (Ps) and compaction heating rate (ėc)
along the lower boundary and the wedge surface are shown in Figs. 4.4(a) and (b), respec-
tively. Solid pressure and compaction heating rate increase following the wave-boundary
interaction as the incident wave propagates away from the wedge tip, and eventually reach
a quasi-steady state. This quasi-steady behavior is indicated in the pressure and heating
rate profiles near the right boundary of the domain where both peak solid pressure and
compaction heating rate become uniform. Peak solid pressure and compaction heating
rate are associated with the normal wave and their values are predicted to be Ps = 12.1
GPa and ėc = 24748.8 GW/kg, respectively. A few observations are noteworthy. Pressure
and heating rate values associated with the transmitted wave on the wedge boundary are
significantly larger compared to those associated with the incident wave. These values are
larger than those predicted for the θ = 45◦ case as well, which indicates strengthening of
the normal wave structure, possibly due to flow transition from a vNR to a SMR. The
locations of peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate are close to each other and
distant from the wedge tip. Magnified heating rate profiles near the right boundary suggest
the normal wave thickness to be δn ≈ 0.4 mm.
Contributions towards the compaction heating rate from rate-dependent and inelastic
components are shown in Figs. 4.9(c) and (d), respectively, and they are predicted to be
ėφ = 24748.8 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 699.7 GW/kg, respectively. The peak rate-dependent
heating rate is significantly larger than the peak inelastic heating rate for the normal wave,





Figure 4.9: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate and (d) inelastic heating rate along the
wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 60◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
The reflected wave is predicted to induce little additional heating in the material com-
pared to the incident wave, as peak values of the compaction heating rate and its rate-
dependent and inelastic components are predicted to be ėc ≈ 36.0 GW/kg, ėφ ≈ 6.0
GW/kg and ėφ̃ ≈ 30.0 GW/kg, respectively. Further, the heating rate associated with the
reflected wave is substantially smaller compared to that associated with the normal wave on
the wedge boundary. Predictions suggest that inelastic compaction is the dominant heating
mechanism for the reflected wave. Peak heating rate values here are larger compared to





Figure 4.10: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 60◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
Predicted variations in the bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its rate-dependent (∆Tφ),
inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components are illustrated in Fig. 4.10. Bulk tem-
perature, as well as its three components, increases along the wedge boundary following the
wave-boundary interaction and eventually reaches a quasi-steady state similar to pressure
and heating rate profiles. Peak values are predicted to be ∆T = 759.9 K, ∆Tφ = 348.2 K,
∆Tφ̃ = 21.8 K and ∆Tρ = 397.6 K, respectively, near the right boundary of the domain.
Again, peak bulk temperature in the material is predicted to be well above the ignition
temperature of HMX. Although dominant contribution towards temperature rise comes
from the compression component, the compaction components are more likely to initiate
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combustion because they are capable of hot-spot formation. Also, following the passage of
the normal wave, the compression temperature rise decreases significantly due to unloading
of the material.
A small additional bulk temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 62.7 K is predicted for the reflected
wave along the lower boundary of the domain. The rate-dependent component does not
contribute to any visible temperature rise. Additional peak temperature rises of ∆Tφ̃ ≈ 3.0
K and ∆Tρ ≈ 59.0 K are predicted to be caused by inelastic dissipation and compression
work, respectively, near the wedge tip in the material compacted by the incident wave.
C. θ = 75◦
Predicted solid pressure and mass-specific compaction heating rate contours are illus-
trated in Figs. 4.11(a) and (b), respectively. In the predicted contours, only an incident
wave and a reflected wave are present in the interaction structure near the wedge boundary.
The incident wave directly reflects off the surface at point R and meets with the reflected
wave. Therefore, this configuration is referred to as a RR. The reflected wave in this case
is strong enough to turn the flow parallel to the wedge boundary and therefore, no normal
wave structure is seen near the boundary. The bright red colored region behind the reflected
wave in the pressure contour, referred to as the ‘plateau region’, is analogous to a uniform
supersonic zone observed in the interferogram of a RR configuration for an oblique shock
wave reflection [6, 28]. This zone isolates the reflection point from the corner-generated
signals. Unlike θ = 45◦ and 60◦, the incident and reflected waves are clearly visible in the
heating rate contour.
Predicted variations in solid pressure and compaction heating rate along the wedge
boundary are shown in Figs. 4.12(a) and (b), respectively, as before. Both solid pressure
and compaction heating rate increase following the wave-boundary interaction at the wedge
tip, then slightly decrease and eventually reach a quasi-steady state, where their peak values
become uniform. The plateau region shown in the magnified solid pressure plot suggests

















Figure 4.11: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s) and θ = 75
◦.
reflected wave structure. Peak values of solid pressure and compaction heating rate are
predicted to be Ps = 7.84 GPa and ėc = 2727.41 GW/kg, respectively. The predicted
peak pressure and heating rate values are substantially smaller than those predicted for
θ = 60◦. This is because the peak pressure and compaction heating rate in this case are
associated with the reflected wave near the reflection point R, which is relatively weak
compared to the normal wave for θ = 60◦. The peak pressure and peak heating rate are
both predicted to be close to the the wedge tip at comparable locations. When magnified,
the compaction heating rate lineplot corresponding to t = 4.8 µs suggests the reflected




Figure 4.12: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėc) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃)
along the wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 75◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
normal wave thicknesses (δn) predicted for θ = 45
◦ and 60◦. Peak contributions from the
rate-dependent and inelastic heating rate components are predicted to be ėφ = 2577.52
GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 305.25 GW/kg, respectively, indicating that rate-dependent heating is
the dominant heating mechanism near the wedge boundary.
Peak values of the compaction heating rate and its rate-dependent and inelastic heating
rate components associated with the reflected wave on the lower boundary are predicted to
be ėc ≈ 150.0 GW/kg, ėφ ≈ 50.0 GW/kg and ėφ̃ ≈ 100.0 GW/kg, respectively, as indicated
by the magnified plots. Almost two-thirds (2/3) of the total heating of the material is




Figure 4.13: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 75◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
to those predicted for θ = 60◦, as the higher wedge angle corresponds to a stronger reflected
wave. The peak rate-dependent heating rate associated with the reflected wave is much
smaller compared to that associated with the incident wave, whereas peak inelastic heating
rate values are comparable for both waves.
Peak bulk temperature rise of ∆T = 298.34 K is predicted on the wedge boundary,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.13, at a location comparable to the locations of peak solid pressure
and compaction heating rate. It is noted that the peak bulk temperature rise is less than
those predicted for θ = 45◦ and 60◦. The amount of bulk temperature rise due to rate-







Figure 4.14: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s) and θ = 90
◦.
but the components become uniform further removed from the tip. On the other hand,
temperature rise due to compression is at a maximum near the wedge tip. Peak values of
rate-dependent, inelastic and compression temperature rise components are predicted to
be ∆Tφ = 117.13K, ∆Tφ̃ = 15.42 K and ∆Tρ = 171.2 K, indicating that the dominant
contribution towards bulk temperature rise comes from the compression component. The
rearward propagating reflected wave along the lower boundary is predicted to cause an ad-
ditional bulk temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 90.0 K, most of which results from the compression
of explosive grains (∆Tρ ≈ 85.0 K).
D. θ = 90◦
Predicted solid pressure (Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contours
are illustrated in Fig. 4.14 for the normal reflection case, i.e., θ = 90◦. In this case, the
incident wave is entirely reflected into the material compacted by the incident wave. As
indicated in the figure, the explosive reaches a higher equilibrium pressure behind the
reflected wave compared to that behind the incident wave.
Predicted values of solid volume fraction (φ) and its inelastic component (φ̃), given in
Figs. 4.15(a) and (b), respectively, indicate that the material compacted by the incident
wave is further compacted by the reflected wave and almost all the porosity is removed.
Equilibrium solid volume fraction and inelastic volume fraction values behind the reflected
wave are predicted to be φ = 0.997 and φ̃ = 0.967, respectively. Peak solid pressure
and compaction heating rate values associated with the reflected wave are predicted to be




Figure 4.15: Predicted variation in (a) solid volume fraction (φ), (b) inelastic solid volume
fraction (φ̃), (c) solid pressure (Ps) and (d) compaction heating rate (ėc) for P̂ = 2.0 GPa
and θ = 90◦. Rigid boundary is located at x = 30 mm.
compaction heating rate is predicted to be lower than that associated with the incident
wave (ėc = 742.3 GW/kg). The magnified heating rate plot corresponding to t = 6.1 µs
suggests the reflected wave thickness to be δr ≈ 0.3 mm, which is less than the incident
wave thickness (δi ≈ 1.0 mm).
The evolution of the rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) components of the com-
paction heating rate is shown in Fig. 4.16. Peak values of rate-dependent and inelastic
heating rates are predicted to be ėφ = 401.06 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 280.36 GW/kg, respec-
tively. The peak rate-dependent heating rate associated with the reflected wave is predicted
to be much less than that associated with the incident wave (ėφ = 692.63 GW/kg). On the
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Figure 4.16: Predicted variation in (a) rate-dependent (ėφ) and (b) inelastic (ėφ̃) heating
rate components along the wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 90◦. Rigid boundary is
located at x = 30 mm.
other hand, the peak inelastic heating rate associated with the reflected wave is predicted
to be much larger than that associated with the incident wave (ėφ̃ = 78.2 GW/kg). How-
ever, rate-dependent compaction is the dominant heating mechanism for both incident and
reflected waves.
Predictions for bulk temperature rise (∆T ) in the material and contributions from rate-
dependent compaction (∆Tφ), inelastic compaction (∆Tφ̃) and compression work (∆Tρ)
are given in Fig. 4.17. From Fig. 4.17(a), a bulk temperature rise of ∆T = 82.3 K is pre-
dicted for the incident wave, and the reflected wave further increases bulk temperature by
∆T = 149.5 K. Contributions towards this additional temperature rise from rate-dependent
compaction, inelastic compaction and compression work are predicted to be ∆Tφ = 4.0 K,
∆Tφ̃ = 4.95 K and ∆Tρ = 140.5 K, respectively, for the reflected wave. Figure 4.17 indi-
cates that rate-dependent compaction is predicted to be the dominant contributor towards
bulk temperature rise for the incident wave, whereas compression work becomes the dom-
inant contributor for the reflected wave. Compaction is likely to play a more significant
role in combustion initiation through hot-spot formation compared to compression work.
Therefore, a small bulk temperature rise in the material due to compaction for the re-




Figure 4.17: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge surface for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and θ = 90◦. Rigid boundary is located at x = 30 mm.
rise associated with rate-dependent compaction (∆Tφ) is relatively small compared to that
associated with inelastic compaction (∆Tφ̃) for the reflected wave, although the predicted
rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) is larger than the inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) for both the
incident and reflected waves, which emphasizes the importance of heating time.
To further illustrate the variation in the thermomechanical response of the material
with the wedge angle, the peak values of solid pressure, dissipative heating rates and bulk
temperature rise at the wedge boundary are plotted for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ in Figs. 4.18 and 4.19,
where θ is increased in steps of 5◦. Peak values given for θ = 0◦ correspond to the incident




Figure 4.18: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s).
to be a vNR for θ ≤ 50◦, a SMR for 55◦ ≤ θ ≤ 65◦ and a RR for θ ≥ 70◦. It is emphasized
that the type of reflection configuration is determined based on the presence of the normal
wave, and the curvature of the normal wave when it is present. Peak values of solid pressure,
dissipative heating rates and bulk temperature rise are predicted to increase initially with
an increase in the wedge angle as the flow field transitions from a vNR to a SMR, and are
maximum for a critical wedge angle θc. The increase in the peak rate-dependent heating
rate indicates strengthening of the normal wave at the wedge boundary because the stronger
the wave, the faster it compacts the material. The peak values decrease when the wedge




Figure 4.19: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500
m/s).
flow field transitions towards a RR. A sharp drop in the peak rate-dependent heating rate
value in Fig. 4.18 indicates onset of a RR configuration. In the event of a RR, the peak
values are associated with the reflected wave. This reflected wave, located at the reflection
point on the boundary, is relatively weak compared to the normal wave structure in the
SMR configuration. The peak values are predicted to be minimum for the normal reflection
case. Figures 4.18 and 4.19 indicate that peak compaction heating rate (ėc), rate-dependent
heating rate (ėφ) and bulk temperature rise due to rate-dependent compaction (∆Tφ) are

























Figure 4.20: Predictions for the solid pressure (Ps) contour (isobars are shown with solid
















Figure 4.21: Predictions for the mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contour for
P̂ = 0.87 GPa (Up = 300 m/s).
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(Ps), inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃), bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and
compression (∆Tρ) components are predicted to be maximum when θ = 65
◦. This suggests
that the critical angle (θc) lies between 60
◦ and 65◦ (i.e., 60◦ < θc < 65
◦), where peak
values of all these quantities are maximum.
• P̂ = 0.87 GPa (Up = 300 m/s)
Here, predictions are given for the incident compaction wave strength of P̂ = 0.87
GPa. The predicted solid pressure (Ps) and compaction heating rate (ėc) illustrated in
Figs. 4.20 and 4.21, respectively, are qualitatively similar to those obtained for P̂ = 2.0
GPa. The incident wave (i), the reflected wave (r) and the normal wave (m) are seen to
coexist at a single point in the solid pressure contours for θ = 45◦ and 60◦, indicating that
the reflection configuration is an IR. In the heating rate contours, the magnified normal
wave structure is shown for these wedge angles. The normal wave smoothly merges into the
incident wave for θ = 45◦, similar to a vNR, whereas there is a sharp discontinuity in the
orientation of the normal wave with respect to the incident wave for θ = 60◦, suggesting a
SMR configuration. For θ = 75◦, the normal wave is absent in the interaction structure,
indicating that the predicted reflection configuration is analogous to a RR. In this case, the
incident wave and the reflected wave meet at the reflection point R on the wedge boundary.
Predicted variations in the solid pressure and compaction heating rate are illustrated
in Fig. 4.22. The solid pressure and compaction heating rate increase for θ = 45◦ and 60◦
following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction, as the incident wave propagates away
from the wedge tip. Also, peak values of solid pressure and compaction heating rate increase
as the wedge angle θ is increased from 45◦ to 60◦ due to strengthening of the normal wave
near the wedge boundary during vNR → SMR transition. However, when the wedge angle
is further increased to 75◦, both the peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate are
predicted to be less than those predicted for θ = 60◦ as the flow transitions to a RR. In this
case, the solid pressure and compaction heating rate initially increase immediately after the





Figure 4.22: Evolution of (left) solid pressure (Ps) and (right) compaction heating rate (ėc)
along the bottom boundary of the domain for P̂ = 0.87 GPa.
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similar to that illustrated for P̂ = 2.0 GPa is seen in the solid pressure profile for θ = 75◦.
The pressure and heating rate profiles indicate that the flow has eventually become quasi-
steady (as suggested by their uniform peak values) at the wedge boundary for θ = 45◦
and 75◦, whereas it is yet to reach a quasi-steady state for θ = 60◦ within the domain of
study. The peak solid pressure is predicted to be Ps = 2.81, 5.2 and 3.53 GPa, and the
peak compaction heating rate is predicted to be ėc = 1800.6, 5665.96 and 440.92 GW/kg
on the wedge boundary for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦, respectively. Therefore, both peak solid
pressure and peak compaction heating rate are maximum in the interaction structure for a
SMR configuration. The location of peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate along
the wedge surface are close, except for θ = 75◦ where the peak compaction heating rate
location is predicted to be closer to the tip of the wedge.
Contributions from rate-dependent and inelastic heating rate components towards the
compaction heating rate are shown in Fig. 4.23. The behavior of both components along
the wedge boundary are qualitatively similar to the compaction heating rate for each wedge
angle. The peak rate-dependent heating rate is predicted to be ėφ = 1731.55, 5665.96 and
376.43 GW/kg, respectively, for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦. The corresponding peak inelastic
heating rate is predicted to be ėφ̃ = 125.35, 262.44 and 99.66 GW/kg. It is noted that the
predicted peak rate-dependent heating rate is substantially larger compared to the inelastic
heating rate for all wedge angles.
The peak solid pressure associated with the rearward propagating reflected wave on the
lower boundary is predicted to be Ps ≈ 1.47, 1.78 and 2.30 GPa, respectively, for θ = 45
◦,
60◦ and 75◦. For those corresponding wedge angles, peak compaction heating rate values
are predicted to be ėc ≈ 4.67, 12.95 and 27.7 GW/kg, respectively. The dissipative heating
is dominated by the inelastic heating rate component for all wedge angles. It is noted that
peak values of solid pressure and compaction heating rate for the reflected wave increase
with a increase in the wedge angle, suggesting that a stronger reflected wave corresponds





Figure 4.23: Evolution of (left) rate-dependent (ėφ) and (right) inelastic (ėφ̃) heating rate
components along the bottom boundary of the domain for P̂ = 0.87 GPa.
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Figure 4.24: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.87 GPa and θ = 45◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
the incident wave. Also, peak heating rates associated with the reflected wave are much
smaller compared to those associated with the incident wave.
Predictions for the bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its rate-dependent (∆Tφ), inelastic
(∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components are summarized in Figs. 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 for
θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦, respectively. Temperature profiles also suggest that the flow has
reached a quasi-steady state towards the end of the domain for θ = 45◦ and 75◦. The peak
values are predicted to be ∆T = 127.9 K, ∆Tφ = 87.3 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 11.1 K and ∆Tρ = 33.9
K near the right boundary for θ = 45◦. The thermal response of the material along the
wedge is predicted to be dominated by the rate-dependent compaction in this case. Also, the
predicted location of peak bulk temperature rise is comparable to the location of peak solid
pressure. For θ = 60◦, the peak bulk temperature rise on the wedge boundary is predicted
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Figure 4.25: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.87 GPa and θ = 60◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
to be ∆T = 276.8 K at the location of peak solid pressure. Peak contributions from rate-
dependent compaction, inelastic compaction and compression components are predicted to
be ∆Tφ = 157.0 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 14.8 K and ∆Tρ = 109.7 K, respectively. Therefore, the rate-
dependent component is the most significant contribution to the bulk temperature rise.
The peak bulk temperature rise and its rate-dependent compaction, inelastic compaction
and reversible compression components are predicted to be ∆T = 108.3 K, ∆Tφ = 39.6
K, ∆Tφ̃ = 12.0 K and ∆Tρ = 56.9 K, respectively, for θ = 75
◦. The predicted location
of peak bulk temperature is near the tip of the wedge, similar to the location of the peak
solid pressure. The compression component is predicted to contribute the most towards
the bulk temperature rise in this case.
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Figure 4.26: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.87 GPa and θ = 75◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
An additional bulk temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 16.5, 26.9 and 39.3 K is predicted to be
associated with the reflected wave. The dominant contribution towards bulk temperature
rise comes from the compression component. The bulk temperature rise associated with the
reflected wave increases with a increase in wedge angle as more energy is reflected back for
a higher wedge angle. However, the temperature rise values here are significantly smaller
compared to those associated with the transmitted wave on the wedge boundary.
Now, predictions are given for the normal reflection of the incident wave which cor-
responds to θ = 90◦. Solid pressure (Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc)
contours are given in Figs. 4.27(a) and (b), respectively, which illustrate the rearward






Figure 4.27: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours, and variations in the (c) solid pressure, (d) compaction heating rate, (e)
rate-dependent heating rate and (f) inelastic heating rate for θ = 90◦ and P̂ = 0.87 GPa.
compaction heating rate are shown in Figs. 4.27(c) and (d), respectively. A uniform solid
pressure of Ps = 3.1 GPa is predicted behind the reflected wave. Following the wave-
boundary interaction, the reflected wave heating rate initially increases but then rapidly
becomes uniform. The initial non-uniformity in the heating rate may be attributed to
the complex reflection process that results due to the finite thickness of the incident wave
structure. The compaction heating rate associated with the reflected wave is higher than
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Figure 4.28: Predictions for evolution of (a) ∆T , (b) ∆Tφ, (c) ∆Tφ̃ and (d) ∆Tρ along the
bottom boundary of the domain when θ = 90◦ for P̂ = 0.87 GPa. The rigid boundary is
located at x = 40 mm.
that for the incident wave (ėc = 112.83 GW/kg) and its peak value is predicted to be
ėc = 206.3 GW/kg. Predictions for the rate-dependent and inelastic heating rate compo-
nents are given in Figs. 4.27(e) and (f), respectively, where their peak values are predicted
to be ėφ = 116.65 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 93.0 GW/kg, respectively. The peak values suggest
that the dominant contribution towards dissipative heating comes from the rate-dependent
component.
Predictions for the thermal response of the material are given in Fig. 4.28. The bulk
temperature rise behind the reflected wave, as well as its three components, is uniform
slightly away from the rigid boundary where the reflected wave becomes steady. Peak
values of ∆T = 82.2 K, ∆Tφ = 21.3 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 11.2 K and ∆Tρ = 49.7 K are predicted.




Figure 4.29: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 0.87 GPa (Up = 300 m/s).
due to compression work, similar to the predictions given for 2.0 GPa. Therefore, the
material is likely to be desensitized by the incident wave, as suggested before.
The variation in the thermomechanical response of the material along the wedge bound-
ary with wedge angle (θ) is shown in Figs. 4.29 and 4.30 for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦. Similar to the
predictions obtained for P̂ = 2.0 GPa, the reflection configuration is predicted to be a vNR
for θ ≤ 50◦, a SMR for 55◦ ≤ θ ≤ 65◦ and a RR for θ ≥ 70◦. The peak solid pressure,
dissipative heating rates and bulk temperature rise are predicted to increase initially with
an increase in the wedge angle during flow transition from a vNR to a SMR until a criti-




Figure 4.30: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 0.87 GPa (Up = 300
m/s).
strengthening of the normal wave at the wedge boundary. The strength of the normal wave
is an indicator of how fast the material is being compacted. The stronger the wave, the
faster it dissipates energy by rate-dependent compaction. The peak rate-dependent heating
rate decreases when the wedge angle is further increased due to weakening of the normal
wave structure during flow transition to a RR from a SMR. Also, dissipative heating is
dominated by rate-dependent compaction for all wedge angles. The predicted variation in
the material response is qualitatively similar to that obtained for P̂ = 2.0 GPa, and the
critical angle (θc) where the peak values are maximum is predicted to lie between 60
◦ and

























Figure 4.31: Predictions for the solid pressure (Ps) contour (isobars are shown with solid


















Figure 4.32: Predictions for the mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contour for
P̂ = 0.29 GPa (Up = 150 m/s).
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• P̂ = 0.29 GPa (Up = 150 m/s)
Predicted solid pressure (Ps) and compaction heating rate (ėc) contours illustrated in
Figs. 4.31 and 4.32, respectively, are qualitatively similar to those obtained for incident
wave strengths of P̂ = 2.0 GPa and 0.87 GPa. However, these contours indicate that
normal wave (m) structures, as well as the incident (i) and reflected (r) wave structures,
are relatively dispersed compared to those predicted for higher pressure waves. Based on
the criteria stated above, reflection configurations are predicted to be a vNR for θ = 45◦, a
SMR for 60◦ and a RR for 75◦ here as well. This emphasizes that the reflection configuration
depends on the wedge angle.
The predicted evolution of solid pressure (Ps) and compaction heating rate (ėc) along
the wedge boundary is shown in Fig. 4.33, which indicates that the flow near the wedge is
yet to become quasi-steady. As such, emphasis is placed on characterizing the response of
the material within the domain of study. Peak solid pressure along the wedge boundary
increases when the wedge angle is increased from 45◦ to 60◦ as the flow field transitions
from a vNR to a SMR, but decreases if the wedge angle is further increased to 75◦, for
which a RR is predicted. Peak values of solid pressure are predicted to be Ps = 0.85, 1.42
and 1.23 GPa, respectively, for wedge angles of θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦. Locations of peak
pressure are predicted to be removed from the wedge tip.
The compaction heating rate increases as the incident wave propagates away from the
wedge tip for θ = 45◦ and 60◦, whereas the heating rate increases, subsequently decreases
and eventually reaches a uniform state for θ = 75◦. Peak compaction heating rates are
predicted to be ėc = 127.2, 348.0 and 38.3 GW/kg, respectively, for θ = 45
◦, 60◦ and 75◦.
These predictions indicate that the peak values of solid pressure and compaction heating
rate increase during the transition to a SMR from a vNR, but decrease during SMR →
RR transition. The normal wave eventually diminishes for a RR where peak pressure and
heating rate are associated with the reflected wave. The location of peak solid pressure





Figure 4.33: Predictions for (left) solid pressure (Ps) and (right) compaction heating rate
(ėc) along the wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.29 GPa. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
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wedge tip for θ = 45◦ and 60◦. For θ = 75◦, the locations of peak compaction heating rate
and solid pressure are separated with the location of peak heating rate being closer to the
wedge tip.
Predictions for the contributions from the rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) heating
rate components are shown in Fig. 4.34, which suggest that rate-dependent heating is
the dominant contributor following the wave-boundary interaction for all wedge angles,
although comparable contributions towards the compaction heating rate come from both
components for the incident wave (≈ 5.0 GW/kg). The peak rate-dependent heating rates
are predicted to be ėφ = 108.5, 309.25 and 23.0 GW/kg, respectively, for θ = 45
◦, 60◦ and
75◦, and the corresponding peak values for the inelastic heating rate are predicted to be
ėφ̃ = 25.9, 53.0 and 18.7 GW/kg.
Peak solid pressure for the reflected wave is predicted to be Ps ≈ 0.47, 0.57 and 0.72
GPa for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦, respectively. A small amount of additional heating is induced
by the reflected wave compared to the incident wave, and the peak compaction heating rate
corresponding to these wedge angles is predicted to be ėc ≈ 0.92, 2.57 and 5.04 GW/kg,
respectively, which indicates that the heating rate increases with an increase in the wedge
angle. The inelastic heating rate component is predicted to be the dominant contributor
towards dissipative heating in the material for these wedge angles.
Predictions for bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its rate-dependent (∆Tφ), inelastic
(∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components are shown in Figs. 4.35, 4.36 and 4.35, respec-
tively, for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦. These predictions are slightly different from those obtained
for the incident wave strength of P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s) for θ = 45
◦ and 60◦, as
the flow is yet to become quasi-steady within the domain of study for these wedge an-
gles. However, predictions obtained for θ = 75◦ are qualitatively similar to those given
for higher pressure waves, as the flow has reached a quasi-steady state (illustrated uniform
peak value). Similar to the solid pressure and compaction heating rate, the bulk tem-





Figure 4.34: Predictions for (left) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (right) inelastic
heating rate (ėφ̃) components along the wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.29 GPa. Wedge tip is
located at x = 15 mm.
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Figure 4.35: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.29 GPa and θ = 45◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
as it is further increased to 75◦. Peak values of bulk temperature rise are predicted to
be ∆T = 29.0 K, 48.2 K and 27.4 K, respectively, for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦. Predicted
locations of peak bulk temperature rise are comparable to locations of peak solid pressure.
Peak contributions towards bulk temperature rise due to rate-dependent dissipation are
predicted to be ∆Tφ = 18.5, 29.8 and 8.4 K, respectively, for θ = 45
◦, 60◦ and 75◦. Simi-
larly, contributions from inelastic dissipation are predicted to be ∆Tφ̃ = 6.5, 8.2 and 7.9 K,
whereas reversible compression work contributes ∆Tρ = 4.8, 12.1 and 11.1 K to the bulk
temperature rise for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦, respectively. These predictions suggest that the
dominant contribution towards bulk temperature rise comes from compaction work for all
wedge angles.
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Figure 4.36: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.29 GPa and θ = 60◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
The bulk temperature rise associated with the reflected wave is predicted to increase
with an increase in wedge angle as well, with peak values predicted to be ∆T ≈ 2.65,
4.20 and 6.72 K for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦, respectively. For θ = 45◦, comparable contri-
butions come from the inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components, whereas the
compression component is the dominant contributor towards the bulk temperature rise for
θ = 60◦ and 75◦. The rate-dependent component (∆Tφ) is predicted to have a negligible
contribution for all wedge angles compared to the inelastic and compression components.
Predicted solid pressure (Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contours
for θ = 90◦ are similar to those given for P̂ = 2.0 and 0.87 GPa and they are not repeated
here. Predictions for solid pressure and compaction heating rate are given in Figs. 4.38(a)
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Figure 4.37: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.29 GPa and θ = 75◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
and (b), respectively. The solid pressure behind the reflected wave is uniform and its peak
magnitude is predicted to be approximately Ps = 1.03 GPa. Following the wave-boundary
interaction, the compaction heating rate associated with the reflected wave increases ini-
tially, but eventually becomes uniform as the reflected wave becomes steady, The peak
compaction heating rate associated with the reflected wave is predicted to be approxi-
mately ėc = 24.3 GW/kg. The compaction heating rate magnitude associated with the
reflected wave is higher than that associated with the incident wave (ėc = 8.58 GW/kg).
The evolution of rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) components of the compaction
heating rate (ėc) are shown in Figs. 4.38(c) and (d), respectively. The rate-dependent and




Figure 4.38: Predictions for the variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent (ėφ) and (d) inelastic (ėφ̃) heating rate components for θ = 90
◦
and P̂ = 0.29 GPa. Rigid boundary is located at x = 40 mm.
inant contributor towards dissipative heating in the material, and their peak magnitudes
are predicted to be approximately ėφ̃ = 15.4 GW/kg and ėφ = 9.2 GW/kg, respectively.
Predictions for the thermal response of the material are shown in Fig. 4.39 for θ = 90◦.
The bulk temperature rise behind the reflected wave, as well as its three components,
becomes uniform as the reflected wave propagates away from the rigid boundary and even-
tually becomes steady. The peak bulk temperature rise and its rate-dependent, inelastic
and compression components are predicted to be approximately ∆T = 19.9 K, ∆Tφ = 4.5
K, ∆Tφ̃ = 7.2 K and ∆Tρ = 8.2 K, respectively. Therefore, the peak contribution towards
the bulk temperature rise comes from the compression work. As compaction induced dis-
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Figure 4.39: Predictions for evolution of (a) ∆T , (b) ∆Tφ, (c) ∆Tφ̃ and (d) ∆Tρ for θ = 90
◦
and P̂ = 0.29 GPa. Rigid boundary is located at x = 40 mm.
sipation is primarily responsible for hot-spot formation in the material, the significantly
larger contribution from compression work likely indicate desensitization of the material
following the propagation of the incident wave.
The variation in the thermomechanical response of the material along the wedge bound-
ary with wedge angle (θ) is shown in Figs. 4.40 and 4.41 for 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦. Similar to the
predictions obtained for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and 0.87 GPa, the peak solid pressure, dissipative
heating rates and bulk temperature rise in the material are predicted to increase initially
with an increase in the wedge angle during flow transition from a vNR to a SMR. Therefore,
the normal wave at the wedge boundary strengthens during this transition until a criti-
cal wedge angle θc is reached. The peak values decrease when the wedge angle is further




Figure 4.40: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 0.29 GPa (Up = 150 m/s).
tions towards a RR. In the event of a RR, the normal wave is absent and the peak values
are associated with the reflected wave, which is relatively weak compared to the normal
wave, at the wedge boundary. The critical angle (θc) where the peak values are maximum
is predicted to lie between 60◦ and 65◦ here as well, as some peak values are predicted at
θ = 60◦ and some are predicted at θ = 65◦. It is emphasized here that the peak values
given here are the peak values within the domain of study, as the flow field does not become
quasi-steady and the peak values keep increasing for wedge angles of θ ≥ 45◦. Also, for
higher wedge angles (θ > 75◦), the wedge length (L = 20 mm) when projected on the x




Figure 4.41: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 0.29 GPa (Up = 150
m/s).
wedge length may be necessary for proper prediction of the peak values for these wedge
angles. However, a longer wedge boundary is not chosen in this study due to computational
limitations.
• P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s)
A. θ = 45◦
Predicted solid pressure (Ps) and mass-specific heating rate contours for θ = 45
◦ are
shown in Fig. 4.42. The incident wave (i) and the reflected wave (r) in the interaction
structure are relatively dispersed in this case due to their low strength. As mentioned


















Figure 4.42: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s) and θ = 45
◦.
structure, although not evident in the pressure contour, is seen near the boundary in the
heating rate contour. The split wave structure, similar to elasto-plastic waves in metals,
consists of a viscoelastic precursor followed by a viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer wave. The
type of reflection configuration cannot be determined due to large thicknesses of the waves
present in the interaction structure near the wedge boundary.
Figure 4.43(a) shows the evolution of solid pressure (Ps) along the lower boundary and
the wedge surface. The solid pressure is predicted to increase along the wedge boundary as
the incident wave propagates away from the tip of the wedge, and a peak value of Ps = 0.052
GPa is predicted near the end of the domain (x = 23.4 mm). Here, the peak solid pressure
is greater than the solid pressure at the viscoelastic limit (Psve = 0.038 GPa) obtained
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from steady compaction wave analysis (discussed in Section 3.3) for φ0 = 0.85. The steady
compaction wave analysis suggests that for end states having Ps ≤ Psve, compaction wave
solutions consist of a viscoelastic wave as the stress within the material is insufficient to
cause crush up (yielding). On the other hand, end states of Psve < Ps ≤ 0.157 GPa result in
split wave structures that consist of a fast propagating viscoelastic precursor with a stress
Ps = Psve and a slower propagating, higher stress, viscoplastic trailer. End states having
Ps > 0.157 GPa result in single compaction wave structures with both viscoelastic and
viscoplastic regions. Therefore, the predicted peak pressure value (0.038 < Ps = 0.052 <
0.157 GPa) suggests the presence of unsteady split wave structures at the wedge boundary,
which is illustrated in the predictions given for solid volume fraction (φ), inelastic volume
fraction (φ̃) and compaction heating rate (ėc) profiles given in Figs. 4.43(b), (c) and (d),
respectively.
Predictions for the solid volume fraction and its inelastic component indicate that
although the equilibrium pressure behind the incident wave (Ps = 0.033 GPa) is not suffi-
cient to cause crush up of the material, pressure associated with the normal wave exceeds
the crush up pressure (Psve = 0.038 GPa) of the ambient material. The crush up of the
material is associated with a change in the initial value of the inelastic volume fraction
(φ̃0 = 0.85). The predicted volume fraction profiles, along with the solid pressure profiles,
suggest that the flow is yet to reach a quasi-steady state, as their magnitudes increase as
the incident wave propagates away from the wedge tip. The viscoelastic precursor and the
viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer are shown in the magnified compaction heating rate profile
that corresponds to t = 23.9 µs. The thickness of this split-wave structure is predicted to
be δsp ≈ 8.5 mm (incident wave thickness is δi ≈ 3.0 mm). The peak compaction heating
rate is associated with the precursor and its value is predicted to be ėc = 0.25 GW/kg.
Also, the peak compaction heating rate at the wedge boundary is predicted to be higher
than that associated with the incident wave (ėc = 0.06 GW/kg). Peak solid pressure and




Figure 4.43: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) solid volume fraction (φ),
(c) inelastic volume fraction (φ̃) and (d) compaction heating rate (ėc) for P̂ = 0.033 GPa
and θ = 45◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
respectively. Therefore, locations of peak pressure and heating rate are close and they both
are removed from the wedge tip.
The peak solid pressure associated with the rearward propagating reflected wave is
predicted to be Ps ≈ 0.043 GPa, which is greater than the solid pressure corresponding
to the viscoelastic limit (Psve). Therefore, a split wave structure with a fast propagating
viscoelastic precursor and slower propagating viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer is predicted
in the reflected wave as well. This is also evident in the volume fraction profiles given
in Fig. 4.43. The viscoelastic region associated with the precursor and the viscoelastic-
viscoplastic region associated with the trailer wave are indicated in the solid pressure plot.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.44: Predicted variation in (a) rate-dependent (ėφ) and (b) inelastic (ėφ̃) heating
rate components along the wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.033 GPa and θ = 45◦. Wedge tip is
located at x = 15 mm.
Next, contributions from the rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) compaction pro-
cesses towards the compaction heating rate (ėc) are characterized along the wedge boundary,
as illustrated in Fig. 4.44. Although dissipative heating associated with the incident wave is
solely due to rate-dependent compaction, significant heating due to inelastic (viscoplastic)
compaction of the material is predicted at the wedge boundary. As mentioned, the normal
wave near the boundary consists of a viscoelastic precursor followed by a viscoplastic trailer
wave. Peak values of the rate-dependent and inelastic heating rates are predicted to be
ėφ = 0.25 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 0.19 GW/kg, respectively. The peak values indicate that rate-
dependent compaction by the viscoelastic precursor is the dominant heating mechanism.
For the reflected wave, the peak compaction heating rate is associated with the trailer wave
and its peak value is predicted to be ėc ≈ 0.023 GW/kg. The rate-dependent heating rate
component associated with both the precursor and the trailer has very little contribution
towards the compaction heating rate and dissipating heating in the material is predicted
to be mainly due to inelastic compaction.
Predictions for the evolution of bulk temperature rise (∆T ) along the wedge boundary
are shown in Fig. 4.45. Also shown are the contributions due to rate-dependent (∆Tφ)
and inelastic (∆Tφ̃) compaction and compression work (∆Tρ). As with the heating rates,
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Figure 4.45: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.033 GPa and θ = 45◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
inelastic compaction by the incident wave does not contribute towards the bulk temperature
rise, as the incident wave is purely viscoelastic. However, all three components contribute to
the bulk temperature rise on the wedge boundary following the onset of the wave-boundary
interaction. Peak values of bulk temperature rise and the corresponding contributions from
rate-dependent and inelastic compaction towards the bulk temperature rise are predicted
to be ∆T = 0.45 K, ∆Tφ = 0.13 K and ∆Tφ̃ = 0.30 K, respectively, close to the location of
peak solid pressure. It is noted that the bulk temperature rise is dominated by dissipation
due to inelastic compaction.
The bulk temperature rise due to compression work is negligible compared to the
compaction components. suggests the peak compression temperature rise location to be
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near the wedge tip. However, the spike seen in ∆Tρ profiles in Fig. 4.45(d) near the wedge
tip could result from either grid distortion or higher compression of solid grains due to
immobility of the grains near the corner, and therefore may need further examination.
Therefore, peak compression temperature rise is obtained away from the wedge tip in this
study. The peak value of compression temperature rise is predicted to be ∆Tρ = 0.032
K. The peak bulk temperature rise is predicted to be ∆T ≈ 0.13 K for the reflected wave
in the material compacted by the incident wave. The bulk temperature rise associated
with the reflected wave is predicted to be larger than that associated with the incident
wave. The temperature rise in the material is largely due to inelastic dissipation, as the
rate-dependent and compression components contribute very little.
B. θ = 60◦
Predicted solid pressure (Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contours
for θ = 60◦ are shown in Fig. 4.46, where a split wave structure is predicted in the vicinity
of the wedge boundary similar to the predictions obtained for θ = 45◦. The viscoelastic
precursor and the viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer wave are pointed out in the heating rate
contour. The type of reflection configuration cannot be clearly determined due to large
thicknesses of the waves present in the interaction structure.
Predicted variations in the solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc), and its
rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) components along the wedge boundary for θ = 60
◦,
shown in Fig. 4.47, are qualitatively similar to those given for θ = 45◦. Both pressure and
heating rate increase as the incident wave propagates away from the wedge tip. Unsteady
split wave structures are predicted at the boundary, where a fast propagating viscoelastic
precursor is followed by a slower propagating viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer. The thickness
of the split wave structure is predicted to be δsp ≈ 10.0 mm. The peak pressure is associated
with the trailer wave as before. However, the peak compaction heating rate is associated
with the trailer wave in this case, unlike θ = 45◦. Also, predicted locations of peak solid


















Figure 4.46: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s) and θ = 60
◦.
is predicted to be Ps = 0.056 GPa. Peak values of the compaction heating rate and its
rate-dependent and inelastic components are predicted to be ėc = 0.43 GW/kg, ėφ =
0.30 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 0.31 GW/kg, respectively. Therefore, comparable contributions
come from rate-dependent and inelastic compaction. Predicted peak solid pressure and
compaction heating rate values are higher than those predicted for θ = 45◦, which indicates
strengthening of the normal wave structure.
The peak solid pressure associated with the reflected wave is predicted to be Ps ≈ 0.047




Figure 4.47: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating rate
(ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) for P̂ = 0.033
GPa and θ = 60◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
the viscoelastic region associated with the precursor and the viscoelastic-viscoplastic region
associated with the trailer wave are indicated in the solid pressure plot given in Fig. 4.47.
The peak compaction heating rate is predicted to be ėc ≈ 0.044 GW/kg and is greater than
that predicted for θ = 45◦. The rate-dependent component contributes little towards the
compaction heating rate, and dissipative heating in the material is dominated by inelastic
compaction.
The predicted variation in the bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its rate-dependent
(∆Tφ), inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components are illustrated in Fig. 4.48.
Following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction, the bulk temperature in the material
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Figure 4.48: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.033 GPa and θ = 60◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
is predicted to increase, which suggests that the flow is yet to become quasi-steady. The
peak value of bulk temperature rise is predicted to be ∆T = 0.58 K and is associated with
the trailer wave. Therefore, locations of peak solid pressure and peak bulk temperature rise
are the same. The predicted value of peak bulk temperature is higher than that predicted
for θ = 45◦. Contributions from rate-dependent, inelastic and compression components
are predicted to increase as the incident wave propagates away from the wedge tip, and
their peak values are predicted to be ∆Tφ = 0.16 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 0.39 K and ∆Tρ = 0.035
K, respectively, indicating that inelastic dissipation is the dominant contributor towards
bulk temperature rise in the material. The peak bulk temperature rise in the material














Figure 4.49: Predictions for (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s) and θ = 75
◦.
where the inelastic component contributes to a temperature rise of ∆Tφ̃ ≈ 0.20 K. Similar
to θ = 45◦, contributions from the rate-dependent and compression components towards
bulk temperature rise are negligible compared to those from the inelastic component for
the reflected wave.
C. θ = 75◦
Predicted solid pressure and mass-specific heating rate contours are shown in Fig. 4.49,
where the precursor and the trailer wave are pointed out. The precursor structure is much
smaller compared to those predicted in the heating rate contours for θ = 45◦ and 60◦. This
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possibly indicates that flow has transitioned to a RR configuration. However, it is unclear
whether the precursor and the trailer wave are associated with the reflected wave due to
large thicknesses of the waves present in the interaction structure. Therefore, the type of
reflection configuration cannot be conclusively inferred from the given contours.
Predicted variations in the solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc) and its rate-
dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) components along the wedge boundary for θ = 75
◦ are
shown in Fig. 4.50. The peak value of solid pressure is predicted to be Ps = 0.057 GPa. Peak
values of the compaction heating rate and its rate-dependent and inelastic components are
predicted to be ėc = 0.61 GW/kg, ėφ = 0.22 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 0.41 GW/kg, respectively,
indicating that inelastic compaction is the dominant heating mechanism. Locations of peak
pressure and compaction heating rate are predicted to be close. The precursor and trailer
waves in the split wave structure are illustrated in the compaction heating rate profile
corresponding to t = 15.0 µs. The thickness of the split wave structure is predicted to
be δsp ≈ 18.5 mm. The peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate for the reflected
wave are predicted to be Ps ≈ 0.052 GPa and ėc ≈ 0.10 GW/kg, respectively. The peak
contributions from rate-dependent and inelastic heating rate components are predicted to
be ėφ ≈ 0.01 GW/kg and ėφ̃ ≈ 0.093 GW/kg, indicating that inelastic compaction is the
dominant heating mechanism in this case.
The peak value of bulk temperature rise at the wedge boundary is predicted to be
∆T = 0.61 K and is associated with the trailer, as indicated in Fig. 4.51. Peak con-
tributions towards bulk temperature rise from rate-dependent, inelastic and compression
components are predicted to be ∆Tφ = 0.17 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 0.41 K and ∆Tρ = 0.039 K, re-
spectively, suggesting that the dominant contribution towards bulk temperature rise comes
from inelastic dissipation. The peak bulk temperature rise for the reflected wave is pre-
dicted to be ∆T ≈ 0.43 K, where the inelastic component is predicted to be the dominant




Figure 4.50: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating rate
(ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) for P̂ = 0.033
GPa and θ = 75◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
D. θ = 90◦
The evolution of solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc), solid volume fraction
(φ) and inelastic volume fraction (φ̃) are shown in Fig. 4.52, indicating that the reflected
wave is an unsteady split wave structure. The viscoelastic region associated with the
precursor and the viscoelastic-viscoplastic region associated with the trailer are indicated
in the solid pressure and volume fraction plots. The viscoelastic precursor is not evident in
the heating rate profiles, as the precursor contributes to very little heating in the material.
The solid pressure behind the reflected wave is uniform and its value is predicted to be Ps =
0.057 GPa. The compaction heating rate associated with the reflected wave is predicted to
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Figure 4.51: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge boundary for P̂ = 0.033 GPa and θ = 75◦. Wedge tip is located at x = 15 mm.
be initially higher than that of the incident wave immediately following the wave-boundary
interaction, but then decreases as it approaches a steady state. The peak compaction
heating rate associated with the reflected wave is predicted to be ėc = 0.11 GW/kg near
the boundary. The steady heating rate associated with the reflected wave is predicted to be
ėc = 0.054 GW/kg, which is comparable to that of the incident wave. Also, the thickness of
the trailer wave (δtr ≈ 15.0 mm) is predicted to be larger than the incident wave thickness
(δi ≈ 3.0 mm).
Predictions given in Fig. 4.53 for the rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) components
of the compaction heating rate (ėc) suggest that the rate-dependent heating rate for the








Figure 4.52: Predicted solid pressure(Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc)
contours and predicted variation in (c) solid pressure (Ps), (d) solid volume fraction (φ),
(e) inelastic volume fraction (φ̃) and (f) compaction heating rate (ėc) for θ = 90
◦ and
P̂ = 0.033 GPa. Rigid boundary is located at x = 40 mm.
and inelastic heating rates are predicted to be ėφ = 0.01 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 0.1 GW/kg,
respectively. The peak values decrease as the reflected wave propagates away from the
boundary and are predicted to be ėφ = 0.002 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 0.052 GW/kg after the
wave becomes steady. Therefore, inelastic compaction of the material is the dominant
contributor towards dissipative heating.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.53: Predicted variation in (a) rate-dependent (ėφ) and (b) inelastic (ėφ̃) heating
rate components for P̂ = 0.033 GPa and θ = 90◦. Rigid boundary is located at x = 40
mm.
The predicted thermal response of the material is shown in Fig. 4.54. The bulk tem-
perature rise associated with the reflected wave decreases slightly as the reflected wave
propagates away from the rigid boundary at x = 40 mm, due to a decrease in the com-
paction heating rate. Peak values of bulk temperature rise and its components associated
with the rate-dependent compaction, inelastic compaction and compression of the material
are predicted to be approximately ∆T = 0.54 K, ∆Tφ = 0.065 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 0.43 K and
∆Tρ = 0.036 K, respectively. Here, bulk temperature rise is dominated by the inelastic
compaction of the material.
Predicted variations in the peak solid pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk tem-
perature rise in the material with wedge angle θ are shown in Figs. 4.55 and 4.56. The
overall trend predicted in these plots is quite different from those predicted for P̂ = 2.0,
0.87 and 0.29 GPa. The solid pressure, compaction heating rate and bulk temperature rise
in the material are predicted to increase with an increase in the wedge angle. The rate-
dependent heating rate is predicted to increase initially with an increase in the wedge angle,
but then it decreases as the wedge angle is further increased. It is emphasized that these
predictions do not reflect the response of the material for the quasi-steady flow; instead,
they correspond to the chosen domain size for this study. A much longer wedge boundary is
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Figure 4.54: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
wedge surface for P̂ = 0.033 GPa and θ = 90◦. Rigid boundary is located at x = 40 mm.
necessary to obtain the quasi-steady predictions for incident waves of such lower pressure.
However, due to computational limitations, a longer domain is not chosen in this study.
Also, the reflection configurations resulting from the wave-boundary interaction cannot be
identified due to the presence of wave structures with large thicknesses (≈ 10.0−15.0 mm)
in the interaction structure near the wedge boundary.
A few observations are noteworthy from the above discussion. First, IR configurations
(vNR and SMR) are predicted for lower wedge angles (θ ≤ 65◦) and the configuration is
predicted to transition to a RR for higher wedge angles (θ ≥ 70◦) for incident wave strengths
of P̂ = 2.0, 0.87 and 0.29 GPa. The reflection configurations cannot be properly identified
for P̂ = 0.033 GPa due to dispersed wave structure near the wedge boundary. Second, a




Figure 4.55: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s).
normal wave smoothly merges into the incident wave for a vNR, but a sharp change in the
orientation of the normal wave with respect to the incident wave is predicted in a SMR
configuration. The incident wave directly reflects off the wedge boundary in the event
of a RR. The peak solid pressure, compaction heating rate and bulk temperature rise are
predicted to be associated with the normal wave for an IR, whereas they are associated with
the reflected wave near the reflection point for a RR. Third, peak values of solid pressure,
dissipative heating rates and bulk temperature rise at the wedge boundary increase when
the wedge angle is increased up to a critical angle θc that is predicted to lie between 60
◦




Figure 4.56: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20
m/s).
transition towards a RR from a IR. On the other hand, peak pressure, heating rate and bulk
temperature rise associated with the rearward propagating reflected wave increase with an
increasing wedge angle, and are maximum when θ = 90◦. This prediction is consistent with
the fact that steeper wedge boundaries (i.e., higher θ) reflect back more energy into the
material compacted by the incident wave. Fourth, locations of peak pressure, dissipative
heating rate and bulk temperature rise on the wedge boundary are removed from the tip of
the wedge when the reflection configuration is an IR, whereas they are close to the wedge
tip for a RR. The predicted variation in the material response obtained for P̂ = 0.033 GPa
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differs significantly from those obtained for higher pressure incident waves because the flow
is yet to become quasi-steady in this case.
4.1.2 Parametric Analysis
The predictions presented in 4.1.1 highlight the variation in the material response
with wedge angle (θ) and incident compaction wave strength for a particular initial solid
volume fraction of the material (φ0 = 0.85), where the strength of the incident wave was
varied by varying the piston impact speed (Up). It was noted that the peak values of solid
pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk temperature rise in the material at the wedge
boundary depend on the wedge angle, as well as the piston impact speed. In addition,
these quantities may be sensitive to the initial solid volume fraction of the material, as
the incident wave strength depends on both initial solid volume fraction (φ0) and piston
impact speed (Up). The influence of initial solid volume fraction and wedge angle on the
thermomechanical response of the material is studied for piston impact speeds ranging
between 20 ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s, and the predictions from these studies are presented in this
subsection. A wide range of initial solid volume fractions (0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90) is investigated
and the wedge angle is varied between 0◦ ≤ θ ≤ 90◦ in steps of ∆θ = 5◦ as before. The
predictions for θ = 0◦ correspond to the incident wave and θ = 90◦ results in the normal
reflection of the incident wave.
Predictions are first discussed for the piston impact speed of Up = 500 m/s, followed by
discussions for the rest of the impact speeds, to show how changes in the initial solid volume
fraction affect the material response at the wedge boundary for a particular impact speed.
Wedge geometries and other material properties are kept fixed at the values discussed
before for φ0 = 0.85.
• Up = 500 m/s
Here, the predicted variation in the peak solid pressure (Ps), mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc) and bulk temperature rise (∆T ) in the material at the wedge boundary
with wedge angle (θ) is illustrated in Figs. 4.57 and 4.57 for initial solid volume fractions of
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φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90 and impact speed of Up = 500 m/s. Further, contributions
from the rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) components of the compaction heating rate
and contributions from rate-dependent compaction (∆Tφ), inelastic compaction (∆Tφ̃) and
compression work (∆Tρ) towards bulk temperature rise are also shown.
As described in 4.1.1, the peak solid pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk temper-
ature rise are predicted to be associated with the normal wave for von Neumann reflection
(vNR) and single Mach reflection (SMR) configurations, whereas they are associated with
the reflected wave at the wedge boundary for a regular reflection (RR). Predictions given
in Figs. 4.57 and 4.58 indicate that the predicted values of peak solid pressure, heating rate
and bulk temperature rise at the wedge boundary increase continuously due to a contin-
uous increase in the normal wave strength as the flow transitions from a vNR to a SMR,
whereas a large decrease in the predicted peak values for a RR configuration indicate that
the reflected wave in this case is much weaker compared to the normal wave.
The transition angles between these reflection configurations are predicted to depend
on the initial solid volume fraction (φ0). Further, the critical wedge angle (θc) for which the
peak values of pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise are maximum depends on
φ0. For the initial solid volume fraction of φ0 = 0.73, the peak values of solid pressure (Ps),
inelastic heating rate component (ėφ̃), bulk temperature rise (∆T ), inelastic temperature
rise component (∆Tφ̃) and compression temperature rise component (∆Tρ) are maximum
for θ = 70◦, whereas the peak compaction heating rate (ėc), rate-dependent heating rate
component (ėφ) and rate-dependent temperature rise component (∆Tφ) are maximum for
θ = 65◦. These predictions suggest that the actual maximum occurs for a critical wedge
angle (θ73c ) that lies between θ = 65
◦ and θ = 70◦, i.e., 65◦ < θ73c < 70
◦. Similarly,
predictions suggest that θ80c = 65
◦, 60◦ < θ85c < 65
◦ and θ90c = 60





are the critical wedge angles for φ0 = 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90, respectively. It is noted that the





Figure 4.57: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 500 m/s and initial solid
volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
Additionally, predictions indicate that for a particular wedge angle (θ), the peak values
of solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc) and its rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic
(ėφ̃) components increase with an increase in the initial solid volume fraction of the material
and they are maximum for φ0 = 0.90 for the wedge angles of θ ≤ 60
◦. A further increase
in the wedge angle results in decreases in the peak pressure and heating rate values for
φ0 = 0.90 as the flow transitions towards a RR for θ > θ
90
c = 60
◦. However, the peak
pressure and dissipative heating rate corresponding to φ0 = 0.73, 0.80 and 0.85 continue









Figure 4.58: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 500
m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
predicted to be maximum for θ ≥ 75◦, as the flow field within this range of wedge angles is
a RR for all values of φ0. The overall maximums for Ps and ėφ̃ are predicted for φ0 = 0.90
when θ = 60◦, whereas the overall maximums for ėc and ėφ are predicted for φ0 = 0.80
when θ = 65◦ for the wedge angles considered in this study. The compaction heating rate
(ėc) is predicted to be dominated by rate-dependent compaction of the material for all
values of φ0 and θ.
For a particular wedge angle, the peak bulk temperature rise (∆T ) values corresponding
to φ0 = 0.90 are predicted to be maximum for θ ≤ 60
◦ and θ ≥ 80◦. However, the overall
maximum for ∆T is predicted for φ0 = 0.80 when θ = 65
◦. Notable differences in the
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predicted behaviors of rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and rate-dependent temperature
rise (∆Tφ) are seen from Figs. 4.57(c) and 4.58(b). The peak values of ∆Tφ corresponding
to φ0 = 0.73 are maximum for all values of θ, whereas the peak value of ėφ corresponding
to the same initial solid volume fraction of the material is a maximum only for θ = 70◦.
Similarly, the peak values of inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) corresponding to φ0 = 0.85
are maximum for θ ≤ 65◦ and θ ≥ 80◦, whereas the peak inelastic heating rate values
within this range of θ are maximum for φ0 = 0.90. These predictions again emphasize the
fact that the heating rate alone is not sufficient for inferring information about thermal
energetics of the material, as the bulk temperature rise in the material depends on both
heating rate and duration of the wave.
Predictions given in Figs. 4.57 and 4.58 also suggest that there exists a upper limit
for the wedge angle θT within which the dominant contribution towards the peak bulk
temperature rise comes from rate-dependent compaction of the material. For θ > θT , the
peak bulk temperature rise is dominated by compression work. The upper limit of the
wedge angle is predicted to be θT = 85
◦, 65◦, 50◦ and 35◦, respectively, for the initial solid
volume fractions of φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. As mentioned in the previous subsection,
compression work is unlikely to play any role in combustion initiation of the material as
it affects a large amount of mass. On the other hand, compaction induced dissipation is
highly localized and therefore, it is capable of inducing hot-spots that play a significant
role in combustion initiation.
• Up = 300 m/s
The predicted variation in the peak solid pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk
temperature rise in the material at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) is illustrated
in Figs. 4.59 and 4.60 for piston impact speed of Up = 300 m/s and initial solid volume
fractions of φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. The predictions are qualitatively similar to
those given for the impact speed of Up = 500 m/s in that the peak solid pressure, dis-




Figure 4.59: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 300 m/s and initial solid
volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
to a SMR and they are maximum for a SMR configuration. The peak values then de-
crease as the flow transitions towards a RR configuration. Predictions also suggest that
the peak values of solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc) and bulk temperature
rise (∆T ) corresponding to φ0 = 0.73 are all maximum for the wedge angle of θ = 70
◦, i.e.,
θ73c = 70
◦. Similarly, the critical wedge angles for φ0 = 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90 are predicted
to be 65◦ < θ80c < 70
◦, 60◦ < θ85c < 65
◦ and 55◦ < θ90c < 60
◦, respectively. The overall
maximum for solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc) and bulk temperature rise
(∆T ) are predicted for φ0 = 0.90, 0.80 and 0.73, respectively, and the corresponding wedge




Figure 4.60: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 300
m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
predicted to be the dominant heating mechanism for all values of θ and φ0. Similar to
Up = 500 m/s, the peak values of bulk temperature rise due to rate-dependent compaction
(∆Tφ) are predicted to be maximum for all wedge angles, although peak rate-dependent
heating rates (ėφ) corresponding to φ0 = 0.73 are maximum only for θ = 70
◦ and 75◦. Also,
the bulk temperature rise due to compaction is maximum and the bulk temperature rise
due to compression work (∆Tρ) is minimum in the material for initial solid volume fraction
of φ0 = 0.73. On the other hand, the bulk temperature rise due to compaction is minimum
and ∆Tρ is maximum for φ0 = 0.90. This suggests that the sensitivity of the material to-




Figure 4.61: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 150 m/s and initial solid
volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
In addition, the upper limits for the wedge angle, within which the bulk temperature is
dominated by rate-dependent compaction, are predicted to be θT = 85
◦, 65◦, 60◦ and 50◦,
respectively, for the initial solid volume fractions of φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90.
• Up = 150 m/s
The predicted variations in the peak values of solid pressure, dissipative heating rate
and bulk temperature rise at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) and initial solid
volume fraction (φ0) for Up = 150 m/s, illustrated in Figs. 4.61 and 4.62, are qualitatively
similar to those given for Up = 300 and 500 m/s. For this impact speed, the critical
wedge angles are predicted to be θ73c = 70
◦, 65◦ < θ80c < 70





Figure 4.62: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 150
m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
55◦ < θ90c < 60
◦, respectively, for the initial solid volume fractions of φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85
and 0.90. The overall maximum for solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc) and
bulk temperature rise (∆T ) are predicted for φ0 = 0.90, 0.80 and 0.73, respectively, and the
corresponding wedge angles are θ = 60◦, 65◦ and 70◦. As before, the dominant contribution
towards the peak compaction heating rate comes from the rate-dependent component (ėφ)
for θ < 90◦ for φ0 = 0.73, 0.80 and 0.85. However, for φ0 = 0.90, ėφ is dominant over ėφ̃
for 10◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60◦. The maximum bulk temperature rise (∆T ) is predicted for φ0 = 0.73




Figure 4.63: Predicted variation in peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) compaction heating
rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) at the
wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 20 m/s and initial solid
volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
• Up = 20 m/s
The variation in the thermomechanical response of the material at the wedge boundary
is studied for the initial solid volume fractions of φ0 = 0.85 and 0.90. This is because the
initial conditions for the problem for φ0 = 0.73 and 0.80 cannot be obtained from the
steady compaction wave solutions, as the impact speed of Up = 20 m/s results in unsteady
split wave structures for these initial solid volume fractions.
The predicted variations in the peak solid pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk
temperature rise in the material with wedge angle (θ) are shown in Figs. 4.63 and 4.64 for




Figure 4.64: Predicted variation in peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ), (b) rate-dependent
temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression temper-
ature rise (∆Tρ) at the wedge boundary with wedge angle (θ) for impact speed of Up = 20
m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
determine from the resultant wave-boundary interaction structures due to large thicknesses
of the wave structures present near the wedge boundary. The predicted response of the
material for φ0 = 0.85 considerably differs from those shown for impact speeds of Up = 150,
300 and 500 m/s because the flow field does not reach a quasi-steady state within the domain
of study. Predictions obtained for φ0 = 0.90 somewhat resemble the material response
predicted for Up = 150, 300 and 500 m/s, although the flow field following the onset of the
wave-boundary interaction is yet to reach a quasi-steady state within the domain of study
here as well. Also, the projected wedge lengths on the horizontal axis for θ = 80◦ and
85◦ are smaller compared to the incident wave thicknesses corresponding to φ0 = 0.85 and
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0.90, which means that the entire wave structure may not have interacted with the wedge
boundary for these wedge angles. As mentioned earlier, although a longer wedge boundary
is required for the flow field to become quasi-steady in these cases, the domain dimensions
are not increased due to computational limitations. Therefore, it is emphasized that the
predicted variations shown in Figs. 4.63 and 4.64 strictly correspond to the chosen domain
size.
Within the domain of study, the peak values of solid pressure are predicted to be larger
for φ0 = 0.90 than those predicted for φ0 = 0.85 for all values of θ. The peak compaction
rates corresponding to φ0 = 0.90 are predicted to be larger than those corresponding
to φ0 = 0.85 for 20
◦ ≤ θ ≤ 60◦ and the overall maximum for the compaction heating
rate is predicted for φ0 = 0.90 when θ = 60
◦. However, the peak bulk temperature rise
corresponding to φ0 = 0.85 is predicted to be maximum for all values of θ. It is also noted
that the onset of inelastic compaction of the material (yielding) is predicted to occur for
θ = 10◦ and 45◦, respectively, for φ0 = 0.85 and 0.90.
4.2 Convex Semi-circular Boundary
The interaction between initially planar compaction waves and rigid convex semi-
circular boundaries in granular HMX is computationally examined in this section. The
initial configuration for the problem is illustrated in Fig. 4.65, where half of the domain
is studied by taking advantage of the symmetry of the problem. Here, a constant-speed
piston-supported compaction wave, traveling from left to right through a uniform ambient
material, interacts with the semi-circular boundary. The radius of the semi-circular bound-
ary is taken to be r0 = 10.0 mm in this study. In this figure, θ represents the slope of the
boundary surface at any given point on the boundary. Therefore, θ varies continuously
from 90◦ at the leading edge (stagnation point) of the semi-circular boundary to 0◦ at the
end of the boundary. The strength of the incident compaction wave is characterized by
the equilibrium solid pressure (P̂ ) behind the wave, as before. The relative strength of the











































Figure 4.65: Schematic of the physical domain with the non-planar semi-circular boundary.
will be shown later. The inert impact response of the material is studied for initial solid
volume fractions within the range of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90 and piston impact speeds within
the range of 20 m/s ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s. As with the wedge boundary case, predictions are
discussed in detail for φ0 = 0.85, followed by a brief summary of the results obtained for
other initial configurations of the material.
4.2.1 Predictions: φ0 = 0.85
The inert impact response of the explosive material due to interactions between a
convex semi-circular boundary and planar compaction waves with incident wave strengths
of P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s), 0.87 GPa (Up = 300 m/s), 0.29 GPa (Up = 150 m/s) and
0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s) is described in this subsection. The piston speed corresponding
to a particular incident wave strength is indicated in parentheses. A domain size of 25 mm
× 20 mm is chosen for the purpose of this study. As shown in Fig. 4.65, the incident wave
structure is interpolated on the domain sufficiently far away from the rigid boundary at the
beginning of the simulation to ensure that a quasi-steady wave exists prior to interaction
with the boundary. The incident waves are supersonic with respect to the sound speed
through the bulk material and therefore, the predicted reflection configurations resulting
from wave-boundary interaction resemble those given by gas dynamics for the reflection of
gas shocks over cylindrical convex surfaces.
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In gas dynamics, depending on the initial wedge angle (θi) and the incident shock wave
Mach number (Mi), two types of reflection configuration are possible: a regular reflection
(RR) and a Mach reflection (MR). The initial wedge angle is the slope of the boundary
surface at the initial point of contact between the incident wave and the rigid boundary.
If the initial wedge angle is such that the initial reflection is a RR, then the reflection
eventually changes to a MR as the incident wave propagates further along the curved
boundary due to a decrease in the slope of the boundary surface (θ < θi). On the other
hand, if the initial reflection is a MR, then it persists [6]. The transitional angle between
a RR and a MR depends on the Mach number of the incident wave (Mi), the initial wedge
angle (θi) and the radius of curvature (r0) of the semi-circular boundary. The initial wedge
angle (θi) is 90
◦ and r0 = 10 mm for all cases discussed in this section. For θi = 90
◦,
a regular reflection (RR) is always created first following the onset of the wave-boundary
interaction. In the event of a RR, the incident wave (i) directly reflects off the boundary and
generates a reflected wave (r) that maintains flow tangency at the boundary. The incident
and reflected waves meet at the reflection point R on the boundary as shown in Fig. 4.66(a).
The reflection configuration eventually changes to a Mach reflection (MR) as the incident
wave propagates further along the curved boundary. The MR configuration can be either
a single Mach reflection (SMR) or a transitional Mach reflection (TMR). Experimental
data for perfect gases shows that the RR is followed by a SMR for Mi < 2.11, whereas
the RR transitions to a TMR for Mi > 2.78 [68, 27]. However, only a SMR is predicted
in this study following a RR. For a SMR, the incident wave (i), the reflected wave (r)
and a stem structure (m) meet at a point T, commonly termed as the triple point, as
shown in Fig. 4.66(b). The stem structure meets the curved boundary at a point R and
is oriented normal to the boundary. Similar to wedge boundary cases, the stem structure
will be referred to as the normal wave. In Fig. 4.66(b), s denotes the slip line (contact
discontinuity), present in the density and temperature contours, that passes through the


































































































Figure 4.66: Illustrations of different reflection configurations in gas dynamics: (a) regular
reflection (RR) and (b) single Mach reflection (SMR).
Due to a continuous change in the slope of the boundary surface (θ), the resulting flow
field is unsteady and relatively complex compared to those described for wedge boundary
cases in Section 4.1. Therefore, a detailed analysis is performed to characterize the thermo-
mechanical response of the material under such loading conditions. Similar to the wedge
case, the results are first discussed for the incident wave strength of P̂ = 2.0 GPa, followed
by a discussion of the predictions obtained for P̂ = 0.87, 0.29 and 0.033 GPa.
• P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s)
Predicted solid pressure (Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contours at
times t = 4.7, 5.2 and 7.1 µs are shown in Figs. 4.67 and 4.68, respectively, for the incident
wave strength of P̂ = 2.0 GPa. The leading edge (stagnation point) of the semi-circular
boundary is located at x = 15 mm. In these diagrams, different reflection configurations
that result from the wave-boundary interaction are illustrated. At t = 4.7 µs, the incident
wave (i) directly reflects off the curved boundary and the reflection configuration is anal-
ogous to a RR. In this case, the incident (i) wave and the reflected (r) wave meet at the
reflection point R on the boundary.
The RR configuration eventually transforms to a SMR configuration when the incident
wave propagates further along the curved boundary, as shown in the predicted contours for
t = 5.2 µs. The incident (i), reflected (r) and normal (m) waves coexist at the triple point
T within the interaction structure, and are pointed out in the solid pressure contour. The
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Figure 4.67: Predicted solid pressure (Ps) contours (isobars are shown with solid lines) at
t = 4.7, 5.2 and 7.1 µs for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s).
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Figure 4.68: Predicted mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contours at t = 4.7, 5.2
and 7.1 µs for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s).
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.69: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc) along the semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 2.0 GPa. Stagnation point is
located at x = 15 mm.
triple point T and the normal wave structure (m) are clearly seen in the magnified solid
pressure and compaction heating rate contours. The incident and the reflected wave are
invisible in the heating rate contour in this case, suggesting that dissipative heating rates
associated with these waves are substantially smaller compared to that associated with the
normal wave. As the incident wave propagates further away from the stagnation point, the
reflection configuration is still a SMR, but the length of the normal wave increases and the
triple point moves further away from the rigid boundary. This is illustrated in the solid
pressure and heating rate contours corresponding to time t = 7.1 µs. At this time, the
peak heating rate is lower than that associated with t = 5.2 µs.
Predicted solid pressure and heating rate contours indicate that the solid pressure and
compaction heating rate are maximum in the vicinity of the curved boundary. Therefore,
focus is placed on characterizing the spatial and temporal variations in the solid pressure
and compaction heating rate along the curved boundary and identifying the locations of
peak pressure and dissipative heating rate. Also, the solid pressure and compaction heating
rate associated with the rearward propagating reflected wave are characterized.
Predicted variations in the solid pressure (Ps) and compaction heating rate (ėc) along
the lower boundary (x < 15 mm) and the rigid curved boundary (x ≥ 15 mm) are shown
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in Figs. 4.69(a) and (b), respectively, where x represents the distance from the left bound-
ary of the domain in the horizontal direction. Following the onset of the wave-boundary
interaction, both solid pressure and compaction heating rate are predicted to first increase
as the incident wave propagates along the boundary, then decrease as the incident wave
propagates further away from the stagnation point (x = 15 mm). The peak solid pressure
and compaction heating rate are predicted to be Ps = 8.03 GPa and ėc = 14757.12 GW/kg,
respectively, at locations x = 16.7 and 17.5 mm, which correspond to θ = 55.9◦ and 48.9◦.
Here θ represents the slope of the boundary surface at that location. Therefore, the pre-
dicted location of peak solid pressure is relatively close to the stagnation point (θ = 90◦)
compared to the location of peak compaction heating rate. However, they both are well
removed from the stagnation point. Also, predicted values of the peak solid pressure and
compaction heating rate are significantly higher than those associated with the incident
wave (Ps = 2.0 GPa and ėc = 742.3 GW/kg).
Formally showing whether the peak values of solid pressure and compaction heating
rate are associated with a RR configuration or a SMR configuration by determining the
transition angle between these configurations is beyond the scope of this study. However,
it is noted from the magnified solid pressure profile in Fig. 4.69(a) corresponding to t = 4.9
µs that the solid pressure is predicted to be maximum at this time instance. The reflection
configuration corresponding to t = 4.9 µs is illustrated in the predicted solid pressure
and compaction heating rate contours shown in Figs. 4.70(a) and (b), respectively. In the
pressure contour, the presence of a very small normal wave structure (m) is indicated along
with the incident wave and the reflected wave. This normal wave structure is clearly evident
in the heating rate contour, suggesting that the reflection configuration is a SMR at t = 4.9
µs. Therefore, the peak solid pressure is associated with a SMR configuration. Additionally,
the magnified compaction heating rate profile corresponding to t = 5.2 µs suggests that the
peak compaction heating rate on the curved boundary is predicted at a time slightly before
t = 5.2 µs, but after t = 4.9 µs. Since the reflection configuration has already transitioned
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Figure 4.70: Predicted (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 2.0 GPa (Up = 500 m/s) at time t = 4.9 µs.
to a SMR from a RR at t = 4.9 µs, the reflection configuration corresponding to the time
of the peak compaction heating rate is a SMR as well. Therefore, both peak solid pressure
and compaction heating rate are predicted along the curved boundary after the reflection
configuration has transitioned to a SMR from a RR.
Contributions from the rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃)
towards the compaction heating rate are also characterized along the curved boundary.
The predicted variations in the rate-dependent and inelastic heating rate components are
shown in Figs. 4.71(a) and (b), respectively. Similar to the solid pressure and compaction
heating rate, both rate-dependent and inelastic heating rate components are predicted to
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.71: Predicted variation in (a) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (b) inelastic
heating rate (ėφ̃) components along the semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 2.0 GPa. Stagna-
tion point is located at x = 15 mm.
increase initially following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction, but then decrease
as the incident wave propagates further away from the stagnation point. A decrease in
the rate-dependent heating rate indicates weakening of the normal wave structure at the
boundary. The weaker the wave, the slower it compacts the ambient material, resulting
in a lower rate-dependent heating rate. The peak rate-dependent heating rate is predicted
to be ėφ = 14757.12 GW/kg at the location of the peak compaction heating rate, i.e.,
θ = 48.9◦. The inelastic heating rate on the curved boundary is significantly lower than
the rate-dependent component, and its peak value is predicted to be ėφ̃ = 439.14 GW/kg
at a location x = 16.8 mm that corresponds to θ = 54.8◦. The peak values suggest that
rate-dependent compaction is the dominant heating mechanism over inelastic compaction
on the semi-circular boundary.
The compaction heating rate associated with the rearward-propagating reflected wave
within the material compacted by the incident wave is relatively small compared to that as-
sociated with the incident wave. The peak compaction heating rate along the lower bound-
ary is predicted to be ėc ≈ 360.0 GW/kg for the reflected wave as shown in Fig. 4.69(b).
The peak contributions towards the compaction heating rate from both rate-dependent and
inelastic components are predicted to be approximately 180.0 GW/kg.
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Figure 4.72: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 2.0 GPa. Stagnation point is located at x = 15 mm.
The thermal response of the material due to the wave-boundary interaction is char-
acterized next in the vicinity of the semi-circular boundary. Towards this, the variation
in the bulk temperature rise (∆T ) associated with the transmitted wave along the curved
boundary and the reflected wave along the lower boundary is shown in Fig. 4.72(a). Contri-
butions towards this bulk temperature rise (∆T ) from rate-dependent compaction (∆Tφ),
inelastic compaction (∆Tφ̃) and compression work (∆Tρ) are illustrated in Figs. 4.72(b),
(c) and (d), respectively.
The peak bulk temperature rise in the material is predicted to be ∆T = 428.63 K
at a location x = 17.5 mm on the curved boundary that corresponds to θ = 48.2◦. The
reflection configuration is a SMR when the bulk temperature rise reaches a maximum, as
the location of peak bulk temperature rise is further removed from the stagnation point
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compared to the locations of peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate. The peak
bulk temperature rise value indicates that the bulk temperature (Ts = 728.63 K) in the
material associated with the transmitted wave exceeds the ignition temperature of HMX
(Tig ≈ 600.0 K), although the bulk temperature behind the incident wave (Ts = 382.3 K) is
well below the ignition temperature of HMX. Peak contributions from the rate-dependent,
inelastic and compression components are predicted to be ∆Tφ = 247.71 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 16.34
K and ∆Tρ = 196.89 K, respectively. This suggests that the rate-dependent component is
the most significant contributor towards bulk temperature rise in the material along the
semi-circular boundary.
An additional temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 115.0 K is predicted for the reflected wave
in the material already compacted by the incident wave. The rate-dependent component
(∆Tφ) contributes very little towards this bulk temperature rise. Contributions from the
inelastic component and the compression component are predicted to be ∆Tφ̃ ≈ 5.0 K and
∆Tρ ≈ 108.0 K, respectively. Therefore, compression work alone is predicted to be respon-
sible for almost all the bulk temperature rise in the material for the reflected wave, although
the rate-dependent component is the dominant contributor towards bulk temperature rise
for the incident wave. It is noted that, although the peak rate-dependent and inelastic
heating rates are predicted to be almost equal, the inelastic component contributes to a
relatively larger temperature rise. Also, as mentioned in Section 4.1, compression work is
less likely to initiate combustion of the material as local hot-spots are induced by com-
paction. Therefore, significantly smaller contributions from the compaction components
towards the bulk temperature rise for the reflected wave likely suggest desensitization of
the explosive following the passage of the incident wave.
• P̂ = 0.87 GPa (Up = 300 m/s)
Predictions obtained for the incident wave strength of P̂ = 0.87 GPa are qualitatively
similar to those given for P̂ = 2.0 GPa in that the reflection configuration is a RR following




Figure 4.73: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃)
along the semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 0.87 GPa. Stagnation point is located at x = 15
mm.
before, emphasis has been placed on characterizing the thermomechanical response of the
material along the curved boundary.
Towards this, predicted variations in the solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate
(ėc) and its rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) components along the semi-circular
boundary are shown in Fig. 4.73. The solid pressure and compaction heating rate on
the curved boundary are predicted to increase initially following the onset of the wave-
boundary interaction, but then decrease as the incident wave propagates further away
from the stagnation point (x = 15 mm). The peak solid pressure and compaction heating
rate are predicted to be Ps = 3.16 GPa and ėc = 1991.4 GW/kg, respectively, at x = 16.9
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Figure 4.74: Predicted (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 0.87 GPa (Up = 300 m/s) at time t = 7.5 µs.
mm (θ = 53.9◦) and 17.9 mm (θ = 45.3◦). Therefore, locations of the peak solid pressure
and compaction heating rate are separated and they both are removed from the stagnation
point. Also, the predicted values of peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate at
the curved boundary are significantly higher than those associated with the incident wave
(P̂ = 0.87 GPa and ėc = 112.83 GW/kg). Peak contributions from the rate-dependent and
inelastic heating rate components are predicted to be ėφ = 1907.3 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 143.6
GW/kg, respectively, suggesting that rate-dependent compaction is the dominant heating
mechanism at the curved boundary.
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Peak values of the compaction heating rate and its rate-dependent and inelastic com-
ponents are predicted to be ėc ≈ 75.0 GW/kg, ėφ ≈ 30.0 GW/kg and ėφ̃ ≈ 45.0 GW/kg,
respectively, for the rearward-propagating reflected wave. Therefore, inelastic compaction
is the dominant heating mechanism for the reflected wave. Also, the peak compaction
heating rate in this case is less than that predicted to be associated with the incident wave.
The magnified solid pressure and compaction heating rate profiles corresponding to
t = 7.5 µs indicate that the peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate are predicted
at a later time (t > 7.5 µs). To determine whether the peak solid pressure and compaction
heating rate are associated with a SMR or a RR configuration, predicted solid pressure and
compaction heating rate contours corresponding to t = 7.5 µs are shown in Figs. 4.74(a) and
(b), respectively. The presence of a normal wave (m) in the interaction structure suggests
that the reflection configuration is a SMR at t = 7.5 µs. Therefore, both solid pressure
and compaction heating rate are maximum on the curved boundary after the reflection
configuration has transitioned to a SMR from a RR.
Predicted variations in the bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its rate-dependent (∆Tφ),
inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components are illustrated in Fig. 4.75. Similar
to solid pressure and compaction heating rate, the bulk temperature rise along the curved
boundary is predicted to increase following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction, but
then decrease as the incident wave propagates further away from the stagnation point. The
peak bulk temperature rise is predicted to be ∆T = 126.4 K at x = 17.9 mm (θ = 45.3◦),
suggesting that the location of peak bulk temperature rise is further removed from the
stagnation point compared to the location of peak solid pressure. Also, the peak bulk
temperature of the material at the curved boundary is below the ignition temperature of
HMX (Tig ≈ 600.0 K) in this case. Peak contributions towards bulk temperature rise
from the rate-dependent, inelastic and compression components are predicted to be ∆Tφ =
83.9 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 11.5 K and ∆Tρ = 47.1 K, respectively, suggesting that rate-dependent
compaction is the dominant contributor towards bulk temperature rise in the material.
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Figure 4.75: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 0.87 GPa. Stagnation point is located at x = 15 mm.
The rearward-propagating reflected wave is predicted to induce an additional bulk
temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 32.5 K in the material compacted by the incident wave. Contri-
butions from the rate-dependent, inelastic and compression components are predicted to be
∆Tφ ≈ 0.9 K, ∆Tφ̃ ≈ 4.2 K and ∆Tρ ≈ 27.7 K, respectively, towards this bulk temperature
rise. The bulk temperature rise for the reflected wave is dominated by compression work
and very little contribution comes from the compaction components.
• P̂ = 0.29 GPa (Up = 150 m/s)
Predictions obtained for the incident wave strength of P̂ = 0.29 GPa are qualitatively
similar to those obtained for P̂ = 2.0 GPa and 0.87 GPa in that a RR configuration is
predicted following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction, which eventually changes




Figure 4.76: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃)
along the semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 0.29 GPa. Stagnation point is located at x = 15
mm.
boundary. As before, the response of the material is characterized along the curved bound-
ary and predicted variations in the solid pressure (Ps) and compaction heating rate (ėc)
are illustrated in Fig. 4.76(a) and (b), respectively.
The peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate is predicted to be P̂ = 0.83
GPa and ėc = 77.7 GW/kg, respectively at x = 16.5 mm (θ = 58.6
◦) and x = 18.6 mm
(θ = 39.6◦). This indicates that locations of both peak pressure and heating rate are
removed from the stagnation point, with the peak pressure location being relatively close
to the stagnation point. Although not shown here for brevity, predictions also indicate that
the solid pressure and compaction heating rate on the curved boundary become maximum
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following the flow transition to a SMR from a RR, similar to the P̂ = 2.0 GPa and 0.87
GPa cases. Both peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate values are significantly
higher than those for the incident wave (Ps = 0.29 GPa and ėc = 8.58 GW/kg), indicating
that the transmitted wave on the boundary is relatively strong.
Peak contributions towards the compaction heating rate from its rate-dependent and
inelastic components are predicted to be ėφ = 60.6 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 21.5 GW/kg, respec-
tively. This indicates that rate-dependent compaction is the dominant heating mechanism
over inelastic compaction, although these components are predicted to have comparable
contributions for the incident wave (ėφ = 4.83 GW/kg and ėφ̃ = 4.12 GW/kg). This
is again due to strengthening of the transmitted wave following the onset of the wave-
boundary interaction, as a stronger wave leads to fast compaction of the material and
induces higher rate-dependent heating.
The peak compaction heating rate is predicted to be ėc ≈ 6.8 GW/kg for the rearward-
propagating reflected wave, which is comparable to that associated with the incident wave.
Peak contributions towards the compaction heating rate from its rate-dependent and inelas-
tic components are predicted to be ėφ ≈ 1.3 GW/kg and ėφ̃ ≈ 5.60 GW/kg, respectively,
indicating that the inelastic heating rate component is the most significant contributor
towards dissipating heating in the material already compacted by the incident wave.
The predicted evolution of bulk temperature rise(∆T ) and its rate-dependent (∆Tφ),
inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components along the curved boundary is illustrated
in Fig. 4.77 for P̂ = 0.29 GPa. The peak bulk temperature rise is predicted to be ∆T = 21.3
K at x = 18.2 mm (θ = 42.5◦). Therefore, the location of the peak bulk temperature rise
is relatively far from the stagnation point compared to the location of the peak solid
pressure, but it is relatively close to the stagnation point compared to the location of the
peak compaction heating rate. This also indicates that the bulk temperature rise at the
curved boundary is the maximum when the flow has transitioned to a SMR from a RR.
Peak contributions towards the bulk temperature rise from its rate-dependent, inelastic and
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Figure 4.77: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 0.29 GPa. Stagnation point is located at x = 15 mm.
compression components are predicted to be ∆Tφ = 12.0 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 6.5 K and ∆Tρ = 5.4
K, respectively. The dominant contribution towards bulk temperature rise comes from
rate-dependent compaction of the material.
The rearward-propagating reflected wave is predicted to induce an additional bulk
temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 7.40 K in the material compacted by the incident wave, which
is comparable to that predicted for the incident wave (∆T = 7.1 K). Peak contributions
towards this temperature rise from rate-dependent compaction, inelastic compaction and
compression of the material are predicted to be ∆Tφ ≈ 0.50 K, ∆Tφ̃ ≈ 2.90 K and ∆Tρ ≈
4.2 K, respectively, after the incident wave has propagated past the stagnation point.
Therefore, the dominant contribution towards the bulk temperature rise is predicted to
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Figure 4.78: Predicted (a) solid pressure (Ps) and (b) mass-specific compaction heating
rate (ėc) contours for P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s) at time t = 12.3 µs.
come from the compression work, suggesting that the material is desensitized following the
propagation of the incident wave.
• P̂ = 0.033 GPa (Up = 20 m/s)
The thermomechanical response of the material following the onset of the wave-boundary
interaction is discussed here for the incident wave strength of P̂ = 0.033 GPa. The solid
pressure (Ps) and mass-specific compaction heating rate (ėc) contours illustrated in Fig. 4.78
correspond to the time when both solid pressure and compaction heating rate are predicted
to be maximum at the curved boundary (t = 12.3 µs). The reflection configuration type is
difficult to determine from these contours due to the large thickness of the waves present
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near the boundary. The incident wave and the reflected wave are indicated in the solid
pressure contour. The heating rate contour suggests the presence of a split wave struc-
ture, analogous to elasto-plastic waves in metals, near the curved boundary. The split
wave structure, similar to what was predicted in the wedge boundary case for P̂ = 0.033
GPa, consists of a fast propagating viscoelastic precursor followed by a slower propagat-
ing viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer wave [31]. These structures are clearly evident in the
compaction heating rate profiles along the boundary given in Fig. 4.79(b).
Predicted variations in the solid pressure and compaction heating rate along the curved
boundary and the lower boundary of the domain are shown in Figs. 4.79(a) and (b), respec-
tively. The peak solid pressure and compaction heating rate are predicted to be Ps = 0.05
GPa and ėc = 0.51 GW/kg, respectively, at x = 15.23 mm (θ = 77.7
◦) and x = 15.97
mm (θ = 64.6◦) at the curved boundary. Therefore, the location of the peak solid pressure
is slightly separated from the location of the peak compaction compaction rate, although
both locations are close to the stagnation point, unlike what was predicted for the higher
pressure incident waves (i.e., P̂ = 2.0, 0.87 and 0.29 GPa). Also, it is noted that predicted
solid pressure following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction exceeds the solid pres-
sure corresponding to the viscoelastic limit of the material for φ0 = 0.85 (Psve = 0.038),
although equilibrium pressure behind the incident wave is predicted to be less than 0.038
GPa. Therefore, the transmitted and reflected waves cause crush up (yielding) of the ma-
terial. The crush up of the material is associated with a change in the inelastic volume
fraction (φ̃) of the material, as indicated in the volume fraction profiles given in Figs. 4.79(c)
and (d). The crush up of the material results in an unsteady split wave structure with a
low stress, fast propagating viscoelastic precursor followed by a higher stress, slower prop-
agating viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer similar to the wedge boundary case. The precursor
and trailer waves in the split-wave structure are pointed out in the compaction heating rate
profile shown in Fig. 4.79(b). Predicted compaction heating rate profiles also indicate that




Figure 4.79: Predicted variation in (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) mass-specific compaction
heating rate (ėc), (c) solid volume fraction (φ) and (d) inelastic volume fraction (φ̃) along
the semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 0.033 GPa. Stagnation point is located at x = 15 mm.
precursor following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction (for t < 15.9 µs). Although
the heating rate associated with both precursor and trailer waves decreases as the incident
wave propagates further along the curved boundary, the heating rate associated with the
precursor eventually becomes larger compared to that associated with the trailer, as seen
in the predicted compaction heating rate profiles corresponding to t ≥ 15.9 µs.
Contributions from the rate-dependent and inelastic components towards the com-
paction heating rate along the curved boundary are illustrated in Figs. 4.80(a) and (b),
respectively, where the precursor and trailer waves are also pointed out. The peak rate-
dependent heating rate is associated with the viscoelastic precursor and is predicted to be
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Figure 4.80: Predicted variation in (a) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (b) inelas-
tic heating rate (ėφ̃) components along the semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 0.033 GPa.
Stagnation point is located at x = 15 mm.
ėφ = 0.25 GW/kg. On the other hand, the peak inelastic heating rate is associated with the
trailer wave and is predicted to be ėφ̃ = 0.36 GW/kg. As mentioned before when describing
the compaction heating rate profiles, the inelastic heating rate component is initially the
dominant contributor towards dissipative heating in the material, but the rate-dependent
component eventually becomes the dominant contributor (t ≥ 15.9 µs).
The peak solid pressure is predicted to be Ps ≈ 0.05 GPa for the rearward propagating
reflected wave. This indicates that the reflected wave structure also consists of a fast
propagating precursor and slower propagating trailer. The viscoelastic region associated
with the precursor and the viscoelastic-viscoplastic region associated with the trailer wave
are indicated in the solid pressure profile. The peak rate-dependent heating rate and its
rate-dependent and inelastic heating rate are predicted to be ėc ≈ 0.13 GW/kg, ėφ ≈ 0.012
GW/kg and ėφ̃ ≈ 0.12 GW/kg, respectively, after the entire incident wave structure has
propagated beyond the stagnation point. Therefore, inelastic compaction is the dominant
heating mechanism. The precursor wave is not visible in the predicted heating rate profiles,
as it induces negligible heating in the material. Also, the predicted peak compaction heating
rate for the reflected wave is larger than that associated with the incident wave (ėc = 0.059
GW/kg).
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Figure 4.81: Predicted variation in (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ) and its (b) rate-
dependent (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic (∆Tφ̃) and (d) compression (∆Tρ) components along the
semi-circular boundary for P̂ = 0.033 GPa. Stagnation point is located at x = 15 mm.
The evolution of bulk temperature rise(∆T ) and its rate-dependent (∆Tφ), inelastic
(∆Tφ̃) and compression (∆Tρ) components along the bottom boundary of the domain is
shown in Fig. 4.81. The peak bulk temperature rise is predicted to be ∆T = 0.48 K on
the curved boundary at x = 15.05 mm (θ = 84.3◦). As with the peak solid pressure and
compaction heating rate, the peak bulk temperature rise is also associated with the trailer.
Peak contributions from the rate-dependent, inelastic and compression components towards
bulk temperature rise in the material are predicted to be ∆Tφ = 0.14 K, ∆Tφ̃ = 0.31 K
and ∆Tρ = 0.035 K, respectively, indicating that inelastic compaction is the dominant
contributor.
The rearward-propagating reflected wave is predicted to induce an additional bulk
temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 0.40 K in the material compacted by the incident wave, which
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is less than that predicted to be associated with the incident wave (∆T = 0.056 K).
Peak contributions towards this temperature rise from rate-dependent compaction, inelastic
compaction and compression of the material are predicted to be ∆Tφ ≈ 0.08 K, ∆Tφ̃ ≈ 0.31
K and ∆Tρ ≈ 0.017 K, respectively. Therefore, the dominant contribution towards the bulk
temperature rise is predicted to come from inelastic compaction in this case.
A few observations are noteworthy from the above discussion. First, the reflection
configuration is predicted to be a RR following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction,
which eventually transitions to a SMR for incident wave strengths of P̂ = 2.0, 0.29 and
0.87 GPa. The predicted reflection configuration for P̂ = 0.033 GPa following the onset of
the wave-boundary interaction is also likely a RR, but could not be properly determined
from the solid pressure and compaction heating rate contours due to large thicknesses of
the waves present in the interaction structure near the semi-circular boundary. Second,
the solid pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk temperature rise in the material for
the transmitted wave on the curved boundary increases initially, but then decreases as
the incident wave propagates further along the curved boundary. The peak contributions
towards the compaction heating rate and bulk temperature rise are predicted to come
from the rate-dependent component for P̂ = 2.0, 0.29 and 0.87 GPa, whereas inelastic
compaction of the material by the viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer wave is predicted to be
the dominant heating mechanism for P̂ = 0.033 GPa. Third, the locations of the peak
solid pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise in the material are predicted to be
well removed from the stagnation point for P̂ = 2.0, 0.29 and 0.87 GPa. On the other
hand, peak values of pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise are predicted to be
in the vicinity of the stagnation point for P̂ = 0.033 GPa. The predicted variation in the
locations of the peak solid pressure (Ps), compaction heating rate (ėc) and bulk temperature
rise (∆T ) at the curved boundary with the incident wave strength is illustrated in Fig. 4.82,
where peak values are plotted on the vertical axis and the slope of the boundary surface




Figure 4.82: Predicted variation in the locations of the (a) peak solid pressure (Ps), (b)
peak compaction heating rate (ėc) and (c) peak bulk temperature rise (∆T ) along the
curved boundary with the incident wave strength (P̂ ) for φ0 = 0.85. Logarithmic scaling
has been used in the vertical axis for (b).
Figure 4.82(a) indicates that the predicted location of peak solid pressure (Ps) moves
away from the stagnation point (θ = 90◦ as the incident wave strength is increased from
P̂ = 0.033 GPa to 0.87 GPa. However, the locations of peak pressure moves towards the
stagnation point when the impact speed, as well as the incident wave strength, is further
increased. For P̂ = 2.0 GPa is the peak pressure is predicted to be located in between the
locations of peak pressure predicted for P̂ = 0.29 GPa and 0.87 GPa. On the other hand,
Figs. 4.82(b) and (c) indicate that the predicted locations of peak compaction heating
rate (ėc) and bulk temperature rise (∆T ) move away from the stagnation point as the
incident wave strength is increased from P̂ = 0.033 GPa to 0.29 GPa. When the incident
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wave strength is further increased, the predicted locations move closer to the stagnation
point. It is noted that, the locations of peak pressure and peak bulk temperature rise are
separated for all incident wave strengths considered here. This is an important observation
that indicates that application of a temperature-dependent burn rate model, instead of
conventional pressure-dependent burn-rate models [46], should be implemented to examine
combustion in the energetic materials under the loading conditions discussed here.
4.2.2 Parametric Analysis
Predictions given in 4.2.1 indicate that the locations of peak solid pressure (Ps), com-
paction heating rate (ėc) and bulk temperature rise (∆T ) in the material along the semi-
circular boundary, as well as their values, depend on the incident wave strength for a
particular initial solid volume fraction of the material (φ0 = 0.85). The incident wave
strength was varied by varying the piston impact speed (Up). In this subsection, the effect
of initial solid volume fraction on the material response is examined for a particular impact
speed. For a specific impact speed, the incident wave strength depends on the initial solid
volume fraction of the material and therefore, the values and locations of peak pressure,
heating rate and bulk temperature rise along the curved boundary are significantly affected
by the change in the initial solid volume fraction.
The variation in the material response with initial solid fraction (φ0) is first investigated
for 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90 and impact speed of Up = 500 m/s, followed by discussions for the
impact speeds of Up = 300, 150 and 20 m/s. The domain dimensions and other material
properties are kept fixed to those described for φ0 = 0.85 in the previous subsection for all
the cases discussed next.
• Up = 500 m/s
The predicted variation in the thermomechanical response of the material with initial
solid volume fraction of the material is shown in Figs. 4.83 and 4.84, where the values and
locations of peak pressure, dissipative heating rate and bulk temperature rise are indicated.




Figure 4.83: Predicted variation in the locations of peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) com-
paction heating rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating
rate (ėφ̃) along the semi-circular boundary for impact speed of Up = 500 m/s and initial
solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90. Stagnation point corresponds to θ = 90
◦.
the slope of the boundary surface at that location. Therefore, θ = 90◦ corresponds to the
stagnation point and θ = 0◦ corresponds to the rightmost point on the curved boundary.
Predictions given for the peak solid pressure (Ps) indicate that the peak solid pres-
sure value increases with an increase in the initial solid volume fraction of the material
(φ0). Also, the location of peak solid pressure is predicted to gradually move away from
the stagnation point (θ = 90◦) towards the right end of the boundary as φ0 is increased
from 0.73 to 0.90. Locations of peak solid pressure correspond to θ = 60.8◦, 58.1◦, 55.9◦
and 51.4◦, respectively, for φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. Similarly, predictions for the




Figure 4.84: Predicted variation in the locations of peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ),
(b) rate-dependent temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d)
compression temperature rise (∆Tρ) along the semi-circular boundary for impact speed of
Up = 500 m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90. Stagnation point
corresponds to θ = 90◦.
rate at the curved boundary moves away from the stagnation point with an increase in
the initial solid volume fraction of the material. The locations of peak compaction heating
rate are predicted to be θ = 53.2◦, 50.5◦, 48.9◦ and 48.4◦, respectively, for φ0 = 0.73, 0.80,
0.85 and 0.90, suggesting that the location of peak heating rate is further removed from
the stagnation point compared to the location of peak pressure for a particular value of
φ0. Unlike Ps, the peak value of ėc is predicted to decrease with an increase in the initial
solid volume fraction. Predictions for rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) heating rate
components suggest that the peak compaction heating rate is dominated by contributions
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from the rate-dependent compaction of the material. The peak rate-dependent heating rate
value decreases, but the peak inelastic heating rate value increases with an increase in φ0.
This is because in the material corresponding to a higher initial solid volume fraction, there
is less porosity left to be eliminated by the incident wave. Therefore, a larger amount of
energy is dissipated in the ambient material by inelastic compaction in this case compared
to cases with a lower initial solid volume fraction.
Predictions for bulk temperature rise (∆T ) indicate that the location of peak ∆T moves
away from the stagnation point with an increase in φ0, similar to Ps and ėc. The locations
of peak ∆T are predicted to be θ = 52.7◦, 50.3◦, 48.2◦ and 48.0◦, respectively, for φ0 = 0.73,
0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. It is noted that for a particular value of φ0, the location of peak bulk
temperature rise is further removed from the stagnation point compared to the locations
of both peak pressure and compaction heating rate. Additionally, the peak value of ∆T
decreases when φ0 is increased from 0.73 to 0.85, but then increases when φ0 is further
increased to 0.90. Nevertheless, the overall maximum for the peak ∆T is predicted for
φ0 = 0.73. The bulk temperature rise (∆T ) in the material due to compression work is
maximum for φ0 = 0.90 and minimum for φ0 = 0.73, whereas ∆T from compaction work
[rate-dependent (∆Tφ) and inelastic (∆Tφ̃)] is maximum for φ0 = 0.73 and minimum for
φ0 = 0.90. As discussed in Section 4.1, the compaction induced dissipation is more likely to
initiate combustion in the material through hot-spot formation, as it affects a small amount
of explosive mass compared to compression work. Therefore, predictions for the peak bulk
temperature rise and its rate-dependent, inelastic and compression components suggest that
the ambient material with a lower solid volume fraction is more likely to initiate compared
to the ambient explosive with a higher solid volume fraction under these loading conditions.
Therefore, lower porosity renders the energetic solid less sensitive towards combustion.
• Up = 300 m/s
Predictions given in Figs. 4.85 and 4.86 for the impact speed of Up = 300 m/s are




Figure 4.85: Predicted variation in the locations of peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) com-
paction heating rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating
rate (ėφ̃) along the semi-circular boundary for impact speed of Up = 300 m/s and initial
solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90. Stagnation point corresponds to θ = 90
◦.
peak pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise are predicted to be away from the
stagnation point. Further, the peak value of peak solid pressure (Ps) is predicted to increase
and the peak value of compaction heating rate (ėc) is predicted to decrease with an increase
in the initial solid volume fraction (φ0) of the material as before. However, the peak bulk
temperature rise (∆T ) value decreases continuously with an increase in φ0, unlike that
predicted for Up = 500 m/s.
The locations of peak Ps are predicted to be θ = 60.7
◦, 57.3◦, 53.9◦ and 50.1◦, respec-
tively, for φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. This indicates that the location of peak pressure




Figure 4.86: Predicted variation in the locations of peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ),
(b) rate-dependent temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d)
compression temperature rise (∆Tρ) along the semi-circular boundary for impact speed of
Up = 300 m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90. Stagnation point
corresponds to θ = 90◦.
when the impact speed is decreased from 500 m/s to 300 m/s. The locations of peak ėc
are predicted to be θ = 52.6◦, 49.0◦, 45.3◦ and 42.23◦, respectively, for φ0 = 0.73, 0.80,
0.85 and 0.90, indicating that the location of peak heating rate also moves away from the
stagnation point when impact speed is decreased from 500 m/s to 300 m/s, similar to the
locations of peak solid pressure. As with Up = 500 m/s case, rate-dependent compaction is
the dominant mechanism for dissipative heating in the material. The peak rate-dependent
heating rate (ėφ) value decreases, whereas peak inelastic heating rate (ėφ̃) increases with
an increase in φ0.
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The predicted locations of peak bulk temperature rise (∆T ) correspond to θ = 51.0◦,
48.1◦, 45.0◦ and 41.3◦, respectively, for φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. As mentioned earlier,
the peak value of ∆T is maximum for φ0 = 0.73 and minimum for φ0 = 0.90. As before, the
peak ∆T due to compaction is predicted to be maximum for φ0 = 0.73, whereas the peak
∆T due to compression work is maximum for φ0 = 0.90, suggesting that higher amount of
porosity in the ambient material increases its sensitivity.
• Up = 150 m/s
Predictions for Up = 150 m/s, illustrated in Figs. 4.87 and 4.88, suggest that the peak
solid pressure increases with an increase in the initial solid volume fraction. The locations
of peak pressure are predicted to move further away from the stagnation point with an
increase in the initial solid volume fraction for φ0 = 0.73, 0.80 and 0.85. However, the peak
pressure location moves towards the stagnation point when φ0 is further increased to 0.90.
In this case, the peak pressure is predicted in the vicinity of the stagnation point. This
prediction is inconsistent with those predicted for the impact speeds of Up = 500 m/s and
300 m/s for the same initial solid volume fraction. On the other hand, the peak compaction
heating rate and bulk temperature are predicted to be further removed from the stagnation
point for all values of φ0 including 0.90, similar to those predicted for Up = 500 m/s and
300 m/s.
Although RR to SMR transition angles are not calculated, the simulations performed in
this study indicate that the reflection configuration is a RR in the vicinity of the stagnation
point, which eventually transitions to a SMR as the incident wave propagates further away
from the stagnation point. The location of the peak solid pressure for φ0 = 0.90 likely
suggests that the peak pressure is predicted when the reflection configuration is a RR,
whereas the locations of the peak heating rate and temperature rise suggest that they
are associated with the SMR configuration. The peak values at the curved boundary are
associated with the reflected wave for a RR, and they are associated with the normal wave




Figure 4.87: Predicted variation in the locations of peak (a) solid pressure (Ps), (b) com-
paction heating rate (ėc), (c) rate-dependent heating rate (ėφ) and (d) inelastic heating
rate (ėφ̃) along the semi-circular boundary for impact speed of Up = 150 m/s and initial
solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90. Stagnation point corresponds to θ = 90
◦.
wave is stronger than the normal wave for φ0 = 0.90, as a stronger wave results in a higher
pressure. However, the peak heating rate and temperature rise associated with the normal
wave are still higher than those associated with the reflected wave. This is because the
normal wave compacts the ambient material, whereas the reflected wave affects the material
that is already compacted and possibly desensitized by the incident wave.
Predictions for rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) heating rates suggest that the
peak value of ėφ decreases and the peak value of ėφ̃) increases with an increase in φ0 as
before. Further, the dissipative heating in the material is dominated by rate-dependent




Figure 4.88: Predicted variation in the locations of peak (a) bulk temperature rise (∆T ),
(b) rate-dependent temperature rise (∆Tφ), (c) inelastic temperature rise (∆Tφ̃) and (d)
compression temperature rise (∆Tρ) along the semi-circular boundary for impact speed of
Up = 150 m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90. Stagnation point
corresponds to θ = 90◦.
suggest that the ambient material corresponding to φ0 = 0.73 is the most sensitive, whereas
the ambient material corresponding to φ0 = 0.90 is the least sensitive for the impact speed
of Up = 150 m/s.
• Up = 20 m/s
As mentioned in 4.1.2, the initial conditions for the problem for φ0 = 0.73 and 0.80
cannot be obtained from the steady compaction wave solutions for the impact speed of
Up = 20 m/s. Therefore, the variation in the material response is studied for φ0 = 0.85 and
0.90 in this case. The incident wave is a single viscoelastic wave for both initial solid volume
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Table 4.1: Predictions for the material response for Up = 20 m/s.
φ0 = 0.85 φ0 = 0.90
Ps (GPa) 0.05 (θ = 77.7
◦) 0.085 (θ = 58.0◦)
ėc (GW/kg) 0.51 (θ = 64.6
◦) 0.35 (θ = 31.5◦)
ėφ (GW/kg) 0.25 (θ = 50.4
◦) 0.35 (θ = 31.5◦)
ėφ̃ (GW/kg) 0.36 (θ = 64.6
◦) 0.0
∆T (K) 0.48 (θ = 84.3◦) 0.20 (θ = 36.4◦)
∆Tφ (K) 0.14 (θ = 83.2
◦) 0.13 (θ = 29.2◦)
∆Tφ̃ (K) 0.31 (θ = 85.6
◦) 0.0
∆Tρ (K) 0.035 (θ = 77.7
◦) 0.09 (θ = 59.1◦)
fractions of the material. Predictions listed in Table 4.1 indicate that the locations of the
peak solid pressure (Ps) and bulk temperature rise (∆T ) are near the stagnation point,
whereas the peak compaction heating rate (ėc) location is removed from the stagnation
point for φ0 = 0.85. When φ0 is increased to 0.90 from 0.85, the locations of the peak
pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise are predicted to move further away from
the stagnation point. Although the peak solid pressure value is predicted to be higher for
φ0 = 0.90 compared to that for φ0 = 0.85, the peak compaction heating rate and bulk
temperature rise values are higher for φ0 = 0.85. For φ0 = 0.90, the peak bulk temperature
rise is predicted at a location well-removed from the locations of peak solid pressure. As
mentioned before, a temperature-dependent burn rate model will be necessary in this case
to model combustion response of the material.
Predictions for the peak rate-dependent (ėφ) and inelastic (ėφ̃) heating rate components
indicate that the material is both viscoelastically and viscoplastically compacted for φ0 =
0.85, whereas the material is only viscoelastically compacted for φ0 = 0.90 following the
onset of the wave-boundary interaction. Although the peak value of ėφ is predicted to be
higher for φ0 = 0.90 compared to that for φ0 = 0.85, the predicted value of peak ėc is higher
for φ0 = 0.85, as the dissipative heating is dominated by inelastic compaction in this case.
The peak contribution from rate-dependent dissipation towards bulk temperature rise
in the material (∆Tφ) is predicted to be higher for φ0 = 0.85 compared to that for φ0 = 0.90,
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although the peak value of ėφ is predicted to be higher for φ0 = 0.90. This is because the
amount of dissipated energy depends on both the heating rate and duration of the wave.
Further, the duration of the wave depends on the wave speed and wave thickness. Therefore,
the predictions for ∆Tφ here suggest that the speed of the normal wave of the boundary
is likely higher and its thickness is smaller for φ0 = 0.90 compared to those for φ0 = 0.85.
The predicted values of peak ∆Tφ, ∆Tφ̃ and ∆Tρ indicate that bulk temperature rise in
the material is dominated by inelastic compaction for φ0 = 0.85, whereas it is dominated
by rate-dependent compaction for φ0 = 0.90.
4.3 Comparison with Meso-scale Predictions
Dynamic compaction of heterogeneous solid explosives under various loading condi-
tions, such as those described in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, is intrinsically multi-scale in nature.
Therefore, both bulk-scale and meso-scale models have been developed to computationally
examine the macro-scale and grain-scale response of these materials, respectively. Although
bulk-scale models can be applied to engineering scale applications and their predictions can
be validated against experimental data, they do not provide explicit information on spatial
and temporal variations in the temperature field at the grain-scale. It is well-accepted
that localized regions of high temperature rise (∆T > 600 K) are primarily responsible
for combustion initiation of these materials, which may eventually lead to Deflagration-
to-Detonation Transition (DDT). Meso-scale models are capable of resolving grain-scale
fluctuations in the temperature field and provide detailed information on hot-spot mass
fraction and temperature rise. However, meso-scale models cannot be faithfully applied
to engineering scale applications because they are computationally expensive. Therefore,
an objective of this work is to correlate meso-scale hot-spot predictions with macro-scale
quantities, such as porosity, pressure and volumetric deformation rate, which will facilitate
rational development of improved, hot-spot motivated bulk-scale combustion sub-models.
As a preliminary step, bulk-scale and meso-scale simulations are performed to computa-














R = 4 mm
Figure 4.89: Schematic of the physical domain used for meso-scale simulations.
a semi-circular macro-scale boundary in granular HMX (as described in Section 4.2) and
the model predictions are compared against each other in this section.
The bulk-scale model used in this work is described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. The
meso-scale model uses an explicit, Lagrangian finite- and discrete-element technique that
combines conservation principles with a 2-D plane strain, thermoelastic-viscoplastic con-
stitutive theory to describe non-linear grain deformation. Interaction between grains is
modeled using a penalty-based contact method and friction is modeled using a stick-slip
friction theory. Details about the meso-scale model and its verification, along with the
constitutive theory used for HMX, are given in [69, 70]. For the purpose of this study, the
initial solid volume fraction and initial grain radius for HMX are taken to be φ0 = 0.835
and r0 = 70 µm, respectively. The radius of the semi-circular boundary is taken to be
R = 4 mm as shown in Fig. 4.89, where the physical domain used for the initially stress
free meso-scale system is illustrated. Piston speeds of Up = 150, 300 and 450 m/s are
studied for the stated configurations of the ambient material and the rigid boundary. The
domain size was largely chosen based on computational time constraints for the meso-scale
simulations.
Meso-scale predictions were averaged (filtered) over a square averaging area of 500×500
µm2 to facilitate comparison to bulk-scale model predictions. Comparisons for solid pres-
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sure and mass-specific dissipative heating rate are given in Figs. 4.90 and 4.91, respectively,
where bulk-scale predictions are shown on the left and meso-scale predictions are shown
on the right for a particular piston impact speed. Here, meso-scale dissipative heating
in the material is caused by viscoplastic deformation of the grains during pore-collapse.
For all values of Up, averaged meso-scale predictions qualitatively agree with the predicted
bulk-scale interaction structures. Further, the pressure contours quantitatively agree for
all piston impact speeds (Up) considered here. Values of the dissipative heating rate quan-
titatively agree for the impact speed of Up = 150 m/s. However, for Up = 300 and 450 m/s,
dissipative heating rates predicted by the meso-scale model are significantly lower than
those predicted by the bulk-scale model and wave thicknesses are larger. This suggests
that for these cases, the averaged dissipative heating rate is unresolved at the bulk-scale
because the chosen averaging area width has exceeded the wave thickness. The influence
of averaging area size on heating rate is illustrated in Fig. 4.92 where average meso-scale
data are computed on a smaller averaging area of 400 × 400 µm2 for Up = 450 m/s.
When these predictions are compared with the predictions from Figs. 4.90 and 4.91 for the
same impact speed, the average peak heating rate increases and wave thickness decreases
though the solid pressure is found to be mostly insensitive to the choice of averaging area.
Therefore, establishing the dependence of the proper choice of averaging area width on the
material meso-structure and loading conditions is important. In particular, the averaging
area width should be chosen to be less than the thickness of the uniaxial compaction wave.
This will ensure that the averaging area does not under-resolve meso-scale features at the
bulk-scale.
The dissipative heating rates associated with steady uniaxial compaction waves com-
puted using the meso-scale and the bulk-scale model are compared in Fig. 4.93 for impact
speeds of Up = 150, 300 and 450 m/s. Averaging areas of 500 × 500 µm
2, 350 × 350
µm2 and 250 × 250 µm2 were respectively used to obtain predictions from the meso-scale
data based on the criterion mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The dissipative heating
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Up = 150 m/s
Up = 300 m/s
Up = 450 m/s
Figure 4.90: Comparison of predicted solid pressure contours from: (left) bulk-scale and
(right) averaged meso-scale simulations. Size of the averaging area is 500 × 500 µm2.
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Up = 150 m/s
Up = 300 m/s
Up = 450 m/s
Figure 4.91: Comparison of predicted mass-specific dissipation rate from: (left) bulk-scale
and (right) averaged meso-scale simulations. Size of the averaging area is 500 × 500 µm2.
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Figure 4.92: Averaged meso-scale (left) pressure and (right) mass-specific dissipative heat-
ing rate computed on an averaging area of 400 × 400 µm2 for Up = 450 m/s.
rates obtained from bulk-scale and meso-scale simulations agree well both qualitatively and
quantitatively and wave thicknesses are found to be commensurate. Within the context
of the bulk model, it is noted that dissipation associated with inelastic compaction of the
material (ėφ̃) has a significant contribution towards the total heating rate (ėc), especially
for lower impact speeds. Without accounting for the contributions from inelastic heating,
it would not have been possible to match the bulk- and meso-scale heating rates quantita-
tively in these cases. Therefore, the partitioning of changes in the solid volume fraction (φ)
into elastic (φe) and inelastic (φ̃) components in the bulk-scale model appears necessary
for quantitative agreement. The original Baer-Nunziato model [3] does not account for
inelastic dissipation.
The thermal response of the material due to wave-boundary interaction is also char-
acterized, and the bulk-scale and average meso-scale predictions are compared. The bulk
temperature contours obtained from bulk-scale and average meso-scale simulations are
given in Figs. 4.94(a) and (b), respectively. Both predictions agree well qualitatively and
these contours indicate a peak bulk temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 200.0 K. However, the ac-
tual meso-scale temperature field given in Fig. 4.94(c) indicates a bulk temperature rise
in excess of ∆T ≈ 600.0 K. The disparity between actual meso-scale temperature rise and




Figure 4.93: Comparison between the bulk-scale and averaged meso-scale dissipative heat-
ing rates associated with steady uniaxial compaction waves for impact speeds (Up) of (a)
150 m/s, (b) 300 m/s and (c) 450 m/s.
nated when meso-scale data is averaged over a chosen area. Although an average bulk
temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 200.0 K is not sufficient for combustion initiation (Tig ≈ 600.0
K for HMX), a localized temperature rise of ∆T ≈ 600.0 K near the rigid boundary, as
predicted from the meso-scale simulations, is likely to initiate ignition. Therefore, detailed
information about local fluctuations in thermomechanical fields, which are important for
combustion initiation, are obtained from meso-scale simulations and used to guide develop-
ment of bulk combustion sub-models. Of particular importance is the evolution of hot-spot
mass fraction distribution along the semi-circular boundary. Figure 4.95 gives predicted




Figure 4.94: Comparison between predicted (a) bulk-scale and (b) averaged meso-scale
temperature (Ts) contours for φ0 = 0.835 and Up = 450 m/s. (c) Predicted meso-scale
temperature field in the vicinity of the semi-circular boundary for the same impact speed
(Up).
and maximum heating regions for Up = 450 m/s. In the diagram, m denotes the hot-spot
mass fraction, defined as the amount of mass that is elevated to a temperature T above the
ambient temperature Ts0, such that ∆T ≡ T − Ts0. The stagnation region corresponds to
the tip of the semi-circular boundary located at x = 15 mm in Fig. 4.94 (a) and the maxi-
mum heating region is located on the semi-circular boundary removed from the stagnation
region. The low temperature end of the distribution (∆T ≤ 200 K) is observed to be sim-
ilar in the stagnation and maximum heating rate regions. However, the high temperature
ends depart from each other, indicating a substantial increase in hot-spot mass within the
maximum heating region. This difference in the hot-spot mass is significant and will likely
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Figure 4.95: Predicted hot-spot mass fraction distribution in the stagnation and maximum
heating regions on the boundary for Up = 450 m/s.
affect the combustion initiation process on the rigid boundary in a manner consistent with
the experimental observations [89]. Therefore, this hot-spot information will be related to
bulk-scale parameters such as porosity, pressure and volumetric compaction rate to guide
development of improved bulk-scale combustion sub-models.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
The primary objective of this study was to computationally examine the thermome-
chanical response of heterogeneous energetic solids due to interactions between initially
planar, steady compaction waves with rigid planar/non-planar boundaries. A detailed
analysis of the material response is important from the safety perspective because acciden-
tal initiation of energetic materials often involves complex wave-boundary interactions due
to geometric variations in the impact conditions. In this study, emphasis was placed on
identifying the reflection configurations and examining the effects of the boundary geometry
and incident wave strength on the response of the material along the rigid boundary.
The bulk compaction model of Gonthier [30] was used to study the inert impact re-
sponse of granular HMX due to wave-boundary interactions. In this model, the dissipative
heating due to rate-dependent compaction and inelastic compaction were both accounted
for and the corresponding heating rates were evaluated. In addition, the bulk temper-
ature rise was partitioned into rate-dependent, inelastic and compression components to
characterize the relative importance of rate-dependent compaction, inelastic compaction
and compression work towards combustion initiation in the material. The gas phase ef-
fects and bulk shear were neglected in the model as this study is concerned with the inert
impact response of the explosive from pure hydrodynamic loading. Granular HMX was
chosen in this study because its material properties and uniaxial compaction behavior are
well-characterized. The model equations were transformed to a generalized curvilinear
space to numerically solve them using a TVD high-resolution shock capturing technique.
The numerical technique was verified against known analytical solutions and it exhibited
a reasonable convergence rate.
The compaction wave-boundary interactions in granular HMX were first examined
for planar wedge and non-planar, convex, semi-circular boundaries. The wedge boundary
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was chosen because it represents a relatively simpler configuration, whereas the convex
semi-circular boundary was chosen to mimic the experimental efforts of Ref. [89]. The
initial conditions for the problem were imposed by interpolating the spatial structure of
the compaction wave, obtained by solving the steady form of the governing equations in one
dimension, onto the physical domain of study. Additionally, the response of the material
under repeated loading by the incident and the reflected wave was studied. The bulk-scale
predictions obtained in this study were then compared with the predictions obtained from
meso-scale simulations for compaction wave interactions with semi-circular boundaries to
facilitate the rational development of a bulk-scale combustion sub-model. Conclusions
drawn from these studies and a brief discussion of the relevant future work are presented
in this chapter.
5.1 Wedge Boundary
Interactions between constant-speed piston supported, planar compaction waves and
rigid wedge boundaries in granular HMX were computationally examined to characterize
the influence of incident wave strength and wedge angle on the spatial and temporal vari-
ations in the thermomechanical response of the material. The strength of the incident
wave depends on the initial solid volume fraction of the material and piston impact speed.
Therefore, the material response was studied for a wide range of initial solid volume frac-
tions (0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90) and piston impact speeds (20 ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s). The wedge angle
(θ) was varied between 0◦ and 90◦ in steps of ∆θ = 5◦ and the wedge length was kept fixed
at 20 mm. The predictions were first studied in detail for φ0 = 0.85 for impact speeds of
20 ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s. Then, the initial solid volume fraction of the material was varied to
characterize its effect on the material response.
The predicted solid pressure and compaction heating rate contours indicated that the
reflection configurations are analogous to those given by gas dynamics for the reflection of
gas shock over wedges. The predicted reflection configurations can be broadly divided into
regular reflections (RR) and irregular reflections (IR). In the event of a RR, the incident
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wave reflects directly off the wedge surface and meets the reflected wave on the wedge
boundary at the reflection point. When the reflected wave is not strong enough to maintain
flow tangency at the wedge boundary, a third wave, oriented normal to the boundary, is
generated to maintain flow tangency at the rigid boundary. This third wave is analogous
to a Mach stem in gas dynamics and referred to as the normal wave in this study. The
reflection configuration is referred to as an IR if the normal wave is present in the interaction
structure. In the event of an IR, the incident wave meets with the reflected wave at a point,
known as the triple point, removed from the wedge boundary. In this case, the incident,
reflected and normal waves coexist at the triple point. Two types of IR configurations
were predicted in this study: a von Neumann reflection (vNR) and a single Mach reflection
(SMR). For a vNR configuration, the normal wave smoothly merged into the incident wave,
whereas there was a sharp change in the orientation of the normal wave with respect to
the incident wave for a SMR. For φ0 = 0.85, the reflection configurations were predicted
to be vNR for 0◦ < θ ≤ 50◦, SMR for 55◦ ≤ θ ≤ 65◦ and RR for 70◦ ≤ θ < 90◦ for
impact speeds of 150 ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s. The reflection configurations for Up = 20 m/s were
difficult to identify due to the larger thicknesses of the waves present in the interaction
structures near the boundary. A formal determination of actual transition angles between
these configurations was beyond the scope of the study.
The pressure and heating rate contours further indicated that peak pressure and dissi-
pative heating rates occurred at the wedge boundary. Therefore, the spatial and temporal
variations in the thermomechanical response of the material were characterized along the
boundary. The peak solid pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature in the material at
the boundary were predicted to be associated with the normal wave for vNR and SMR con-
figurations, whereas they were associated with the reflected wave for RR configurations. For
Up = 500 m/s, the pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise values were predicted
to increase initially following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction as the incident
wave propagated further away from the tip of the wedge, but they eventually reached a
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uniform value when the flow became quasi-steady. However, the flow did not always reach
a quasi-steady state within the domain of study for lower impact speeds. A longer wedge
boundary was not considered in this study due to computational limitations. The locations
of the peak pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise were predicted to be well re-
moved from the tip of the wedge for θ = 45◦ and 60◦, where vNR and SMR configurations
were predicted for Up ≥ 150 m/s. On the other hand, these locations were predicted to
be in the vicinity of the wedge tip for θ = 75◦, where the reflection configuration is a RR.
Similar predictions were obtained for Up = 20 m/s as well.
The peak values of pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise for a particular
wedge angle were predicted to increase with an increase in the wedge angle when the flow
is transitioning from a vNR to a SMR, but they were predicted to decrease when the wedge
angle was further increased as the flow transitions towards a RR from a SMR for impact
speeds of Up = 150, 300 and 500 m/s. The increase in the peak values during vNR → SMR
transition indicates strengthening of the normal wave, whereas a decrease in the peak values
suggests weakening of the normal wave. Once the flow has transitioned to a RR, the peak
values were predicted to further decrease with an increase in the wedge angle. The critical
wedge angle (θc), where the overall maximums were predicted for pressure, heating rate and
bulk temperature rise, was predicted to lie between 60◦ and 65◦ for these impact speeds. In
these cases, the compaction heating rate at the boundary was predicted to be dominated
by rate-dependent heating. For Up = 500 m/s, the peak values of bulk temperature of the
material for θ = 45◦, 60◦ and 75◦ were predicted to be higher than the ignition temperature
of HMX (T ≥ Tig ≈ 600 K), although the bulk temperature in the material compacted by
the incident wave (T ≈ 380.0) was well below the ignition temperature, suggesting that the
normal wave, as well as the reflected wave, is strong enough to initiate combustion in the
explosive near the boundary. For Up = 20 m/s and θ ≥ 10
◦, unsteady split wave structures
consisting of a fast propagating viscoelastic precursor, followed by a slower propagating
viscoelastic-viscoplastic trailer, were predicted in the interaction structure at the boundary.
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The predictions for solid volume fraction, compaction heating rate and bulk temperature
rise suggested that the material was compacted both viscoelastically and viscoplastically,
although the incident wave was not strong enough to cause inelastic compaction (yielding)
of the material. This again indicates that the waves present in the interaction structure
near the boundary are relatively stronger compared to the incident wave. These predictions
emphasize that the thermomechanical response of the explosive due to wave-boundary
interaction is vastly different from that obtained for the uniaxial compaction of the material.
Predictions obtained from the parametric analysis, which was performed to character-
ize the effects of initial solid volume fraction on the material response, indicate that the
transition angles between different reflection configurations and the critical wedge angle (θc)
depend on both the initial solid volume fraction and piston impact speed. Predictions for
the peak bulk temperature rise further indicate that lower porosity in the ambient material
renders it less sensitive towards combustion initiation.
The response of the material along the lower boundary of the domain ahead of the
wedge boundary was also investigated. The material ahead of the wedge boundary was
further compacted by the rearward propagating reflected wave after being compacted by
the incident wave. The peak pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise were pre-
dicted to increase with an increase in the wedge angle as more energy is reflected back into
the material for a larger wedge angle. However, the peak values were predicted to be sig-
nificantly less compared to those predicted on the wedge boundary. Predictions indicated
that the energy dissipation due to volumetric compaction of the material contributes very
little towards the bulk temperature rise compared to compression work. This likely indi-
cates desensitization of the material under repeated loading because compaction induced




The thermomechanical response of granular HMX due to interactions between planar
compaction waves and rigid semi-circular boundaries was computationally examined for
impact speeds of 20 ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s and initial solid volume fractions of 0.73 ≤ φ0 ≤ 0.90.
The radius of curvature of the boundary was taken to be r0 = 10 mm to ensure that it is
larger than the largest incident wave thickness considered in this study.
The predicted solid pressure and compaction heating rate contours for φ0 = 0.85 indi-
cated that the reflection configuration was a RR following the onset of the wave-boundary
interaction for impact speeds of 20 ≤ Up ≤ 500 m/s. The reflection configuration eventually
transitioned to a SMR as the incident wave propagated further away from the stagnation
point. Similar to the wedge case, the predicted contours indicated the occurrence of the
peak pressure and heating rate in the vicinity of the curved boundary. Therefore, emphasis
was placed on characterizing the spatial and temporal variations in the material response
along the rigid boundary.
The predictions indicated that the peak pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature
rise increased initially following the onset of the wave-boundary interaction as the inci-
dent wave propagated away from the stagnation point. Then the peak values continuously
decreased as the incident wave propagated further away from the stagnation point. The
maximum values of these quantities were predicted at locations removed from the stagna-
tion point after the flow had transitioned to a SMR configuration from a RR configuration
for impact speeds of Up = 150, 300 and 500 m/s. For the impact speed of Up = 20 m/s,
the peak solid pressure, compaction heating rate and bulk temperature rise were predicted
to be maximum in the vicinity of the stagnation point.
The locations of maximum pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise were pre-
dicted to move away from the stagnation point as impact speed was increased from Up = 20
m/s to 150 m/s, but they moved towards the stagnation point when the impact speed was
further increased to 300 m/s and 500 m/s. In addition, the locations of maximum pres-
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sure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise were predicted to be separated, which suggests
that a temperature-dependent burn rate should be used to accurately model combustion
of granular explosives. This is particularly important for the case where φ0 = 0.90 and
Up = 150 m/s, as in this case maximum solid pressure was predicted close to the stagna-
tion point, whereas dissipative heating rate and bulk temperature rise were predicted to be
well-removed from the stagnation point.
Similar to the wedge case, unsteady split wave structures were predicted at the curved
boundary for Up = 20 m/s that consisted of a fast propagating precursor that compacted
the material viscoelastically, followed by a slower propagating trailer wave that compacted
the material both viscoelastically and viscoplastically. This indicated the presence of a
stronger wave in the interaction structure near the boundary compared to the incident
viscoelastic wave.
Parametric studies, performed to characterize the influence of initial solid volume frac-
tion on the thermomechanical response of the material, indicated that the locations of
maximum pressure, heating rate and bulk temperature rise for a particular impact speed
move away from the stagnation point with an increase in the initial solid volume frac-
tion in the material. The maximum value of solid pressure increased but the maximum
compaction heating rate and bulk temperature rise values decreased with an increase in
the solid volume fraction of the material. Furthermore, the bulk temperature rise due to
compaction was predicted to be maximum for φ0 = 0.73 and minimum for φ0 = 0.90,
whereas the bulk temperature rise due to compression work was predicted to be maximum
for φ0 = 0.90 and minimum for φ0 = 0.73 for impact speeds of Up = 150, 300 and 500 m/s.
These predictions indicate that the material with a lower initial solid volume fraction is
more sensitive, as compaction work is more likely to initiate combustion through hot-spot
formation compared to compression work.
The study of compaction wave interactions with rigid boundaries in granular HMX has
provided a foundation for systematically characterizing the influence of boundary geometry,
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piston impact speed and initial solid volume fraction of the material on the thermomechan-
ical response of granular energetic materials. The maximum values of dissipative heating
rate and bulk temperature rise were predicted to be significantly higher than those asso-
ciated with the incident wave. These predictions emphasize that complex wave-boundary
interactions in energetic solids can bring forth substantial change in the behavior of the
material from that observed under uniaxial compaction. These observations demonstrate
the importance of this study.
5.3 Comparison With Meso-Scale Predictions
A secondary objective of this study was to aid in the development of an improved
bulk-scale combustion sub-model that is consistent with both bulk-scale and meso-scale
predictions. Towards this, the bulk-scale model was used to computationally examine
the interaction between planar compaction waves in granular HMX with a rigid semi-
circular boundary for piston impact speeds of Up = 150, 300 and 450 m/s. The model
predictions were then compared against predictions obtained from meso-scale simulations.
To be consistent with meso-scale simulations, the initial solid volume fraction of the material
and radius of curvature of the curved boundary were chosen to be φ0 = 0.835 and r0 = 4
mm, respectively. The meso-scale model used an explicit, Lagrangian finite- and discrete-
element technique and a 2-D plane strain, and thermoelastic-viscoplastic constitutive theory
to describe non-linear grain deformation [70]. Meso-scale predictions were averaged over a
square area of 500 µm2 to facilitate comparison with bulk-scale predictions.
The predictions for solid pressure agree both qualitatively and quantitatively for all
impact speeds. The predictions for mass-specific dissipative heating rate quantitatively
agree for Up = 150 m/s, but the dissipative heating rate values predicted by the meso-scale
model were found to be significantly lower compared to those predicted by the bulk-scale
model for impact speeds of Up = 300 and 450 m/s. Predictions for averaged dissipative
heating rate suggested that the wave structure is unresolved at the bulk-scale for Up = 300
and 450 m/s because the chosen averaging area width had exceeded the wave thickness.
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The averaged meso-scale heating rate was predicted to increase significantly when a smaller
averaging area of 400×400 µm2 was chosen. On the other hand, solid pressure was predicted
to be insensitive to the size of the averaging area. However, heating rate predictions
indicated that a proper averaging area should be chosen depending on the material’s meso-
structure and loading conditions, such that the averaging area width is smaller than the
incident wave thickness.
Square areas of 500×500 µm2, 350×350 µm2 and 250×250 µm2 were chosen to average
the meso-scale predictions obtained for steady, uniaxial compaction waves in granular HMX
for φ0 = 0.835 and impact speeds of Up = 150, 300 and 450 m/s. The averaged dissipative
heating rates predicted from the meso-scale simulations were then compared with bulk-
scale heating rates obtained by solving the steady form of the governing equations in one
dimension. The bulk-scale predictions and averaged meso-scale predictions were found to be
in excellent agreement both qualitatively and quantitatively. Further, the wave thicknesses
were found to be commensurate. These comparisons also indicated the importance of the
energy dissipation due to inelastic compaction of the material accounted in the bulk-scale
model.
Meso-scale simulations also provided detailed information about hot-spot temperature
rise and hot-spot mass fraction that are important for combustion initiation. Hot-spot
mass fraction distributions were computed at the stagnation region and at a location along
the semi-circular boundary where maximum heating rate was predicted. Variations in the
high temperature end of hot-spot mass fraction distribution curves were predicted to occur
along the semi-circular boundary, with substantially greater hot-spot mass occurring within
the maximum heating rate region than the stagnation region.
5.4 Future Work
The bulk-scale compaction model was used in this study to computationally examine
the inert impact response of granular HMX due to pure hydrodynamic stresses. However,
experiments indicate that high pressure combined with shear increases the sensitivity of
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granular explosives by reducing the amount of pressure required to cause inelastic com-
paction (yielding) of the material. Bulk shear resulting from oblique interactions between
compaction waves and planar/non-planar boundaries can significantly affect the material
response, especially for lower pressure waves and deformable boundaries. Therefore, shear
stresses need to be included in the bulk compaction model to be able to perform a complete
analysis of the wave-boundary interaction problem. Further, solid- and gas-phase effects
can be incorporated in the model to examine combustion in the explosive material. The
two-phase description will include mass, momentum, energy transfer between phases and
inter-phase drag, which affects the compaction response of the material.
For lower pressure waves (Up ≤ 300 m/s), the flow was predicted to not reach a quasi-
steady state within the domain of study, indicating that a longer wedge boundary is needed.
However, a longer boundary was not chosen in this study due to computational limitations.
To reduce computational time, the FORTRAN 90 code implemented in this study can be
parallelized using message passing interface (MPI) and domain decomposition techniques.
Further, an adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) technique should be implemented. The
thickness of the wave structures present at the boundary was predicted to change as the
incident wave propagated towards the right boundary of the domain. Additionally, wave
thicknesses on the boundary were predicted to be much smaller compared to the incident
wave thickness for Up ≥ 150 m/s. Therefore, mesh sizes chosen based on the convergence
study performed for the uniaxial compaction problem may not adequately resolve the wave
structure at the boundary. As heating rate values are extremely sensitive to grid resolution,
it is imperative that proper mesh sizes should be chosen that will well-resolve relatively
thinner wave structures at the rigid boundary. However, this may considerably enhance
the computational expenses. A suitable approach would be to implement an adaptive mesh
refinement (AMR) technique to circumvent this problem.
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Mie-Grüneisen Equation of State
For the solid phase HMX, a Mie-Grüneisen Equation of State (EOS) has been used:
Ps = PH +
Γ
νs0
(es − eH) , (A.1)
where νs0 = 1/ρs0 and ρs0 is the initial solid phase density for HMX. Also, the Grüneisen




νs0 − s (νs0 − νs)
]2





ω (νs0 − νs)
νs0 − s (νs0 − νs)
]2
,
where νs = 1/ρs is the specific volume of solid HMX. Now, the complete Mie-Grüneisen
EOS is given by writing out the caloric equation of state,
es = cv (Ts − Ts0) , (A.2)
where Ts0 K is the initial temperature of solid phase HMX. Values of the constant param-
eters in the Mie-Grüneisen EOS are enlisted in Table A.1. Here, s is the isentropic slope









in the us − up hugoniot for HMX, where us and up are shock velocity and particle velocity
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Sound Speed in Solid HMX











where η is the solid entropy.
For Mie-Grüneisen EOS, Ps = Ps(ρs, es), where, Ps, ρs and es are the solid phase


















































Now, from the Gibbs relation,






















from Eq. (B.3) is substituted into

































































where νs = 1/ρs. Substituting this result back into Eq. (B.4) gives,
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Constitutive Relations for HMX
Evolution equations for φ and φ̃ use empirical relations for intergranular stress β and
equilibrium no-load volume fraction f(φ), respectively. The following functional forms for
β and f(φ) have been derived from previous experimental data [34]:
















f(φ) = φfp + c (φ− φfp) , (C.2)
where βc = 6.0 MPa, c = 0.913 is the slope of the yield surface, κ = 0.03, and the free-
pour solid volume fraction of HMX φfp = 0.655. This expression for β is a monotonically
increasing function and contains a weak (linear) dependence on solid density as required








After substituting the expression for β into Eq. (C.3) and performing necessary operations,


































In Eq. (C.2), f (φ) represents the yield surface for the inelastic volume fraction (φ̃) and its
dependence on φ indicates work hardening.
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Appendix D
Evolution of Thermal Energy
Here the mathematical derivation of the evolution of thermal energy is shown for the
homogeneous solid for a two dimensional problem. The derivation can be started by writing





























































Here, ρs and Ps are the solid phase density and pressure, respectively and φ is the solid
volume fraction of the granular material. The mass-specific total energy is defined as
E = es +B+(u
2 +v2)/2, where es is the mass-specific thermal energy, B is the recoverable
compaction potential energy and u, v are the velocity components in the x and y direction,





























































The first term on the L.H.S. of the above equation can be eliminated using the mass
conservation equation and by introducing the Lagrangian derivative d(•)/dt ≡ ∂(•)/∂t +










(vPsφ) = 0. (D.7)


























































































































Performing a similar operation on Eq. (D.10), the following equation is obtained for the













Now, by subtracting Eqs. (D.13) and (D.14) from Eq. (D.8), the evolution equation for
mass-specific bulk internal energy (e) is obtained:
d
dt



























































































where φ̃ is the inelastic component of the solid volume fraction. Substituting this relation



































































Therefore, contributions towards the evolution of thermal energy of the material come from
a compaction induced energy dissipation rate (ėc) component, given by the first two terms


























Compaction induced energy dissipation rate (ėc) can be further divided into two compo-






















Since the numerical scheme to be used in this research takes advantage of the char-
acteristic formulation of the governing equations, it is necessary to obtain the eigenvalues
of the flux Jacobian matrices in the transformed curvilinear coordinate system. This is



























































































































































B are the flux Jacobians. From Eq. (2.32):
f̂ = J−1 [ξtq + ξx1f + ξx2g]

















































Similarly from Eq. (2.33):
ĝ = J−1 [ηtq + ηx1f + ηx2g]


























































where Ā = ∂f
∂q
and B̄ = ∂g
∂q
. Hence, Eq. (E.3) and Eq. (E.5) can be re-written as:
ˆ̂
A = ξtĪ + ξx1Ā + ξx2B̄, (E.7)
ˆ̂
B = ηtĪ + ηx1Ā + ηx2B̄, (E.8)
respectively.
The construction of Ā and B̄ requires fi and gi to be expressed as functions of qi
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(i = 1, 2, · · · , 6), yielding

















































































, it is required to calculate ∂Ps
∂qi
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−Γv1v2 H − v
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where Υ = [H − (v21 + v
2
2)] Γ and κ1 = c
2 − (Γ + 1) (Ps/ρs). Now, Ā and B̄ are substituted
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ξx1ζ − v1 (U
c − ξt) U
c + ξx1 (1 − Γ) v1
ξx2ζ − v2 (U
c − ξt) ξx1v2 − ξx2v1Γ
(ζ −H) (U c − ξt) ξx1H − v1Γ (U
c − ξt)
−φ (U c − ξt) ξx1φ
−φ̃ (U c − ξt) ξx1φ̃
ξx2 0 0 0
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ηx1ζ − v1 (V
c − ηt) V
c + ηx1 (1 − Γ) v1
ηx2ζ − v2 (V
c − ηt) ηx1v2 − ηx2v1Γ
(ζ −H) (V c − ηt) ηx1H − v1Γ (V
c − ηt)
−φ (V c − ηt) ηx1φ
−φ̃ (V c − ηt) ηx1φ̃
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ηx2 0 0 0














ηx2H − v2Γ (V
c − ηt) V











































U c = ξt + ξx1v1 + ξx2v2,
V c = ηt + ηx1v1 + ηx2v2.
Here, U c and V c represent the contravariant velocities along the coordinate line ξ and η,
respectively. Since time invariant computational grids were used in the numerical study,




B are obtained by



















































These eigenvalues λi and µi (i = 1, 2, · · · , 6) represent the characteristic speeds along









Bulk Sound Speed in Granular HMX
The resulting flow field following the interaction between an incoming flow and a rigid
obstacle can be vastly different depending on whether the flow is subsonic or supersonic.
This is because a subsonic flow tackles this obstacle very differently compared to a super-
sonic flow. A subsonic flow knows about the obstacle in advance and adjusts itself well
before reaching the obstacle. On the other hand, a supersonic flow is unaware of the obsta-
cle and negotiates it through sudden adjustments. To determine whether a flow is subsonic
or supersonic it is necessary to calculate the sound speed in the medium through which the
flow is propagating.
The calculations for the sound speed in pure phase solid HMX is given in Appendix
B. However, this study focuses on granular HMX and therefore, the sound speed in the
bulk material needs to be determined as porosity reduces the speed of sound in granular
materials [66]. The bulk sound speed (Cb) in granular HMX depends on the initial solid
volume fraction (φ0) of the unloaded material, whereas the sound speed in the solid HMX
is a constant (Cs = 2740 m/s). To determine the bulk sound speed, compaction wave
speeds (D) are plotted against piston impact speeds (Up) within the viscoelastic limit of
the material for initial solid volume fractions of φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. The
compaction wave speed (D) for a particular value of Up and φ0 is determined from the
steady compaction wave solutions discussed in 3.3. In the D-Up plots given in Fig. F.1, the
values of the vertical axis intercept give the bulk sound speeds in the ambient material.
From Fig. F.1, the bulk sound speeds in the granular HMX are predicted to be Cb =
437.08, 476.78, 506.34 and 552.22 m/s, respectively, for initial solid volume fractions of
φ0 = 0.73, 0.80, 0.85 and 0.90. Based on these bulk sound speeds, the Mach numbers of
the incident compaction wave (Mi) are calculated for the impact speeds considered in this




Figure F.1: Predicted variation in compaction wave speed (D) with piston impact speed
(Up) within the viscoelastic limit of the ambient material for initial solid volume fractions
of: (a) φ0 = 0.73, (b) φ0 = 0.80, (c) φ0 = 0.85 and (d) φ0 = 0.90.
wave indicate that they are supersonic relative to the bulk sound speed in the material for
all values of φ0 and Up considered in this study.
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Table F.1: Mach numbers of the incident compaction wave
φ0 Cb Up D Mi
(m/s) (m/s) (m/s)
150.0 656.5 1.50
0.73 437.08 300.0 1139.5 2.61
500.0 1752.5 4.01
150.0 881.5 1.85
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